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Abstract

The research on atomic scale solid state structures has developed into a highly dy-
namic field that is driven by fundamental questions as well asapplications. In this
thesis, the electronic properties of different nano scale systems are theoretically
investigated and distinct physical effects determining their electronic structure will
be encountered.

In the first part, effects of inhomogeneities and impurities in graphene are ad-
dressed by means of first-principles theory and analytical models. We give an
explanation for an unexpected gap reported in recent scanning tunneling spec-
troscopy (STS) experiments on graphene. A particular type of electron-phonon
coupling is shown to cause huge inelastic contributions in STS on graphene. As
graphene exhibits long range ripples, we investigate the electronic properties of
corrugated graphene. We show that quenched ripples induce pseudo-magnetic
fields and that these can lead to the formation of flat bands near the Fermi level,
which are destroyed upon annealing. Being crucial for any application, we then
turn to impurity effects in graphene. Different interaction mechanisms of impu-
rities with graphene are introduced and the requirements for impurity states in
the vicinity of the Fermi level are worked out. We find that open-shell and in-
ert impurities affect graphene very differently: the former interact directly with
graphene, strongly hybridize, cause midgap states or become charged, whereas
inert impurities usually physisorb and substrate mediateddoping effects become
important.

In the second part of this thesis, we address the electronic properties of mag-
netic ad-atoms and nanostructures on surfaces by combing density functional the-
ory with many body approaches. For the model system of Ce ad-atoms on differ-
ent transition metal surfaces, hybridization mechanisms are elucidated and recent
photoemission experiments displaying a transition from localized to delocalized
Ce 4f electrons upon changing the substrate are explained. Afterwards, we turn
to the Kondo effect of Co atoms in different environments. In a joint STS and
ab-initio theory investigation, we find that the Kondo temperature of Co atoms
embedded in CoCun clusters on Cu(111) exhibits a nonmonotonic variation with
the cluster size and demonstrate the importance of the localinhomogeneous elec-
tronic structure for correlation effects in small clusters. Motivated by very recent
experiments, we identify possible scenarios for the Kondo effect due to Co ad-
atoms on graphene. We find that orbital physics controls the Kondo effect if Co
is located in the center of a graphene hexagon. Characteristic signatures of the
interplay of the orbital Co physics and the peculiar band-structure of graphene are
predicted to occur in local probe experiments.
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Zusammenfassung

Nanostrukturierte Festkörper bilden ein dynamisches Forschungsfeld, das sowohl
durch grundlegende Fragen als auch durch Anwendungen motiviert wird. In der
vorliegenden Arbeit werden die elektronischen Eigenschaften verschiedener Na-
nosysteme theoretisch untersucht und es wird herausgestellt, welche physikali-
schen Mechanismen ihre elektronische Struktur bestimmen.

Im ersten Teil wird der Einfluss von Inhomogenitäten und St¨orstellen auf Gra-
phen mittels Dichtefunktionaltheorie und analytischer Modelle betrachtet. Wir
erklären eine unerwartete Energielücke, die in Rastertunnelspektroskopieexpe-
rimenten (RTS) beobachtet wurde. Es wird gezeigt, dass einespezielle Art der
Elektron-Phonon-Wechselwirkung zu sehr großen unelastischen Beiträgen in der
RTS führt. Da Graphen langreichweitige Riffeln aufweist, betrachten wir die elek-
tronischen Eigenschaften von welligem Graphen. Wir zeigen, dass “eingefrorene”
Riffeln pseudomagnetische Felder und flache Bänder am Fermi Niveau hervor-
rufen, welche durch Relaxation zerstört werden. Danach werden Störstellenef-
fekte in Graphen behandelt. Dabei werden verschiedene Wechselwirkungsmecha-
nismen von Störstellen mit Graphen und die Voraussetzungen für die Erzeugung
quasilokaler Zustände am Fermi Niveau herausgearbeitet:Störstellen mit offenen
Elektronenschalen wechselwirken direkt mit Graphen, hybridisieren stark oder
werden geladen, während inerte Störstellen indirekt mitGraphen wechselwirken
und im Zusammenspiel mit dem Substrat zu Dotierung führen können.

Der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit behandelt die elektronischenEigenschaften ma-
gnetischer Ad-Atome und Nanostrukturen auf Oberflächen, wobei Dichtefunk-
tionaltheorie und Vielteilchenmethoden kombiniert werden. Für Ce Atome auf
verschiedenÜbergangsmetalloberflächen werden Hybridisierungsmechanismen
erläutert und Photoemissionsexperimente, die einenÜbergang von lokalisierten
zu delokalisierten Ce 4f Elektronen zeigen, erklärt. Im Weiteren wird der Kondo
Effekt von Co Atomen in verschiedenen Umgebungen untersucht. Durch Kombi-
nation von RTS und ab-initio Theorie finden wir, dass die Kondo Temperatur von
Co Atomen in CoCun Clustern auf Cu (111) nicht monoton mit der Clustergröße
variiert, und demonstrieren die Wichtigkeit der lokalen inhomogenen elektroni-
schen Struktur für Korrelationseffekte in kleinen Clustern. Motiviert durch RTS
Experimente, werden im letzten Teil der Arbeit mögliche Szenarien für den Kon-
do Effekt von Co Atomen auf Graphen diskutiert. Wir zeigen, dass orbitale Frei-
heitsgrade den Kondo Effekt kontrollieren, falls Co zentral über einem Graphen
Hexagon adsorbiert. Für RTS Experimente werden charakteristische Signaturen
des Wechselspiels von orbitaler Co Physik und der besonderen Bandstruktur von
Graphen vorhergesagt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Physics aims to describe phenomena on length scales rangingfrom Planck scale
of 10−35 m up to astronomic length scales of more than 1024 m. The dominating
physics strongly differs between the scales and transitions from one scale to a
longer scale are often associated with the emergence of new phenomena, growing
complexity and eventually coarse graining.

Solid state physics deals with phenomena spanning the rangefrom the 10−10 m
atomic scale up to some 1µm or even more. Mechanical properties of solid state
materials of some 10−3 m to 101 m in size have been exploited since the ancient
times. Similarly, magnetism has fascinated people and has been used in applica-
tions like compass needles for centuries. Starting about 100 years ago, increas-
ingly smaller structures could be fabricated, studied and afound their way into
technology. Semiconductors are one remarkable example in this respect, where
advancing miniaturization revealed beautiful new physicsand brought along novel
applications: The quantum Hall effect has been discovered in the inversion layer of
a metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET)[1], which is at the
same time the building block of all modern computers. Duringthe last decades,
improvement of semiconductor devices meant miniaturization with typical dimen-
sions of the smallest structures reaching 30−60 nm in 2007. To date, the top-down
production of structures of some nm in size is becoming possible and raises the
question of how electronic and magnetic effects emerge on this previously inac-
cessible length scale.

In the opposite, bottom-up, direction, self assembly and atom manipulation us-
ing scanning tunneling microscopes (STM) provide a growingamount of possibil-
ities to design and characterize nano scale structures: STMis capable of moving
individual atoms along surfaces and to create structures ina well-directed manner
[2]. In this way, electronic wave functions can be engineered in their size, shape
and energy dependence [3, 4].

No matter from which direction, the nano scale, i.e. the range from a few
atoms up to 100nm, is approached new questions of both, scientific and techno-
logical importance arise. If three dimensional materials like Si are structured on
the nano scale the ratio of surface to bulk atoms becomes critical in a sense that
surface effects might significantly determine the electronic properties of the whole
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2 1. Introduction

structure. For this reason, the conventional Si-based electronics is expected to en-
counter fundamental limitations at the spatial scale below10 nm [5] and the search
for so-called “nanomaterials” that are better suited for creating smaller structures
than Si is of particular technological importance. This search extends over a di-
verse field of materials including nanoparticles with all three dimensions within
the nanoscale, nanotubes having a nanosize cross-sectional area or nanofilms with
a nanoscale thickness, but macroscopic extent in the other two dimensions.

In this context, carbon is an extremely promising element: It forms sta-
ble 4-fold coordinated sp3 hybrids like diamond, 2-fold coordinated sp hybrids
like acetylene, as well as stable 3-fold coordinated sp2 hybrids like benzene or
graphene. The latter allotrope, made up by carbon atoms arranged in a two
dimensional (2-d) honeycomb lattice, is a building block for three dimensional
graphite, ”one dimensional” carbon nanotubes and ”zero dimensional” fullerenes.
These derived materials were discovered before graphene but their behavior al-
ready pointed towards one of graphene’s most remarkable properties: The carbon
atoms in graphene ”are completely naked from above and below” but they are
”largely immune to further bonding”, as summed up by R. Smalley in his 1996
Nobel lecture [6].

The first experimental realization of graphene [7] about 8 years later initiated
enormous interest in this material. In addition to being thefirst truly two di-
mensional material [8] and being surprisingly inert, graphene became famous for
its remarkable electronic properties [9, 10, 11]. Its 2-d crystal structure leads to
electrons behaving like massless fermions with the speed oflight being replaced
by the Fermi velocityv ≈ 106 m/s. Electrons in graphene show extraordinarily
high charge carrier mobilityµ ∼ 105 cm2V−1s−1 [7, 12, 13] which —in combina-
tion with the very high Fermi velocity— makes micron mean free paths routinely
achievable. These properties make graphene a hotly debatedcandidate for silicon
replacement in electronics industry. Moreover, graphene is particularly prospec-
tive for applications like ultra-high frequency transistors [14], gas sensors[15] or
as transparent flexible electrode material for display technology. Indeed, as large
scale high quality graphene samples grown by a technique called chemical va-
por deposition [16] are becoming available, graphene applications are appearing
very realistic today and are calling for an intense investigation of its electronic
properties.

The effects of inhomogeneities in graphene are particularly important. First,
inhomogeneities are widely used to functionalize materials. Impurities in semi-
conductors, e.g., can be used to control charge transport and are a key element for
building transistors. Similarly, the giant magneto resistance (GMR) effect used in
magnetic data storage employs that nm-thin layered ferromagnet non-ferromagnet
structures exhibit extraordinarily strong magneto resistance.

At the same time, inhomogeneities are sources of electron scattering: At suf-
ficiently low temperatures, impurity scattering is the mostimportant contribution
to the electronic resistance of usual metals or semiconductors.

Impurity effects can not only lead to new applications and determine their per-
formance but they can also reveal the nature of exotic groundstates, details of
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electronic correlations or magnetic interactions. Impurities act as scattering cen-
ters which can locally destroy a coherent electronic state and create a real-space
fingerprint of this state. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images of the
quasiparticle density of states close to Zn impurities in the highTc superconduc-
tor BiSr2CaCu2O8+δ, for instance, revealed a four-fold symmetric quasi-particle
cloud [17] and is one of the most direct proofs ofd-wave pairing in these materi-
als. Similarly, impurities uncovered the nature of an exotic surface state occurring
on clean Cr (001) surfaces as being an orbital Kondo singlet formed by Crdxz and
dyz orbitals with the sp conduction electrons [18].

Inhomogeneities in graphene should be therefore studied toobtain a basic un-
derstanding of this material as well as they may present routes to applications. The
first part of this thesis is devoted to impurity, phonon and structural inhomogene-
ity effects on electronic properties of this material. Moreover, we will address the
interaction of graphene with magnetic impurities in the last part of this thesis and
encounter a special Kondo effect controlled by graphene’s particular symmetries.

Magnetism, in general, is major challenge in condensed matter physics, where
the advance to the nano scale comes up with the possibility ofnew understanding
as well as of novel applications. Techniques like x-ray magnetic circular dichro-
ism (XMCD) or spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy allow to address
magnetism element specifically and with atomic scale spatial resolution. In this
way, magnetic interactions can be investigated in the rangefrom individual atoms
up to structures of some nm’s in size. Such experiments can provide important
insights for understanding the transition from atoms to solids, i.e. from electronic
excitations being described by atomic multiplets to electronic excitations forming
quasiparticle bands or collective excitations like spin-waves. A general theory of
the magnetic properties of atoms, molecules or clusters in contact with substrate
surfaces would be a big step in this direction but is still lacking. Moreover, un-
derstanding these magnetic systems will be important for data storage technology,
where proceeding miniaturization brings up questions of how stable magnetic mo-
ments can formed in increasingly small structures and how the moments interact
with their surrounding.

Many effects have been observed in this context. Single atoms can form mag-
netic moments on paramagnetic surfaces with the direction of the magnetic mo-
ment being stabilized by unexpectedly high magnetic anisotropies as found for Co
ad-atoms on Pt (111) [19]. On other surfaces like Cu (111), Ag(111), Ag (100),
or Au (111) [20, 21] the same Co ad-atoms appear to be best described as “Kondo
impurities”: below a characteristic temperature,TK, the Co magnetic moment is
screened by the conduction electrons which condense into a many-body ground
state forming singlet with the ad-atom spin. The dominatingphysical effects ap-
pear to depend strongly on precise atomic configurations.

While this gives large freedom to design nanomagnetic structures with desired
properties, the fact that “each atom matters” presents a major challenge for the
theoretical description of these structures. The second part of this thesis addresses
exactly this problem by combining ab-initio electronic theory and model based
many-body approaches. We will investigate certain model systems like Ce ad-

3



4 1. Introduction

atoms on different substrates or CoCun nano structures on Cu (111) surfaces to
find out which atomistic processes determine the physics of these systems and
which quantities obtained from first-principles theory arethe best starting point
for getting a model based understanding of these systems.

The thesis is organized as follows: The description of impurities and inhomo-
geneities in graphene as well as the study of magnetic nanostructures presented in
this work is in large parts based on ab-initio simulations inthe framework of den-
sity functional theory (DFT). DFT as well as generalizations to deal with correla-
tion phenomena like the Kondo effect are introduced in chapter 2. Afterwards we
turn to the study of graphene with its basic electronic properties being introduced
in chapter 3 followed by an investigation of structural inhomogeneities in chapter
4 as well as impurity effects in this material in chapter 5. Chapter 6 is devoted
to magnetic nano structures on non-magnetic substrates such as Ce on different
transition metal substrates, CoCun on Cu (111) as well as Co on graphene. In this
chapter the Anderson impurity model and the Kondo model are introduced, their
basic physics is discussed and then combined with DFT calculations to describe
these nanosystems. Ce on Ag (111), W (110), and Rh (111) as well as CoCun on
Cu (111) are investigated in joint experimental and theoretical studies.

4



Chapter 2

Ab-initio theory of solids

Deriving material properties from their atomistic structure presents a great chal-
lenge in theoretical physics: The full quantum mechanical description of any solid
state material involves a many body Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ = Ĥe + Ĥi + Hei, (2.1)

covering the dynamics of the electrons,Ĥe, the ion cores or nuclei,̂Hi and their
mutual interaction,Ĥei. Ĥ is called first-principles or ab-initio Hamiltonian if it
is only based on fundamental constants like the elementary charge,e, the electron
massme, the ion core massesMµ, their chargesZµ etc.. A nonrelativistic version
[22] of this Hamiltonian containing the Coulomb-type ion-ion interactionVI and
electron-nucleus interactionVe−I reads as

Ĥe =
∑

i

p̂2
i

2me
+

∑

j>i

e2

|r̂ i − r̂ j |
, (2.2)

Ĥi =
∑

µ

P̂2
µ

2Mµ

+
∑

ν>µ

VI(R̂µ − R̂ν), (2.3)

Ĥei =
∑

i,µ

Ve−I(R̂µ − r̂ i), (2.4)

where (ˆr i, R̂µ) and (p̂i, P̂µ) are position and momentum operators of the elec-
trons and ion cores, respectively1. In any situation of practical interest to solid
sate physics this Hamiltonian includes on the order of some 100 (nano system) to
∼ 1023 quantum degrees of freedom (macroscopic system) and obtaining physical
observables by directly diagonalizing it or directly evaluating quantum statistical
averages is intractable. The formidable task is rather finding approximations that
make calculations of some desired quantity feasible while maintaining sufficient
accuracy. As usual, the approximation of choice strongly depends on the physical
observable of interest. A frequently used starting point isthe Born-Oppenheimer

1In order to keep notations simple, vectors are not marked throughout this thesis. Whether a
quantity is a vector or a scalar becomes clear from the context.
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6 2. Ab-initio theory of solids

approximation (see section 2.1) to decouple the electronicand the ion core dy-
namics, which leads to a problem of interacting electrons ina static potential
generated by frozen ion cores [23]. The latter problem, though simpler than the
initial one, still comprises too much complexity for directcalculations of physical
properties and various ways of treating it have been developed. These include
ground state methods like DFT [24] or wave function Monte Carlo [25] as well as
excited state methods like GW [26]. DFT is a particularly successful ground state
approach that gives even good predictions for one-electronexcitation spectra as
long as correlations are not too strong. Large parts of this work rely on DFT and
the formalism will be introduced in section 2.2.

Whenever the description of electrons in terms of independent particles breaks
down the systems are called strongly correlated: The electronic wave function ac-
quires many body character meaning that a description in terms of single Slater
determinants is no more possible. The Kondo effect [27], where the conduction
electrons form a singlet with a localized spin, is a famous example where the sin-
gle particle picture fails qualitatively to describe the thermodynamic and spectral
properties. Strongly correlated electrons have been traditionally studied by means
of model Hamiltonians reading generally as

Ĥe =
∑

i j

ti j c
†
i cj +

1
2

∑

i jkl

Ui jkl c
†
i c
†
j ckcl . (2.5)

Here, ci and c†i denote the usual fermionic annihilation and creation operators,
respectively, which are labelled by a multi index,i, containing site, orbital and
spin degrees of freedom. All one electron contributions to the Hamiltonian are
included in the “hopping parameters”,ti j , whereasUi jkl describes the two particle
interactions.

Rewriting the full electronic Hamiltonian as obtained fromEq. (2.1) in Born-
Oppenheimer approximation to a second quantized tight-binding basis yields a
Hamiltonian in the form of Eq. (2.5). (See appendix B.) Frequently employed
model Hamiltonians, like the Anderson impurity model or theHubbard model
[28], differ from this full Hamiltonian by considering only a truncated Hilbert
space of one electron degrees of freedom, e.g. restricting the indicesi to a par-
ticular set of orbitals, and using a simplified local Coulombinteraction. During
the last decades great progress has been made in understanding the physics of
the model Hamiltonians by various techniques: The behaviorof Anderson im-
purities can be understood by means of renormalization group methods, large-N
expansions or quantum Monte Carlo methods. Theoretical tools such as dynami-
cal mean field theory (DMFT) [29, 30, 31], its cluster extensions [32, 33, 34, 35]
or the recent dual fermion approach [36] for treating lattice models like the Hub-
bard model have been developed and allowed one to understandthe physics of the
Mott transition or the occurrence of complex ordered phasesin these systems.

Originally, these approaches relied on hopping and Coulombparameters be-
ing empirically adjusted, which hinders their applicability in cases, where the
detailled atomistic structure is decisive. One way to address this problem is by

6



2.1 Born-Oppenheimer Approximation 7

combining DFT with model approaches to obtain structure andmaterial specific
model Hamiltonians derived from first principles. One successful implementation
of this idea is the “LDA+DMFT” method [37, 38]. The combination of DFT with
model-based many body approaches is particular important for the understanding
of magnetic nanostructures, which are addressed in chapter6. In this context, we
covercome limitations of prior combinations of many body methods with DFT,
which relied on specific DFT implementations that did not allow to treat complex
magnetic nanostructures.

In section 2.2 a derivation of DFT and important prerequisites for its practi-
cal use as well as an introduction of the implementation usedfor this work are
given. Afterwards a theoretical background for combining DFT with model based
approaches is given in terms of an effective action formalism and constraining
fields.

2.1 Born-Oppenheimer Approximation

Since the electron mass is by a factor of 1800 less than the nucleon mass, the
electrons should follow the nuclear motion quasi-instantaneously. This heuristic
argument has been put on formal grounds by Born and Oppenheimer (see, e.g.,
[23] or [22].) who showed that electron and ion core dynamicscan be separated
in a lowest order approximation:

We consider the electrons moving in a static array of ion cores, i.e. the opera-
torsR̂µ → Rµ are replaced by real parameters. Solving the resulting Hamiltonian
describing the electrons in presence of frozen ion cores,

(Ĥe + Ĥei)ψK(Rµ, r i) = EK(Rµ)ψK(Rµ, r i), (2.6)

yields a basis of electronic eigenfunctionsψK(Rµ, r i), which contain the nuclear
coordinates,Rµ, as parameters.K denotes the overall electronic quantum number.
Now, the following ansatz for eigenfunctions of the full Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.1), is
chosen:

ΦQ(Rµ, r i) = χQ(Rµ)ψK(Rµ, r i), (2.7)

where the wave functionχQ(Rµ) of the nuclei depends on the total system quantum
numberQ. Applying the full Hamiltonian to the ansatz for the full wave functions
yields

ĤΦQ(Rµ, r i) =
[

EK(Rµ) + Ĥi

]

ΦQ(Rµ, r i)

= ψK(Rµ, r i)
[

EK(Rµ) + Ĥi

]

χQ(Rµ)

−
∑

µ

1
2Mµ

[

2∇µψK(Rµ, r i)∇µχQ(Rµ) + χQ(Rµ)∇2
µψK(Rµ, r i)

]

. (2.8)

The energyEK(Rµ) acts on the ion core motion as an adiabatic potential, whereas
the last line of Eq. (2.8) contains the non-adiabatic terms.The contribution∼
∇µψK(Rµ, r i)∇µχQ(Rµ) vanishes in first order perturbation theory but the term∼

7



8 2. Ab-initio theory of solids

∇2
µψK(Rµ, r i) is finite in this order. Since, by symmetry,ψK may only depend on

differencesRµ − r i, this first order correction is by a factor ofm/Mµ . 0.5 · 10−3

smaller than the pure electronic kinetic energy. Up to corrections of this order, the
electrons follow the ion core motions adiabatically (i.e.K = const.).

It is therefore in many circumstances an appropriate approximation to treat the
electrons as moving in a static potential generated by the frozen ion cores, while
the ion cores are considered as classical objects moving in the effective potential
EK(Rµ) and interacting viaVI(Rµ − Rν). In large parts of this thesis we will make
use of this so-called Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Physically, it is equiv-
alent to neglecting all effects of electron-phonon coupling. There are however
famous examples, like BCS superconductivity, where this approximation breaks
down. In chapter 4 we will deal with scanning tunneling spectra of graphene and
show that electron-phonon coupling has an unexpectedly strong effect, there.

2.2 Density Functional Theory

Having separated the electronic dynamics from the nuclear motion one is in gen-
eral still left with a problem of greatest complexity and themany body all electron
wave functionsψK(Rµ, r i) being quasi unmanageable objects. However, Hohen-
berg, Kohn and Sham showed that the groundstate of any interacting electron
system can be properly described by the ground state densityinstead of the many
body wave function (Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem I). They further showed that this
density obeys a variational condition (Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem II), which can
be used for mapping the many electron problem onto an effective single particle
problem (Kohn-Sham equations).

A classical derivation, following Kübler [22], Jones [24]and Martin [39] will
be given, here. An alternative derivation based on an effective action formalism
will be discussed in the context of going beyond DFT in section 2.5.1.

ConsiderN electrons moving in an external potentialV̂ext =
∑N

i=1 vext(r̂ i) being
described by

Ĥe = T̂ + V̂ee+ V̂ext, (2.9)

whereT̂ is their kinetic energy and̂Vee is their interaction. (See Eq. (2.6.) For any
N-electron state|Φ〉, the densityn(r) at a pointr is given by

n(r) = 〈Φ|














N
∑

i=1

δ(r − r̂ i)















|Φ〉. (2.10)

A densityn(r) resulting from anN-electron wave function according to Eq. (2.10)
is calledN-representable. On the set ofN-representable densities the functional

F[n] = min
|Φ〉∈M(n)

〈Φ|T̂ + V̂ee|Φ〉 (2.11)

is well defined withM(n) being the set ofN-electron states|Φ〉 yielding the density
n(r). The contribution of the external potential〈Φ|V̂ext|Φ〉 to the total energyE =

8



2.2 Density Functional Theory 9

〈Φ|Ĥe|Φ〉 of the electronic system is given by

〈Φ|V̂ext|Φ〉 =
∫

n(r)vext(r)d
3r. (2.12)

With the ground state,|Φ0〉, for givenV̂ext and the corresponding density,n0, Ritz’s
variational principle proves that

E0 = 〈Φ0|Ĥe|Φ0〉 = min
|Φ〉∈M(n0)

〈Φ|Ĥe|Φ〉 = F[n0] +
∫

n0(r)vext(r)d
3r. (2.13)

This is the Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem I: The ground state energy E0 of an inter-
acting electron system is a functional of the electron density

E0 = E[n0]. (2.14)

Another application of Ritz’s variational principle yields for anyN-representable
electron densityn , n0

E[n0] = min
|Φ〉∈M(n0)

〈Φ|Ĥe|Φ〉 < min
|Φ〉∈M(n)

〈Φ|Ĥe|Φ〉 = E[n]. (2.15)

Therefore, the ground state densityn0 minimizes the energy functionalE[n] within
the set ofN-representable densities, which proves the Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem
II. As consequence, the ground state density obeys the variational equation

δE[n]
δn(r)

= µ, (2.16)

whereµ is a Lagrange multiplier to ensure the desired number of electrons,N =
∫

n(r)d3r. This can be solved by mapping onto a single particle problemwith a
self-consistency condition. First, consider an auxiliarysystem of noninteracting
particles described by the Schrödinger equation

[

− ~
2

2m
∆ + veff(r)

]

ψi(r) = ǫiψi(r). (2.17)

The ground state density of this system is obtained by occupying theN energeti-
cally lowest states

n(r) =
N

∑

i=1

|ψi(r)|2 . (2.18)

The effective potentialveff(r) has to be determined such, that the ground state
density of the interacting electron system and of the auxiliary system coincide.
To this end, the exchange-correlation functionalExc[n] is defined by splitting the
energy functional of the interacting electrons according to

E[n] = T0[n] + EH[n](r) + Exc[n] +
∫

d3rn(r)vext(r). (2.19)

9



10 2. Ab-initio theory of solids

Here,T0[n] denotes the kinetic energy of noninteracting electrons with the density
n andEH[n] is the electrostatic energy (Hartree energy) of the chargedistribution
resulting fromn. Defining the Hartree potential and the exchange-correlation po-
tential by

vxc[n](r) =
δExc[n]
δn(r)

andvH[n](r) =
δEH[n]
δn(r)

, (2.20)

respectively, Eq. (2.16) can be replaced by

δT0[n]
δψ∗i (r)

+ (vxc[n](r) + vH[n](r) + vext(r))
δn(r)
δψ∗i (r)

= 0 (2.21)

with i = 1, 2, . . . ,N and the orthonormality constraint〈ψi |ψ j〉 = δi, j. As δT0[n]
δψ∗i (r) =

− ~22m∆ψi(r) Eq. (2.21) and (2.17) coincide for

veff(r) = vext(r) + vH[n](r) + vxc[n](r). (2.22)

Therefore, the ground state density of the interacting electron system is given
by a self consistent solution of the Eqs. (2.22), (2.17) and (2.18), known as Kohn-
Sham equations.ψi(r) and ǫi are referred to as Kohn-Sham eigenfunctions and
eigenvalues, respectively.

The proof of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems presented above holds also if the
for electron densityn(r) is replaced by the spin density matrix

ñαβ(r) = 〈Φ|Ψ†α(r)Ψβ(r)|Φ〉 (2.23)

as fundamental variable. HereΨα(r) denotes the field operator for electrons with
spinα =↑, ↓. This allows for more flexibility in formulating approximations to the
exchange-correlation functional.

To generalize the Kohn-Sham theory to the spin dependent case (see Ref. [40])
the condition of vanishing variation of the total energyE[ñ] under the constraint
N =

∑

α

∫

ñαα(r)dr is examined:

δT0

δñβα(r)
+ vH[ñ](r)δαβ +

δExc

δñβα(r)
+ vαβ(r) = µδαβ. (2.24)

Comparison to a noninteracting auxiliary system, as in Eqs.(2.22) and (2.17),
shows that Eq. (2.24) is equivalent to the coupled Pauli typeequations

∑

β

[

− ~
2

2m
δαβ∆ + vαβ(r) + vH[ñ](r)δαβ + vαβxc [ñ](r)

]

ψ(i)
β (r) = ǫiψ

(i)
α (r).

In analogy to Eq. (2.18), the spin density matrix is given by ˜nαβ(r) =
∑N

i=1ψ
(i)∗
α (r)ψ(i)

β (r) and self-consistency of the HartreevH[ñ] and exchange-
correlation potentialsvxc[ñ] is required.

10



2.2 Density Functional Theory 11

2.2.1 Approximations to the exchange-correlation functional

The total energy functional has been abstractly defined in Eqs. (2.11) and
(2.13) but an explicit form necessary for practical applications of the theory is
a-priori unknown. A very successful class of approximate functionals are the so-
called (semi-)local exchange correlation functionals, which use exact exchange-
correlation energies of the homogeneous electron gas as an approximation for in-
homogeneous systems. The local-density approximation (LDA) implements this
by assuming

Exc[n] =
∫

n(r)ǫxc(n(r))dr, (2.25)

whereǫxc is a functionof the densityn(r). To obtain an explicit form ofǫxc, one
separates exchange,Ex, and correlation,Ec, contributions to

Exc = Ex + Ec (2.26)

and similarlyǫxc = ǫx+ ǫc: The exchange energyEx is defined as the Fock integral
applied to the Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals:

Ex[n] = 〈ΦKS|V̂ee|ΦKS〉 − EH[n], (2.27)

where|ΦKS〉 is the Slater determinant of the occupied KS orbitals. This expression
can be evaluated for the homogeneous electron gas, where theKS orbitals are
plane waves [41]. The resulting exchange energy density is2

ǫx(n) = − 3
4π

(3π2n)1/3 = − 3
4π

(9π/4)1/3

rs
(2.28)

with the Wigner Seitz radiusrs being radius of a sphere containing one electron
on average:n = 3

4πr3
s
. Forǫc, there are analytical expressions for the homogeneous

electron gas in the limits of high and low densities. The high-density limit is the
limit of weak interactions, in which

ǫc(n) = c0 log rs− c1 + c2rs log rs− c3rs+ . . . (2.29)

and the constantsci are obtained from many-body perturbation theory [41]. In
the low-density, i.e., strong coupling limit, comparison to the electrostatic and the
zero-point vibrational energies of a Wigner crystal yields[41]

ǫc(n) = −d0

rs
+

d1

r3/2
s

+ . . . (2.30)

and the constantsdi. An expression encompassing both limits is

ǫc(n) = −2c0(1+ α1rs) log













1+
1

2c0(β1r
1/2
s + β2rs+ β3r

3/2
s + β4r2

s)













, (2.31)

2In the following section atomic units are used:~ = e= me = 1.

11



12 2. Ab-initio theory of solids

whereβ1 =
1

2c0
exp(− c1

2c0
), β2 = 2c0β

2
1. The remaining coefficientsα1, β3 andβ4

are obtained by fitting Eq. (2.31) to Quantum Monte Carlo correlation energies
by Ceperley and Alder. (See, e.g., [41] and references therein.)

The generalization of LDA to include spin densities, calledlocal spin density
approximation (LSDA), reads for the collinear case as

Exc[n] =
∫

n(r)ǫxc(n↑(r), n↓(r))dr. (2.32)

This LSDA functional can be obtained from the LDA functionalusing spin scaling
relations for kinetic and exchange terms as well as a random phase approximation
(RPA) motivated interpolation for the correlation energy.Widely used param-
eterizations can be found, e.g., in Ref. [41]. For DFT calculations including
non-collinear spin configurations, an approximation to theexchange correlation
potential is obtained by employing Eq. (2.32) and diagonalizing the spin density
matrix ñαβ(r) locally. (See [22] for details.)

To construct functionals beyond LDA, in particular the generalized gradi-
ent approximations (GGA) used in many parts of this work, theconcept of the
exchange-correlation hole,nxc(r, r ′), has to be introduced [22]: Consider the two
electron correlation function

ρ2(r, r
′) = Tr

σ,σ′
〈Φ|Ψ†σ′(r ′)Ψ†σ(r)Ψσ(r)Ψσ′(r

′)|Φ〉 (2.33)

and definenxc(r, r ′) by ρ2(r, r ′) = n(r)n2(r, r ′) with n2(r, r ′) = n(r ′) + nxc(r, r ′).
Hence,nxc(r, r ′) describes the depletion of density atr ′, if there is an electron atr.
Integrating Eq. (2.33) overr ′ yields the sum rule

∫

d3r ′nxc(r, r
′) = −1. (2.34)

In analogy to Eqs. (2.26) and (2.27),nxc(r, r ′) = nx(r, r ′) + nc(r, r ′) can be de-
composed into the exchange hole,nx(r, r ′), and the correlation hole,nc(r, r ′). The
exchange energy is defined as the Fock integral of the KS orbitals, Eq. (2.27),
which implies

nx(r, r
′) ≤ 0 (2.35)

in all space and
∫

d3r ′nx(r, r
′) = −1. (2.36)

Combination of Eqs. (2.34) and (2.36) yields
∫

d3r ′nc(r, r
′) = 0. (2.37)

With the concept of coupling constant integration,nxc(r, r ′) can be directly
related to the functionalExc[n]: We generalize the density functional, Eq. (2.11),
by introducing the coupling constantλ ∈ [0, 1],

Fλ[n] = min
|Φ〉∈M(n)

〈Φ|T̂ + λV̂ee|Φ〉, (2.38)

12



2.2 Density Functional Theory 13

and define|Φλn〉 as the N-electron state, which minimizesT̂ + λV̂ee under the con-
straint of yielding the densityn(r). As

dFλ[n]
dλ

= 〈Φλn|V̂ee|Φλn〉, (2.39)

we obtain fromF[n] = F0[n]+
∫ 1

0
Fλ [n]

dλ dλ by definition of the exchange-correlation
functional, Eq. (2.19),

Exc[n] =
∫ 1

0
dλ〈Φλn|V̂ee|Φλn〉 − EH[n]. (2.40)

With the replacements|Φ〉 → |Φλn〉 and ρ2(r, r ′) → ρλ2(r, r
′) in Eq. (2.33) we

define the coupling constant dependent exchange-correlation hole,nλxc(r, r
′), by

ρλ2(r, r
′) = n(r)nλ2(r, r

′) and

nλ2(r, r
′) = n(r ′) + nλxc(r, r

′).

This yields the electron-electron interaction energy as function ofλ:

〈Φλn|V̂ee|Φλn〉 =
1
2

∫

d3r d3r ′
n(r)nλ2(r, r

′)

|r − r ′| .

By definition of the Hartree energy and Eq. (2.40), one finds that Exc is deter-
mined by the coupling-constant averaged exchange-correlation hole n̄xc(r, r ′) =
∫ 1

0
dλnλxc(r, r

′):

Exc[n] =
1
2

∫

d3r d3r ′
n(r)n̄xc(r, r ′)
|r − r ′| .

Hence an accurate approximation to the exchange-correlation functionalExc[n] is
equivalent an accurate description of ¯nxc(r, r ′).

The fact that local approximations like L(S)DA give surprisingly accurate re-
sults even for systems, where the density varies strongly onthe scale of the Fermi
wavelength or the Thomas-Fermi screening length can be partly understood from
properties of the corresponding exchange-correlation hole: L(S)DA is derived
from the homogeneous electron gas, which is a real physical system. Therefore,
the LDA exchange-correlation hole respects the sum rules ofEq. (2.36) and Eq.
(2.37) as well as the negativity condition of Eq. (2.35).

These properties of the exchange-correlation hole need to be preserved when
constructing of semilocal generalizations of LSDA: The first exchange-correlation
functionals including density gradients∇n - the so-called gradient expansion ap-
proximations (GEA) - were less accurate than LDA due to unphysical properties
of nxc(r, r + u) at largeu [41]: There,nGEA

x exhibits undamped cos(2kfu) oscilla-
tions and violates the negativity condition, Eq. (2.35). The sum rule, Eq. (2.36),
is only fullfilled with an additional convergence factor. Furthermore,nGEA

c does
not integrate to zero as required by Eq. (2.37) due to a positiveu−4 tail at largeu.

At small u, however, the GEA exchange-correlation hole is much betterthan
LDA. Perdew, Wang, Becke et al. (see, e.g., [41]) succeeded in constructing

13



14 2. Ab-initio theory of solids

functionals that combine the desirable features of LDA withthe more realistic
exchange-correlation-hole from GEA at smallu. This class of semilocal function-
als, called generalized gradient approximations (GGA), isnow widely applied
from solid state physics to chemistry.

In calculations for this thesis GGA-functionals PW91 and PBE have been
used. The basic step of getting from GEA to PW91-GGA is introducing a real-
space cutoff on nGEA

xc that enforces the sum rules and the negativity contition ac-
cording to Eqs. (2.35) - (2.37). The explicit parameterization of PW91 is given
in [42]. The newer PBE GGA-functional can be constructed more intuitively by
using some known exact relations as starting point and not requiring the cutoff
construction from PW91. Despite this quite different construction PW91 and PBE
give very similar results [43].

2.3 Basis sets for Kohn-Sham Hamiltonians

The Kohn-Sham equation, (2.17), is formally a single-particle Schrödinger equa-
tion, which can be solved by expanding the wave functions to abasis set of the
single particle Hilbert space. The basis set is infinite, in general, and a finite sub-
set appropriate to the physical problem under consideration has to be chosen for
numerical solutions. A preferably “small” basis set, whichat the same time allows
for an accurate description of the Kohn-Sham wave functions, is needed.

This requirement causes difficulties for many realistic solids and molecules,
as the character of the wave functions near the nuclei differs drastically from the
interstitial regions: In the vicinity of the nuclei, the wave function shows rapid
oscillations but does not strongly respond to changes of thechemical environment.
In the interstitial region, however, the wave function is smooth and very sensitive
to its environment [44].

Besides the localized basis sets, widely used in quantum chemistry, various
plane wave based approaches have been developed to deal withthis problem: For
periodic systems the crystal momentumk is a good quantum number and Bloch’s
theorem states that any eigenstate of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian,ψk,i(r), can be
represented by a discrete sum of plane waves

ψk,i(r) =
∑

G

ci,k+Gei(k+G)r .

An obvious way of specifying a finite basis, is to truncate thefull basis by impos-
ing a kinetic energy cutoff Ecut such that only plane waves,ei(k+G)r , with

~
2(k+G)2

2m
< Ecut

are considered. This approach suffers, however, from the problem that plane
waves are poorly suited to reproduce the electronic wave functions near the nu-
clei. Correspondingly, large cutoffs Ecut are required [45]. Historically two dis-
tinct strategies - the pseudopotential (PP) and the augmented wave methods (see

14



2.3 Basis sets for Kohn-Sham Hamiltonians 15

sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, respectively) - have been developed to deal with this
problem. The calculations presented in this work employ theso-called projector
augmented waves (PAW), which can be viewed as unification of the PP and aug-
mented wave approaches. The PAW method is described in section 2.3.3. The
discussion in sections 2.3.1-2.3.3 follows mainly Refs. [22, 39, 44, 46].

2.3.1 Pseudopotentials

The scattering properties of the deep attractive ion core Coulomb potential, which
is (almost) spherically symmetric and localized in a close vicinity of the nuclei,
are fully characterized by the energy and angular momentum dependent phase
shift ηl(ǫ). The eigenenergies of the KS Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.17), can be obtained
solely from the wave functions in the interstitial regions as soon as all phase shifts
are known. The essential point for PP approaches is that the wave functions outsite
the scattering regions depend only on phase shifts modulo 2π: PPs are constructed
such that they approximateηl(ǫ) modulo 2π in a given energy range, where the
freedom of adding integer multiples of 2π is used to remove nodes from the wave
function in the scattering region. The PP can be much weaker and smoother than
the original ion-core potential, which means that the planewave expansion for the
PP converges with significantly smaller plane wave cut-off than for the original
problem.

This scattering theoretic view of pseudopotentials can be well illustrated by a
cancellation theorem of kinetic and potential energy contributions to the energy
of a valence electron wave function in the core region [39]: The Pauli repulsion of
the core electrons (kinetic energy) and the attractive ion-core Coulomb potential
have opposite sign and partly cancel each other. Their effect is combined in an
approximatepseudopotentialacting on the valence electrons. The core electrons
are frozen and eliminated from the calculation.

In practice,ab-initio pseudopotentials can be constructed as follows [45, 39]:
For a given atomic species, one solves the Kohn-Sham equations for the isolated
atom and obtains the all-electron wave functionsψlm. Here, l denotes the total-
angular momentum quantum number,m the angular momentum component about
one quantization axis. For each valence electron state,ψlm, a pseudo-functionψPS

lm ,
which coincides withψlm outside the core radiusrc and fulfills requirements like
smoothness and absence of nodes insiderc, is defined.

Exploiting the spherical symmetry of the ion core problem, the Schrödinger
equation can be inverted for each angular momentum channel,l, at a reference
energiesǫl to yield a potentialul(r) such thatψPS

lm is an eigenstate with energyǫl:

ul(r) = ǫl +
1

ψPS
lm(r)

· ~
2

2me
∇2ψPS

lm(r). (2.41)

Using a soft charge densitỹZ(r) mimicking the charge of the ion core and the
pseudo charge density ˜n(r) =

∑

fnψPS
n (r)ψPS

n (r) constructed from the pseudo wave

15



16 2. Ab-initio theory of solids

functions, we define a pseudo Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian3

H̃l = −
~

2

2me
∇2 + vPS

l (r) + vH[ñ+ Z̃](r) + vxc([ñ(r)], r) (2.42)

with the pseudopotential,vPS
l (r), such that the pseudo Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian

produces the desired pseudo wave functionsψPS
lm , i.e.

vPS
l (r) = ul(r) − vH[ñ+ Z̃](r) − vxc([ñ(r)], r). (2.43)

The construction of Eq. (2.43) is called unscreening. It is problematic sincevxc

is non-linear in ˜n(r) and related ambiguities arise [39]. The final pseudopotential
can be represented in the form

V̂PS = V̂loc + V̂SL (2.44)

which consists of a local partVloc(r, r ′) = v(r)δ(r − r ′) and a semilocal part

VSL(r, r ′) =
∑

lm

Ylm(r)Vl(r)
δ(|r | − |r ′|)
|r |2 Ylm(r ′). (2.45)

Here,Ylm(r), denote the usual spherical harmonics. This constructionfully defines
the pseudopotential, which is non-local due to the explicitdependence ofVl(r) on
the angular momentuml. Evaluating expectation vales of the semilocal potential,
Eq. (2.45), involves double integrals and is computationally expensive. Therefore,
separable peusdopotentials, which can be decomposed according to

V̂PS = V̂loc +
∑

lm

|ψPS
lmVl〉〈Vlψ

PS
lm |

〈ψPS
lm |Vl |ψPS

lm〉
, (2.46)

are often used. The states|ψPS
lmVl〉 are projectors that operate upon the pseudized

wave functionsψPS. Formally very similar expressions arise in the context of the
projector augmented waves described in section 2.3.3.

Methods of constructing pseudopotentials differ by choosing pseudofunc-
tions ψPS

lm for given ψlm. One widely used class of pseudopotentials are norm-
conserving pseudopotentials, which impose the constraintthat the total amount
of charge within the core region is given correctly byψPS

lm :
∫

|r |<rc
d3r |ψPS

lm(r)|2 =
∫

|r |<rc
d3r |ψlm(r)|2. The pseudopotentials constructed in this way have the correct

scattering properties to linear order in energy around the reference energiesǫl.
The total energy in the pseudopotential method reads as

E =
∑

n

fn〈ψPS
n | −

~
2

2me
∇2 + V̂PS|ψPS

n 〉 + Eself + EH[ñ+ Z̃] + Exc[ñ], (2.47)

whereEself is adjusted such that the energy of isolated atoms in the pseudopo-
tential calculation equals the total energy of an all-electron calculation. The

3For clarity,H̃l is written for each angular momentum channel separately.
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2.3 Basis sets for Kohn-Sham Hamiltonians 17

”pseudized” charge densitỹZ is chosen to mimic the charge of the nucleus and
the core electrons in a smooth way.Z̃ is kept fixed, once the pseudopotential is
constructed and does not change with the atomic environment.

PPs are very successful in the field of molecular dynamics simulations [45]
and are widely used for large systems. However, there are some drawbacks of the
PP method. First, withinrc around the nuclei (nearly) all information on the shape
of electron density is lost. Moreover, so-called transferability problems arise that
can be grouped into two classes:

• Energy transferability problems: The scattering properties of the reference
system are reproduced accurately only within a given energyrange.

• Charge transferability problems: The pseudopotential is constructed for a
fixed atomic environment and errors arise, e.g., due to the pseudized charge
densityZ̃ being kept fixed to the spherically symmetric shape of the refer-
ence system.

For norm-conserving PPs, the capabilities of efficiently describing first row
and 3d transition metal elements are limited, since no choice of rc combining
high (energy) transferability and accuracy with moderate energy cutoffs could be
found. The mixed basis set approaches address this problem by including atom
centered localized basis function in addition to the plane waves [47]. Vanderbilt’s
ultrasoft PPs do not impose norm conservation and overcome energy transfer-
ability problems in describing first row or 3d elements efficiently employing only
plane waves [48].

Problems with charge transferability can be improved by including so-called
non-linear core corrections [39] but for̃Z being not adapted to the atomic envi-
ronment systematic errors occur (see section 2.3.3.).

2.3.2 Augmented wave methods

In the augmented wave methods, a different approach is followed by constructing
potential dependent basis sets: Space is again divided intoatom-centered spheres
and the interstitial region but, here, the basis functions are augmented with atomic
orbital like functions within the atom-centered spheres. Today there is a variety of
methods including linearized muffin tin orbitals (LMTO), linearized augmented
plane waves (LAPW), and the Korringa-, Kohn- and Rostoker- (KKR) multiple
scattering approach which implement this idea. These methods differ, e.g., in the
way the wave functions in the interstitial region, called envelope functions, are
described: plane waves in LAPW or solutions of the Laplace equation in LMTO.

Here we will illustrate the augmented wave methods with the example of the
(linearized) augmented plane waves due to its formal similarities with the PAW
method (see section 2.3.3), which has been used for calculations presented in this
thesis. In the augmented plane wave (APW) methods, a model potential — often
a so-called muffin-tin potential, which is constant in the interstitial and spherically
symmetric in the muffin tin spheres — is chosen for the construction of the basis

17



18 2. Ab-initio theory of solids

functions. The resulting Schrödinger equation is solved in each region separately
and the partial solutions are matched continuously at the border of interstitial and
atomic regions. The solutions of the Schrödinger equationin the interstitial are
plane waves. Inside the spheres, the Bessel functions occurring in the Rayleigh
decomposition of the plane wave are replaced by radial functions,ul(E, r), which
solve a radial Schrödinger equation

{

~
2

2m

(

− ∂
2

∂r2
+

l(l + 1)
r2

)

+ VMT(r) − El

}

rul(El , r) = 0 (2.48)

involving the muffin-tin potentialVMT and the energy parameterEl. For a given
reciprocal lattice vector,K, and,k from the first Brillouin zone of the crystal, the
corresponding APW basis function reads as

φK(k, r) =

{

ei(K+k)r interstitial
∑

lm aµK
lm (k)ul(El, rµ)Ylm(rµ) muffin-tin µ,

(2.49)

whererµ = r − τµ for the muffin-tin sphereµ centered atτµ. Using the Rayleigh
decomposition of the plane wave about the sphere centerτµ, the coefficientsaµK

lm (k)
are obtained from the requirement for continuous basis functions:

aµK
lm (k) = 4πei(K+k)τµ i lY∗lm(K + k)

j l((K + k)RMT)
ul(El,RMT)

. (2.50)

This defines the APW basis, where the energiesEl enter as parameters. For an
accurate description of band structures in terms of APWs, itturns out to be nec-
essary to set the expansion parametersEl equal to the band energiesEk,ν, where
ν is a band index. As the basis functions depend then on the bandenergies, the
solution of the equation resulting from the Schrödinger equation becomes a non-
linear problem, which is computationally much more demanding than a secular
problem. Moreover, the APW basis functions are by construction discontinuous
in slope at the muffin-tin boundaries. Therefore, the variational procedure offind-
ing the expansion coefficients of the final wave functions in terms of APWs needs
to be adjusted, such that the final wave functions have a continuous first derivative
in the whole space.

The problem with discontinuities and — most important — the problems
caused by nonlinear equations occurring in all augmented wave methods are
avoided in thelinearizedaugmented wave methods introduced by Andersen [49]
in the 1970s. This development paved the way for realistic calculations of first row
and 3d elements or complex systems [22]: On going from an APW to an LAPW
basis, the radial basis functionsul(El , rµ) in the muffin-tins are supplemented by
their energy derivatives∂Eul(E, rµ)|E=El ≡ u̇l(El , rµ), and both,ul and u̇l are now
evaluated at afixedenergyEl. This yields basis functions of the form4

φK(k, r) =

{

ei(K+k)r interstitial
∑

lm(aµK
lm (k)ul(rµ) + bµK

lm (k)u̇l(rµ))Ylm(rµ) muffin-tin µ,
(2.51)

4We skip the dependence oful andu̇l onEl in the following formulas, as the reference energies
are fixed.
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2.3 Basis sets for Kohn-Sham Hamiltonians 19

where there are nowtwo expansion coefficients,aµK
lm (k) andbµK

lm (k), per muffin-
tin sphere and angular momentum channel. These coefficients are fixed by re-
quiring continuity in value and first derivative of the LAPW basis functions,
which fully determines the LAPW basis set. Approaching fromthis formulation
of LAPW, further improvements have been established like the so-called addi-
tive augmentation [50] or the implementation the so-calledfull-potential LAPW
method (FLAPW) that allows to treat the full-potential and charge density with-
out any shape approximations [51], efficiently. Today, methods like FLAPW enjoy
great popularity for their high accuracy and are often used in problems where ef-
fects related to spin-orbit coupling play an important role. The main drawback of
FLAPW and related methods lies in the bigger computational demands as com-
pared to pseudopotential approaches or PAW.

2.3.3 Projector augmented waves

The pseudopotential and augmented wave methods approach the problem of solv-
ing the Schrödinger/ Kohn-Sham equations from two opposite sides: In the
pseudopotential approaches, the operators occurring in the Hamiltonian are trans-
formed, whereas the augmented wave methods aim at constructing an efficient
basis set but leaving the Hamiltonian unchanged. Pseudopotential theory can
be derived with the so-called orthogonalized plane waves (OPW) which project
atomic core states out of the variational Hilbert space. This procedure can be
expressed in terms of a transformation operatorT [39]:

|Ψn〉 = T |Ψ̃n〉, (2.52)

where|Ψn〉 denotes a physical all-electron wave function with its oscillations near
the nuclei and|Ψ̃n〉 is a smoother auxiliary wave function. Shifting the transfor-
mationT to the operators occurring in the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian yields (after
further approximations) pseudopotentials with the smoothfunctions remaining as
variational degrees of freedom. However, the all-electronwave functions can be
recovered from their smooth counterparts usingT as in Eq. (2.52), which aug-
ments the auxiliary functions within the muffin-tin spheres. Exploiting this formal
similarity of pseudopotential and augmented wave approaches, Blöchl [52] uni-
fied them in theprojector augmented waves(PAW) method, which is discussed in
the following section.

The central concept of the PAW method is a transformation mapping,T , as in
Eq. (2.52) with

T = 1+
∑

µ

Tµ, (2.53)

where the summation is over all augmentation spheresµ and the operatorTµ acts
within the sphereµ. It applies projector functions|p̃i〉 for augmenting auxiliary
partial waves|φ̃i〉 with their physical counterparts|φi〉:

Tµ =
∑

i∈µ

(

|φi〉 − |φ̃i〉
)

〈p̃i |. (2.54)
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20 2. Ab-initio theory of solids

Here i denotes the quantum numbers specifying partial waves located in the
muffin-tin-sphereµ. As in the construction of pseudopotentials, physical par-
tial waves|φi〉 are solutions of the Schrödinger equation of isolated atoms, while
the corresponding auxiliary functions|φ̃i〉 are chosen to match|φi〉 outside the
augmentation spheres, being smooth inside and continuously differentiable in all
space. The projector states|p̃i〉 are finally defined by

〈p̃i |φ̃ j〉 = δi j . (2.55)

The explicit parameterizations of the auxiliary wave functions and the projector
functions employed by the VASP code and used in this work are given in Ref.
[53]. This leads to the PAW decomposition of the wave functions:

|Ψ〉 = |Ψ̃〉 +
∑

µ

(

|Ψ1
µ〉 − |Ψ̃1

µ〉
)

(2.56)

with

|Ψ1
µ〉 =

∑

i∈µ
|φi〉〈p̃i |Ψ̃〉 (2.57)

|Ψ̃1
µ〉 =

∑

i∈µ
|φ̃i〉〈p̃i |Ψ̃〉. (2.58)

The PAW basis functions are continuously differentiable by construction. The
augmentation done in PAW is similar to the additive augmentation in the context
of LAPW [50] in the sense that|Ψ̃〉 extends into the augmentation spheres, where
only those parts|φ̃i〉 are removed that are replaced by some all-electron counterpart
|φi〉.

Using the transformation operatorT any observableA can be calculated from
the auxiliary wave functions as

〈A〉 =
∑

n

fn〈Ψ̃n|T †AT |Ψ̃n〉, (2.59)

where fn is the occupation number of the state|Ψn〉. For sufficiently local oper-
ators like the kinetic energy or the electron density and converged partial wave
expansions this simplifies to5

〈A〉 =
∑

n

fn〈Ψ̃n|A|Ψ̃n〉 +
∑

µ

∑

i, j∈µ
Di j (〈φ j |A|φi〉 − 〈φ̃ j |A|φ̃i〉), (2.60)

where all information about the augmentation channels enters with the one-center
density matrices

Di j =
∑

n

fn〈Ψ̃n|p j〉〈pi |Ψ̃n〉. (2.61)

5We skip writing contribution from core states explicitly.
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2.3 Basis sets for Kohn-Sham Hamiltonians 21

Correspondingly, the electron density decomposes asn(r) = ñ(r) +
∑

µ(n
1
µ(r) −

ñ1
µ(r)) with

ñ(r) =
∑

n

fn
∣

∣

∣Ψ̃n(r)
∣

∣

∣

2

n1
µ(r) =

∑

i, j∈µ
Di jφ

∗
i (r)φ j(r)

ñ1
µ(r) =

∑

i, j∈µ
Di j φ̃

∗
i (r)φ̃ j(r). (2.62)

The Kohn-Sham equations in PAW representation are obtainedby applying
the variational principle to the total energy functional with respect to the auxil-
iary wave functions: Since the transformation operatorT does not depend on the
electron density, the Kohn-Sham equations transform according to Eq. (2.59) as

T †HT |Ψ̃k〉 = ǫkT †T |Ψ̃k〉. (2.63)

Here, H = − ~22m∆ + veff(r) is the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian from Eq. (2.17), so
that Eq. (2.63) is a Schrödinger type equation but with the overlap operatorT †T
occurring on the right hand side. To solve Eq. (2.63) the auxiliary wave functions
are expanded in terms of plane waves:

Ψ̃k(r) = 〈r |Ψ̃k〉 =
∑

G

ck,Gei(k+G)r . (2.64)

For comparison to the pseudopotential approach (see section 2.3.1) it is useful
to consider the PAW decomposition of the total energy functional. Similar to
expectation values of single particle operators, Eq. (2.60), the total energy is
divided into three parts

E = Ẽ +
∑

µ

E1
µ − Ẽ1

µ. (2.65)

with

Ẽ =
∑

n

fn〈Ψ̃n| −
~

2

2m
∇2 + v̄|Ψ̃n〉 + EH[ñ+ Z̃] + Exc[ñ] (2.66)

E1
µ =

∑

i, j∈µ
Di j (〈φ j | −

~
2

2m
∇2|φi〉) + EH[n1

µ + Z] + Exc[n
1
µ] (2.67)

Ẽ1
µ =

∑

i, j∈µ
Di j (〈φ̃ j | −

~
2

2m
∇2 + v̄|φ̃i〉) + EH[ñ1

µ + Z̃µ] + Exc[ñ
1
µ]. (2.68)

The potential ¯v enters the total energy in the form of an intelligent zero and
is included to improve the plane wave convergence properties. The compen-
sation charge densitỹZ(r) =

∑

µ Z̃µ(r) plays the role of the pseudized charge
density in the pseudopotential approach and is constructedsuch that the elec-
trostatic multipole moments of the one-center contributions to the charge density,
n1
µ(r) + Zµ(r) − ñ1µ(r) − Z̃µ(r), vanish for each atomic site.
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22 2. Ab-initio theory of solids

In contrast to the norm-conserving pseudopotentials,Z̃µ(r) is non-spherical
and adapts to its atomic environment. PAW can be therefore viewed as a pseu-
dopotential method that adapts the pseudopotential to its instantaneous environ-
ment. It can be shown that the total energy expression in pseudopotential theory,
Eq. (2.47), follows from the PAW total energy if a Taylor expansion in the on-site
occupancy matricesDi j is truncated after linear order [52, 53].

The main approximations in practical PAW implementations are the frozen
core approximation, finite plane wave cut-offs and the finite number of augmen-
tation channels being included. The latter two approximations can be well con-
trolled by increasing the plane wave cut-off and/or the number of augmentation
partial waves [52].

2.4 The Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package

For all DFT calculations in this work the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package
(VASP) has been applied. It is a complex software package forperforming elec-
tronic structure and molecular dynamics simulations. The PAW method as well
as Vanderbilt’s ultrasoft pseudopotentials are implemented in VASP to expand the
solutions of the Kohn-Sham equations [53]. In this work, thePAW basis-sets
have been applied due to their higher accuracy and their suitability for many body
calculations.

For iterative eigenvector optimization, VASP provides different algorithms
based on the so-called “residual vector minimization schemes”: The central quan-
tity of all these algorithms is the residual vector

|Rn〉 = (H − E)|Ψ̃n〉 with E =
〈Ψ̃n|H|Ψ̃n〉
〈Ψ̃n|Ψ̃n〉

,

where |Ψ̃n〉 denotes a trial wave function. These vectors are used to expand a
subspace of the bands followed by the diagonalization of theKohn-Sham Hamil-
tonian in the expanded subspace, iteratively. There are theconjugate gradient
(CG) andDavidson block algorithmas well as theresidual minimization method
by direct inversion in the iterative subspace(RMM-DIIS) available for this pur-
pose in VASP. As the Davidson block algorithm turned out to bewell suited for
our parallel computer cluster, it has been used in this work.

Ionic relaxations can be performed in VASP by using damped Car-Parrinello
molecular dynamics and related velocity quench algorithms, a quasi-Newton and a
CG algorithm. For the graphene-adsorbate systems the velocity quench algorithm
turned out to be the fasted and most reliable starting point.Near the total energy
minimum, switching to CG could sometimes further speed up the relaxations.
A flow diagram summarizing the VASP electronic and ionic relaxation cycle is
shown in Fig. 2.1.
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2.5 Free energy functional formalism 23

Figure 2.1:Flow diagram of the VASP loop. From [54].

2.5 Free energy functional formalism

To obtain a more general description of the electronic structure of solids and to
construct approaches beyond DFT we consider the effective action formalism as
introduced, e.g., in [55]. The discussion will follow mainly Refs. [56] and [31].
We start with a many electron Hamiltonian,Ĥ in second quantized form like Eq.
(2.5). Such a Hamiltonian can be a fully first-principles Hamiltonian like Eq. (2.6)
transferred to a second quantized notation or any simplifiedmodel Hamiltonian.
With the particle number operator,̂N, and the chemical potential,µ, the grand
canonical partition function is

Z = Tr e−β(Ĥ−µN̂). (2.69)

The corresponding thermodynamic potential is the grand canonical potential de-
noted by

F = −1
β

ln Z (2.70)

and sometimes referred to as “free energy” in this context. The partition function
can be expressed as a path integral of Grassmann numbers,ηi, by

Z =
∫

D[η∗i (τ)ηi(τ)]e
−

∫ β

0
dτ[∑i η

∗
i (τ)(∂τ−µ)ηi (τ)+H(η∗i (τ),ηi (τ))] . (2.71)

The integration measure is defined in Eq. (2.65) of Ref. [55] andH(η∗i (τ), ηi(τ)) =
〈η(τ)|H|η(τ)〉, where

|η(τ)〉 = e−
∑

i ηi(τ)c
†
i |0〉 (2.72)

is a coherent state created from the Fock vacuum,|0〉, with

ci |η(τ)〉 = ηi(τ)|η(τ)〉. (2.73)
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24 2. Ab-initio theory of solids

Defining the action

S[η∗i (τ)ηi(τ)] = −
∫ β

0
dτ















∑

i

η∗i (τ)(∂τ − µ)ηi(τ) + H(η∗i (τ), ηi(τ))















(2.74)

the partition function is given by

Z =
∫

D[η∗i (τ)ηi(τ)]e
−S[η∗i (τ)ηi (τ)] (2.75)

or in a symbolic short-hand notation

Z =
∫

D[η∗η]e−S[η∗η] . (2.76)

We choose now an observable of interestA, that couples to a sourceJ, and con-
sider the modified actionS + JA. The corresponding partition function and free
energy are now functionals ofJ:

F[J] = −1
β

ln
∫

D[η∗η]e−S[η∗η]−JA[η∗η] . (2.77)

Consequently,δF[J]
δJ = A[J], which can formally be inverted to yieldJ = J[A].

Using a Legendre transform, the sourceJ can be eliminated fromF in favor of A,
which yields the new functional

Γ[A] = F[J[A]] − AJ[A]. (2.78)

Variation of w.r.t. A yields δΓ[A]
δA = J[A] and in case of stationaryΓ[A] the free

energy isF[J[A]] = Γ[A], i.e. the Legendre transformed functional gives the free
energy. Moreover,Γ[A] being stationary is equivalent toA taking its physical
value corresponding to the original system, Eqs. (2.74) and(2.76).

We, now, split the actionS according toS = S0+λS1, whereλ plays the role of
a coupling constant, as e.g. already done in the context of constructing exchange-
correlation functionals in section 2.2.1.S0 will serve as a “non-interacting” refer-
ence system for the full interacting problem. The functional Γ = Γλ[A] depends
now on the coupling constant and it is useful to express the fully interacting func-
tional by means of coupling constant integration

Γ[A] = Γ0[A] + ∆Γ[A] (2.79)

= Γ0[A] +
∫ 1

0
dλ

dΓλ[A]
dλ

. (2.80)

As doesΓ, so doesJ = Jλ[A] depend now onλ. Substituting the definition ofΓ,
Eq. (2.78), for the non-interacting caseλ = 0 into Eq. (2.79) yields

Γ[A] = F0[J0[A]] − AJ0[A] + ∆Γ[A]. (2.81)

J0 is called ”constraining field”, as it forces the non-interacting reference system
described by the actionS0[η∗η] + J0A[η∗η] to yield the desired expectation value
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2.5 Free energy functional formalism 25

Theory MFT DFT DMFT

Observable
local magnetization
mi

local densityn(r)
local Green function
Gii (ω)

Reference sys-
tem

spin in effective field
non-interacting elec-
trons in effective po-
tential

Anderson impurity
model

Constraining
field

effective local field Kohn-Sham potential effective hybridiza-
tion

Table 2.1: Comparison of theories in the unifying framework of functionals of physical
observables.A-priori unrelated theories differ only in the physical observable of interest,
the reference system, the constraining field and the functional relating the fully interacting
problem with the reference system. From [56].

for A. At the physical value ofA, Γ[A] is stationary which determines by Eq.
(2.81) the constraining field

J0[A] =
δ∆Γ[A]
δA

. (2.82)

In turn, a given constraining field determinesA by δF0[J0]
δJ0
= A[J0] or, equivalently,

by considering
Ω0[J0,A] = F0[J0] − AJ0 (2.83)

as functional of twoindependentvariables,J0 andA, and requiring stationarity,

δΩ0[J0,A]
δJ0

= 0. (2.84)

The physical expectation value of the observableA is, hence, a self-consistent
solution of Eqs. (2.82) and (2.84).

This formalism can be applied to any physical system and it gives a unifying
framework for theories from different areas of physics. These include the classical
Weiss mean field theory (MFT) of Ising mangets, density functional theory and
dynamical mean field theory (DMFT). In view of the effective action formalism,
these theories differ only in the physical observable,A, they focus on, the reference
system,S0, the constraining field,J0, and the functionalJ0 = J0[A], Eq. (2.82).
Table 2.1 contains a comparison of these theories. In the following we will shortly
rederive DFT from this effective action approach and introduce extensions, such
as LDA+U, LDA++ and LDA+DMFT.

2.5.1 Functional integral derivation of DFT

With the electron density, ˆn(r) = Ψ†(r)Ψ(r), chosen as fundamental observable,
the conjugated source fieldJ(r) modifies the action as

S′[J] = S +
∫

dxJ(r)Ψ†(x)Ψ(x), (2.85)

wherex = (r, τ, σ). The source term acts like an additional one-electron poten-
tial. From the electronic point of view and in the approximation of frozen nuclei
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26 2. Ab-initio theory of solids

any materials differ only by external one-electron potentials, which are conjugate
quantities of the electron density. This can be viewed as deeper reason behind the
first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem.

The free energy becomes a functional of the source fieldJ(r),

F[J] = −1
β

ln
∫

D[η∗η]e−S′[η∗η] , (2.86)

and the Legendre transform w.r.t.J(r) yields

ΓDFT[n] = F[J[n]] −
∫

drJ(r)n(r). (2.87)

In analogy to the preceding section, a non-interacting reference system has to be
chosen,

ΓDFT[n] = Γ0,DFT[n] + ∆ΓDFT[n], (2.88)

and the self-consistency conditions, Eqs. (2.82) and (2.84), have to be imposed.
In the Kohn-Sham approach to DFT, the reference system is formed by non-
interacting electrons in an effective potential,veff(r) = vext(r) + J0(r), which is
the sum of an external potentialvext(r) and the constraining fieldJ0(r). Compari-
son to Eq. (2.22) shows that finally we will obtainJ0(x) = vH(r) + vxc(r).

We can calculate the free energy of the reference system and generalize as in
Eq. (2.83) to the potentialΩ0[J0, n] containing the potential and the density as
independent variables:

Ω0[J0, n] = −
∑

ωn

tr ln[iωn − t̂ − v̂e f f] −
∫

drJ0(r)n(r), (2.89)

where the tr denotes the trace over all single electron degrees of freedom,ωn

are the fermionic Matsubara frequencies.t̂ → −∇2/2 andv̂e f f → veff(r) are the
single particle kinetic energy and effective potential operators, respectively.6 By
constructionΩ0 is stationary w.r.t. toJ0(r) andn(r) and performing the variation
from Eq. (2.84) yields

n(r) =
1
β

∑

n

〈r |[iωn − t̂ − v̂e f f]
−1|r〉, (2.90)

which implicitly definesJ0 = J0[n] in terms ofn. Obtaining the density from
Eq. (2.90) is equivalent to solving the Kohn-Sham equation (2.17) and using the
corresponding Green function of the Kohn-Sham particles

GKS(r, r ′, iωn) =
∑

i

ψi(r)ψ∗i (r
′)

iωn − ǫi
(2.91)

to calculate the density according ton(r) = 1
β

∑

ωn
GKS(r, r, iωn)eiωn0+ .

6The chemical potential is understood to be included inveff(r).
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2.5 Free energy functional formalism 27

The connection of the reference system to the fully interacting problem is
given by means coupling constant integration, where Eqs. (2.79)-(2.82) yield Eqs.
(2.38) -(2.40) when applied to the special case of DFT. Therefore, the Hartree and
exchange correlation functional enter this general formalism as

∆ΓDFT[n] = EH[n] + Exc[n]. (2.92)

The coupling constant integration appears here as natural link between the refer-
ence and the full system, whereas in the classical approach to DFT, as discussed in
section 2.2.1, it had to be introduced ”by hand”. As in section 2.2 these arguments
can be straightforwardly generalized to include the spin densitym(r) as additional
variational quantity and to obtain spin density functionaltheory.

2.5.2 LDA+U

For many materials with delocalized s- and p-electrons ground state properties as
well as excitation spectra obtained from LDA and the corresponding Kohn-Sham
Green functions compare very well to experiments. However,LDA (as well as
GGA) often fail qualitatively to describe systems containing strongly localized
electrons including Mott insulating transition metal compounds and f-electron
systems like lanthanides or Pu. This observation motivatesthe introduction of
hybrid methods, which separate the electrons into weakly and strongly correlated:
the weakly correlated electrons are described by means of DFT, whereas for the
strongly correlated electrons many-body corrections beyond DFT, like DMFT, are
included. This can be systemically achieved by including additional observables
describing the strongly correlated electrons into the functionalΓ.

In the L(S)DA+U method, the spin-dependent density matrix of a set of corre-
lated orbitals,nσab, is considered as additional variational degree of freedom. With
the conjugated constraining fieldλσab, the total free energy is now a functional of
the Kohn-Sham potentialveff(x) andλσab. Its Legendre transform with respect to
the density,ρ, the spin density,m, andnσab reads as

ΓLDA+U[ρ,m, nab] = Γ0,LDA [ρ,m] − λσban
σ
ab + ∆ΓLDA+U[ρ,m, nσab], (2.93)

where

∆ΓLDA+U[ρ,m, nab] = EH[ρ] + ELDA
xc [ρ,m] + ΦU[nσab] − ΦDC[nσab]. (2.94)

LDA Hartree and exchange correlation energy is corrected corrected by a term
ΦU [nσab] − ΦDC[nσab] accounting for on-site Coulomb interaction effects. In the
LDA+U scheme, the on-site Coulomb interaction energy is evaluated in the
Hartree-Fock approximation,

ΦU[nab] =
1
2

∑

abcd∈C,σ
Uacdbn

σ
abn
−σ
cd + (Uacdb− Uacbd)n

σ
abn

σ
cd, (2.95)
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28 2. Ab-initio theory of solids

with the indicesa, b, c, d including orbital andσ spin quantum numbers.C de-
notes the subspace of correlated orbitals andUabcd is the local Coulomb interaction
matrix element

Uabcd =

∫

drdr ′χ∗a(r)χ
∗
b(r
′)vC(r − r ′)χc(r

′)χd(r), (2.96)

wherevC(r − r ′) is the screened Coulomb interaction and the functionsχi(r),
i = a, b, c, d, form a basis of correlated subspace. As L(S)DA contains already
Coulomb interaction effects, the LDA contribution to the on-site Coulomb energy
has be corrected for, which is done by the double-counting term, ΦDC[nab]. The
form ofΦDC[nab] is unknown a-priori and additional assumptions on the way the
on-site Coulomb interaction is included in LDA need to be made. One widely
used double-counting scheme, called fully localized limit, is based on two ob-
servations [57]: (1) LDA usually gives reliable total energies, while (2) orbital
energies are often badly represented: One well known example is hydrogen atom
with the orbital energy being−0.54 Ry instead of−1 Ry, but the total energy being
−0.96 Ry which is very close to the exact value of−1 Ry. Related to this is the
shortcoming of LDA that the potentialδΓLDA[n]

δn(x) varies continuously with particle
number,N, whereas the (still unknown) exact density functional leads to an effec-
tive one-electron potential that jumps discontinuously whenN passes through an
integer value. One, therefore, constructs the double counting such that the total
LDA+U energy is not changed w.r.t. LDA but the desired potential jump is created
for integer filling of the correlated orbitals. It is assumedthat L(S)DA correctly
yields the total energy forisolated atomswith orbitally averaged Coulomb

Ū =
1

(dim C)2

∑

ab∈C
Uabba (2.97)

and exchange interaction

J̄ = Ū − 1
(dim C − 1)(dim C)

∑

ab∈C
(Uabba− Uabab) (2.98)

and uses the corresponding interaction energy as double counting correction [58]:

ΦDC[nab] =
1
2

ŪN(N − 1)− 1
2

J̄
[

N↑(N↑ − 1)+ N↓(N↓ − 1)
]

(2.99)

with Nσ =
∑

a nσaa for σ =↑, ↓, N = N↑ + N↓. This form of the double counting
correction is implemented in VASP and will be used in section6.5.

The generalized Kohn-Sham equations are derived in analogyto Eqs. (2.89) -
(2.91) yielding

n(r) =
1
β

∑

n

〈r |[iωn − t̂ − v̂e f f − λ̂]−1|r〉 (2.100)

nab =
1
β

∑

n

〈χa|[iωn − t̂ − v̂e f f − λ̂]−1|χb〉. (2.101)
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Here,λ̂ =
∑

ab∈C |χa〉λab〈χb| denotes operator form of the local constraining matrix
field, which is given by

λσab =
δ∆ΓLDA+U[ρ,m, nσab]

δnσba

= Mab,σ − VDC
ab,σ (2.102)

with

Mab,σ =
∑

cd∈C
Ubcdan

−σ
cd + (Ubcda− Ubcad)n

σ
cd, (2.103)

VDC
ab,σ = δab

[

Ū(N − 1/2)− J̄(Nσ − 1/2)
]

. (2.104)

Practical implementations of the LDA+U scheme are usually based on an LDA
code which includes localized orbitals|χa〉, for example as part of the employed
basis set. In the original implementation, these localizedstates were LMTO partial
waves [59], but can also be atomic centered augmentation functions as in FLAPW
[60], mixed basis approaches [61] or PAW [62]. Using these localized states, the
operatorλ̂ is added as additional orbital-dependent potential to the Kohn-Sham
Hamiltonian:

ĤKS = ĤLS DA+
∑

ab,σ

|χσa 〉
(

Mab,σ − VDC
ab,σ

)

〈χσb |. (2.105)

When going from DFT to spin density functional theory, the inclusion of the spin
gives more flexibility in formulation of an accurate total energy functional. Simi-
larly, the additional variational degrees of freedom in LDA+U allow one to obtain
a more accurate total energy functional. Correspondingly,ground state properties
of systems like Gd (type of magnetic order) or Mott Hubbard compounds (mag-
netic moments) are better described in LDA+U than in L(S)DA [58].

However, when interpreting the Kohn-Sham quasiparticles as excitations of
the real system, L(S)DA, LDA+U and even the unknown exact density functional
have a common intrinsic shortcoming: The Kohn-Sham potential playing the role
of the self-energy is static and real in these approaches. Therefore, any phe-
nomenon due to the energy dependence of the self-energy cannot be covered by
these static theories. Correlation effects like mass enhancement, the Kondo effect,
finite quasiparticle lifetimes, or the formation of Mott-Hubbard insulators can-
not be explained by excitation spectra calculated within any of these approaches.
A promising way to deal with these phenomena in an first-principles way is the
generalization of LDA+U to include dynamical effects, called LDA++ [38].

2.5.3 LDA++

From a practical point of view, all LDA++ methods as well as in LDA+U base
on a Hubbard type interaction being added to the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, which
serves as bare, ”non-interacting” starting point. As in thecase of DFT or LDA+U,
these approaches can be formally justified by deriving them within an effective ac-
tion formalism. To explicitly include dynamics, the Green functions of correlated
orbitals,Gab(τ, τ′) = −〈Tτca(τ)c

†
b(τ
′)〉, become variational quantities and replace
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30 2. Ab-initio theory of solids

the local density matricesnσab from the LDA+U formalism. The electron density
is maintained as a variational quantity. The action is, hence, modified by sources
for the density,L(r), and for the correlated Green functions,Jba(τ, τ′):

S′ = S +
∫

dxL(r)ψ∗(x)ψ(x) +
∑

ab

∫

dτdτ′Jba(τ, τ
′)c∗a(τ)cb(τ

′). (2.106)

The Legendre transform of the corresponding free energy to eliminate the sources
L(r) andJba(τ, τ′) yields the functional

ΓLDA++[ρ,m,Gab(τ, τ
′)] = Γ0,LDA [ρ,m] − Tr(JG) + ∆ΓLDA++[ρ,m,Gab(τ, τ

′)],
(2.107)

with

Tr(JG) =

[∫

dτdτ′Jba(τ, τ
′)Gab(τ, τ

′)

]

(2.108)

and

∆ΓLDA++[ρ,m, nab] = EH[ρ] + ELDA
xc [ρ,m] + ΦU[Gab(τ, τ

′)] − ΦDC[Gab(τ, τ
′)].

(2.109)
This is the same as for LDA+U, Eqs. (2.93) and (2.94), apart from the fact that
the local Coulomb interaction is not treated in Hartree-Fock approximation any
more. A formally exact expression for this functional is [31]

ΦU [Gab(τ, τ
′)] =

1
2

∫ 1

0
dλ

∑

abcd∈C,σ,σ′
Uabcd〈c†ac†bcccd〉λ. (2.110)

As in the case of LDA+U, the double counting term is a-priori unknown and needs
to be determined by assuming a particular form of local Coulomb interaction being
included in LDA. The same double counting as in LDA+U might for example be
used in LDA++.

As before, a Kohn-Sham decomposition allowing for full charge self-
consistency can be made by performing the variation of the reference system like
in Eqs. (2.83)-(2.84) or in the analog Eqs. (2.89)-(2.91):

n(r) =
1
β

∑

n

〈r |[iωn − t̂ − v̂e f f − Ĵ(iωn)]
−1|r〉 (2.111)

Gab(iω) = 〈χa|[iωn − t̂ − v̂e f f − Ĵ(iωn)]
−1|χb〉. (2.112)

The constraining field,̂J(iωn) =
∑

ab∈C |χa〉Jab(iωn)〈χb|, plays the role of a self-
energy. It is given by

Jab(iωn) = Σab(iω) − ΣDC
ab (2.113)

with

Σab(iω) =
δΦU [Gab(iω)]
δGba(iω)

, (2.114)

ΣDC
ab,σ =

δΦDC[nab]
δnba

. (2.115)
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The explicit form of the functionalΦU[Gab(τ, τ′)], Eq. 2.110, is unknown in
general, but can be represented diagrammatically [31]. Forlattices of corre-
lated sites, one widely used approximation to the functional ΦU[Gab(τ, τ′)] is
provided by dynamical mean field theory (DMFT). It assumesΦU [Gab(τ, τ′)] →
ΦDMFT[Gab(τ, τ′)] as the sum of two-particle irreducible graphs constructed from
the local interaction and local Green functions [31] and is equivalent to assuming
a local self-energyΣRa,R′b(iω) = δRR′Σab(iω) [56].

In the second part of this work we will be dealing with magnetic ad-atoms
and nanostructures on metal surfaces. The metal hosts will provide sp-type bands
at the Fermi level which are well described by LDA. However, the magnetic ad-
atoms will require to include dynamic on-site correlation effects and will be stud-
ied by means of LDA++.

We will deal with one correlated site (the magnetic ad-atom)and use Ander-
son impurity model resulting from Eqs. (2.112) and (2.113) for the density frozen
to its LDA form to obtain excitation spectra. In practice, this corresponds to con-
sidering Anderson impurity models (AIM) of the form

Ĥ = ĤKS + ĤU − ĤDC, (2.116)

where Kohn-Sham eigenstates|K〉 and energiesǫK, HKS =
∑

K ǫK |K〉〈K| =
∑

K ǫKc†KcK serve as bare starting point. The impurity site is treated ascorrelated
subspace and the Coulomb interactionĤU =

∑

abcd∈C,σ,σ′ Uabcdc
†
ac
†
bcccd is added

with double counting,ĤDC, being corrected for. The methods to calculate spe-
cific physical quantities like spectral functions or Kondo temperatures from the
AIM will be adapted to the specific physical problem and include continuous time
quantum Monte Carlo [63], largeN-expansions [64] as well as perturbative renor-
malization group [27].
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Chapter 3

An overview of graphene physics

The existence of two-dimensional crystals like graphene and their stability at ele-
vated temperatures [8] has been surprising, as the Mermin-Wager theorem forbids
the formation of long range crystalline structures in two dimensions [65]. Dis-
locations are expected to destroy any 2d-crystals. Resolving this apparent con-
tradiction between experiment and theory, was consequently a central problem
during the first few years of graphene research. Two mechanisms explaining the
stability of graphene appear very likely, today: First, graphene crystals can be
viewed as trapped a metastable state because they are extracted from 3D mate-
rials and strong interatomic bonds prevent thermal fluctuations from generating
dislocations or other crystal defects even at room temperature or above [9]. More-
over, 2d-crystals can be stabilized by anharmonic effects, which suppress long-
wavelength bending fluctuations and minimize the total freeenergy for smoothly
rippled configurations at moderate temperatures [66, 9]. Hence, graphene should
not be flat but intrinsically rippled, which is supported by Monte Carlo simulations
[67] and transmission electron microscopy [68].

In the light of these stabilization mechanisms, all actual graphene production
processes can be viewed as circumvention of problems due to thermal fluctua-
tions: All available fabrication techniques work by first growing a monolayer of
graphene inside or on top of another three dimensional crystal and then remov-
ing the bulk at sufficiently low temperatures. This route to obtain graphene and
other two dimensional crystals goes back to Geim and Novoselov [7, 8] who first
isolated graphene by a technique called micromechanical cleavage. They started
with three-dimensional graphite and extracted single layers by repeated peeling
with adhesive tape. Later, automated cleavage techniques like sonification have
been developed [69, 70]. Other promising recent techniquesstart with mono-
layer graphene grown epitaxially on top of other crystals surfaces like Ni(111)
and transfer the graphene layers onto weakly binding substrates [71, 16]. These
new techniques allow for industrial scale graphene production.

As outlined in the introduction, one main reason for the large interest in
graphene is the surprisingly high electronic quality even of early samples. In
present graphene samples, charge carriers can be tuned continuously between
electrons and holes in concentrations up to 1013 cm−2 and their mobilities can ex-
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3.1 The electronic structure of graphene 33

Figure 3.1: Left: Crystal structure of graphene. The carbon atoms are arranged in two
degenerate sublattices A (green) and B (blue). These sublattices are connected by the
vectorsb1,(2,3). a1 anda2 indicate the Bravais lattice vectors. Right: Brillouin zone (BZ)
of graphene, with high symmetry pointsΓ, M, K and K’ marked. The irreducible part of
the BZ is indicated by the solid line connectingΓ, K, M andΓ.

ceed 15, 000 cm2V−1s−1 even under ambient conditions. These mobilities are ex-
pected to be significantly improvable but the values measured, so far, are still well
below the highest mobilities of 77, 000 cm2V−1s−1 obtained in bulk semiconduc-
tors like InSb [9]. However, the mobility of charge carriersin graphene appears
to persist even high electrostatic and chemical doping [15]. A similarly important
(and related) source of interest in graphene is the special electronic structure with
low energy excitations resembling massless Dirac fermions.

3.1 The electronic structure of graphene

The crystal structure of graphene can be viewed as triangular lattice with two
atoms per unit cell forming two sublattices A and B. In this arrangement the
carbon atoms aresp2 hybridized, with the carbons-orbitals and the in-planep-
orbitals forming a network ofσ-bonds. The resultingσ bands split into a bonding
part forming deep fully occupied valence bands, which stabilize the crystal, and
unoccupied high energy anti-bonding bands (see Fig. 3.2).

The remaining out-of-planep-orbitals,pz, form π bonds with their neighbors
and determine the low energy electronic structure of graphene: As can be seen
from the LDA band structure, there are twoπ-bands which intersect at the corners
K and K’ of the Brillouin zone1. The Fermi level of pristine graphene lies at this
crossing point, called Dirac point. In the vicinity of the Dirac point, the electron
energy depends linearly on the crystal momentum. The corresponding density of
states (DOS), shown in Fig. 3.2, exhibits a “pseudogap” nearthe Fermi level. The
DOS vanishes linearly forE → EF = 0 and is particle hole symmetric in this
region.

This peculiar electronic structure, can be understood in terms of aπ-band
the tight-binding model. In the approximation of nearest-neighbor hopping, the

1K and K’ are equivalent by symmetry. See below.
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Figure 3.2: Left: Band structure of graphene as obtained from LDA. The blue lines are
the grapheneπ, which determine the electronic structure of graphene in the vicinity of the
Fermi level,EF = 0. Theσ-bands are marked in green and give rise to valence bands
with E < 3.0 eV as well as high energy states above 7.7 eV. As the pendant of the graphite
interlayer band, in graphene a quasi-continuum of nearly free electron states begins 3.3 eV
above the Fermi level at theΓ-point (solid back lines). Right: LDA density of states of
graphene. The projection on theσ-states is shown in green, the density of states of the
π-bands in blue. The linear dispersion in the vicinity of the Fermi level gives rise to a
characteristic V-shape density of states at low energies.

Hamiltonian can be expressed as [72, 73]

Ĥ = t
∑

<i, j>

a†i b j + a†j bi, (3.1)

whereai andbi denote the Fermi operators of electrons localized in the carbon pz

orbital of sublattice atoms A and B in the cell atRi, respectively. The sum includes
all pairs of nearest-neighbor carbon atoms andt ≈ 2.7eV is the nearest-neighbor
hopping parameter.

Using the Fourier transformed operatorsak (bk), defined byai =
∫

ΩB

d2k
ΩB

eikRi ak

and bi analogously2, the Hamiltonian reads aŝH =
∫

ΩB

d2k
ΩB
Ψ
†
kHkΨk with Ψk =

[

ak

bk

]

and thek-dependent 2× 2 matrix

Hk =

(

0 ξ(k)
ξ∗(k) 0

)

, (3.2)

whereξ(k) = t
∑3

j=1 eik(bj−b1) andb j ( j = 1, 2, 3) are the vectors connecting neigh-
boring atoms [74]. As

Hk = −σ3Hkσ3 (3.3)

is chiral, its spectrum is symmetric aboutE = 0 and given byǫ(k) = ±|ξ(k)|. The
first important property of this disperion is that all low energy states are located
near the K and K’ points of the Brillouin zone. A Taylor expansion of ξ(k) for
k in the vicinity of these points yields the linear dispersionǫ(k) ≈ ±~vf |k ∓ K|,

2ΩB denotes the Brillouin zone volume.
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3.1 The electronic structure of graphene 35

where we usedK′ = −K andvf is the Fermi velocity~vf =
√

3
2 ta0 ≈ 5.8eVÅ.

(a0 = 2.465Å is the lattice constant of graphene.)
Doing this expansion with the Hamiltonian3, Ĥ, aroundK andK′ yields the

two dimensional (2D) Dirac equation for two species ofmasslessfermions,ψ1

andψ2 [74, 11]: Withψ1(k) = ψ(k − K) andψ2(k) = σ1ψ(k + K) the linearized
Hamiltonian reads

Hlin = ~vf

∫

ΩB

d2k
ΩB

ψ†1(k)σ · kψ1(k) − ψ†2(k)σ · kψ2(k), (3.4)

whereσ = (σ1, σ2) denote the “spatial” part of the Pauli matrices,σ j. Note
that the spinors,ψi, and Pauli matricesσ j are not defined with regard to the real
electron spin but to pseudo spin coming from the sublattice degree of freedom. In
first quantized form each type of spinors,ψ1 andψ2, fulfills a 2D Dirac equation
of massless particles, which have the form

− i~vfσ · ∇ψ1,2(x) = ±Eψ1,2(x) (3.5)

in position space representation. The treatment of these two distinct types of
fermions can be unified by considering four-spinors ofchiral 2D Dirac fermions.
As in relativistic quantum mechanics, the eigenstates of these Dirac equations can
be characterized by the projection of the momentum on the pseudospin, called
helicity or chirality. This chirality, though related, is different from the chirality
defined in Eq. (3.3), which does not include any momentum-pseudospin projec-
tion.

Each Dirac point is individually topologically stabilizedby a combination of
time reversal and inversion symmetry [75]: opening a gap while leaving the sys-
tem translationally invariant requires breaking of time reversal or inversion sym-
metry or an external potential commensurate with the graphene lattice, which has
a finite Fourier component at the wave vectorG = K − K′ and thus hybridizes the
two Dirac points.

One distinct property of graphene is the special symmetry ofstates at the Dirac
point, which makes graphene behaving very different from usual metal surfaces
as will be worked out in the context of inelastic tunneling and Kondo physics
in sections 4.1 and 6.5, respectively. The point symmetry group of graphene is
C6v, which is generated by rotations of angleπ/3, Cπ/3, and a mirror reflection,
Sx, e.g., about a horizontal axis going through the center of a hexagon in Fig.
3.1. As this group is non-abelian it has non-trivial, higher-dimensional irreducible
representations. The group of the wave vector at the K and K’ points isC3v. The
eigenstates,ψ1,2, at K and K’ are each twice degenerate and transform according
to the two-dimensional irreducible representation E ofC3v [76].

Rotations likeCπ/3 transform K into K’ and require energies in both valleys
to be equal. It is possible to form linear combinations involving wave functions
from both valleys, which transform according to the toE1 andE2 representations

3A detailled derivation with the Taylor expansion being carried out, explicitly, is given in the
context of corrugation effects in section 4.2.1.
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36 3. An overview of graphene physics

Figure 3.3: Left: Measurement of quantum Hall effect and Shubnikov-de-Haas oscilla-
tions in graphene. The plateaux in the Hall resistanceσxy at half integer multiples of 4e2/h
are characteristic of massless Dirac fermions. (The factor4 in 4e2/h is due to valley and
spin degeneracy.) From Ref. [9]. Middle: Comparison of Landau level quantization in
graphene,EN ∼ ±

√
N, (upper panel) to the standard Landau level sequenceEN ∼ N+1/2

(lower panel) for non-chiral particles with parabolic dispersion. From Ref. [9]. Right:
Transmission probability as function of incident angle forelectrons with energy 80 meV
through a 100 nm wide potential barrier with height 200 meV (red curves) and 285 meV
(blue curve). In addition to a broad transmission resonanceat normal incidence there are
additional resonances at finite angles. From [83].

of C6v. Including translations,T, about Bravais lattice vectors to the symmetry
group, it can be shown that the degenerate four states at the Dirac points K and K’
form an irreducible representation of the extended symmetry groupG = C6v ⊗ T
[76].

3.2 Quasirelativistic physics in graphene

These special properties of the low energy excitations in graphene result in inter-
esting physical effects that started avalanche of research in this direction, which
has been recently reviewed in [11], as well as earlier reviews including a special
issue of Solid State Communications [77]. Unusual effects of quantum electro-
dynamics can manifest in graphene [78]: When subjected to a magnetic field,
massless Dirac formions show an anomalous integer quantum Hall effect, with
the ladder of plateaus in the Hall resistance being shifted by 1/2 from the stan-
dard sequence [79, 80, 81, 82]. (See Fig. 3.3.) This shifted sequence of plateaus
can be understood from the special Landau level (LL) quantization in graphene.
In contrast to non-chiral particles with parabolic dispersion, where theN-th Lan-
dau level is at energyEN = ~(eB/m∗c)(N + 1/2), the N-th Landau level is at
energyEN = ±~vf

√
2eBN/c. The lowest Landau level is atE0 = 0 and shared by

electrons and holes. From both, the viewpoint of electrons or holes, this zeroth
Landau level exhibits only half the degeneracy of the higherLandau levels so that
the Hall plateaus are shifted by 1/2 from the normal sequence of integer filling fac-
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tors. The functional dependence of the cyclotron energies on the magnetic field
for electrons in graphene beingEN ∼

√
B results in markably higher LL separa-

tions than in usual semiconductors for typical fields,B ∼ 10T, in the laboratory.
This allowed for the observation of the QHE at room temperature [84]. We will
encounter the physics of (pseudo)-Landau levels in section4.2, in the context of
graphene ripples.

Another practically important effect is the manifestation of the so-called Klein
paradox in graphene: In relativistic quantum mechanics, this phenomenon refers
to the process that particles can penetrate through potential barriers with transmis-
sion probability one as soon as the barrier height exceeds twice their rest energy,
m0c2. Electrons in graphene having a gapless spectrum and zero effective mass
thus penetrate through any potential barrier at normal incidence. The transmis-
sion through barriers at general angles has been investigated by Katsnelson et al.
[83] and it has been shown that there are in general several directions with trans-
mission probability 1. These transmission resonances are depicted in Fig. 3.3 for
barrier parameters that might be typically encountered in graphene p-n junctions.

As a consequence of these transmission resonances, Anderson localization is
suppressed in graphene. Moreover, it means that graphene israther insensitive to
external potentials that are smooth on the atomic scale and that a graphene field
effect transistor cannot be closed like usual MOSFETs. To buildgraphene field
effect transistors a gap needs to be opened in the spectrum, which can be achieved,
e.g., by creating graphene nanoribbons [85, 86] or chemicalfunctionalization [87].

3.3 Experiments on impurity effects in graphene

Any application exploiting graphene’s unique electronic properties requires us
to understand impurity effects in this material. Firstly, impurities are inevitable
sources of electron scattering left from the production process and they might
limit electron transport in graphene to a substantial extent. However, apart from
being just undesirable obstacles, impurities provide a powerful tool for control-
ling and examining the electronic properties of solid statematerials. Doping of
semiconductors is one famous application of impurity states in this context. In
addition, impurities in graphene allow to address fundamental questions in top-of-
table experiments: Impurity states in this material are directly related to scattering
of relativistic quasiparticles [78, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92] as well as to quasiparticles in
the pseudogap phase of high Tc superconductors [88, 93].

Experiments showed that adsorbates on graphene and relatedmaterials can
strongly affect charge transport by doping and causing scattering of electrons.
Since 2000, carbon nanotube (CNT) based gas sensors have been reported [94,
95, 96]: By placing a semiconducting CNT on a SiO2/Si substrate, contacting it
by normal metal electrodes and using Si as a back gate a field effect transistor
(FET) is created. (See Fig. 3.4.) A gate voltageVg between the tube and the Si
gate can used to charge the CNT and to tune the chemical potential inside it. The
current through such CNT-FET turns out to be sensitive to gasexposure. Kong et
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(b)

Figure 3.4: (a) Schematic structure of a carbon nanotube field effect transistor. From
[96]. (b) Chemical gating effects to the semiconducting CNT. Current versus gate voltage
curves before NO2 (circles), after NO2 (triangles), and after NH3 (squares) exposures. The
measurements with NH3 and NO2 were carried out successively after sample recovery.
From [94].

al. [94] found shifting of the current vs. gate voltage curves in different directions
upon NH3 and NO2 exposure. (See Fig. 3.4). Similarly, CNT-FETs are affected
by other adsorbates including H2O [96], K and O2.

In a similar setup graphene has been proven to be strongly sensitive to gas ex-
posure [7]: Changing resistanceR of a graphene multilayer device has been mea-
sured upon H2O, NH3 and C2H5OH adsorption.R drops upon exposure to water,
while ethanol and ammonia exposure as well as placement in vacuum increase it.
Subsequent experiments [15] studied the sensitivity of graphene based devices to
active gases in more detail: Combining measurements of the longitudinal and the
Hall resistivity (ρxx andρxy, respectively) the chemically induced charge carrier
concentrations∆n and their signs were determined. The measurements (Fig. 3.5
a) show, that NO2 and H2O act as acceptors, while NH3 and CO are donors. For
NO2 the adsorption of single molecules appeared to be detectable: The height of
steps occurring in Hall resistanceρxy (Fig. 3.5 b) are peaked around the value
corresponding to removal or addition of one electron to the graphene sample [15].
Such steps occur only, when the sample is exposed to NO2 or annealed after expo-
sure but not, e.g., for a clean the sample in He flow. Moreover,no such steps have
been detected for H2O, NH3 or CO adsorbing on graphene. In section 5.2.1, we
give a joint theoretical and experimental study clarifyingthe mechanism of this
single molecule detection. In general, the response of graphene and CNT devices
to gas exposure can be very different or caused by different mechanisms: For CNT
devices Schottky barriers can control the response [97], whereas for graphene the
Schottky effect is suppressed due to the vanishing gap.

In the limit of strong doping, ARPES with graphene on SiC observed lifting
(lowering) of the chemical potential upon K (NO2) exposure [98, 99] and showed
that these adsorbates act as donor and acceptor, respectively. In room temperature
transport measurements using graphene on SiO2 substrates Schedin et. al. [15]
find NO2 induced hole doping up to concentrations of 1.5 × 1012 cm−2 and the
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a) b)

Figure 3.5: (a) Response in the resistivityρ of single-layer devices to NO2, H2O, NH3

and CO in concentrations of 1ppm in He at atmospheric pressure. The positive (negative)
sign of changes inρ were added to indicate electron (hole) doping. Region I - thedevice
is in vacuum prior to its exposure; II - exposure to the diluted chemical; III - evacuation of
the experimental setup; and IV - annealing at 150◦ C. From [15]. (b) Examples of changes
in Hall resistivity observed near the neutrality point during adsorption of strongly diluted
NO2 (blue curve) and its desorption in vacuum at 50◦C (red curve). The green curve is
a reference of the same device thoroughly annealed and then exposed to pure He. The
curves are for a three-layer device inB = 10 T. The grid lines correspond to changes in
ρxy caused by adding one electron charge. From [15].

electron mobility staying constant within 20% of its mean value. The charged NO2
impurities do not seem to strongly affect electron scattering. However, depositing
K on graphene at cryogenic temperatures [100] Chen et al. achieved electron
doping up to 5− 6 × 1012 cm−2 but found the electron mobility decreasing by
more than a factor of 15 within this doping range. These seemingly contradictory
experiments lead to a controversy on the importance chargedimpurities as limiting
factor for the electron mobility in graphene. In section 5.2.3, we address the
question of which impurities are naturally present in graphene by means of first-
principles theory. We show that there is a close relation between migration barriers
of impurities in graphene and whether they are covalently orionically bond.

Impurities are naturally local perturbations and one routeto understanding
their effects is investigating the local electronic properties in their vicinity. The
local density of states (LDOS) is therefore one central quantity in the study of
impurity effects in chapter 5. Experimentally, STM provides a tool to measure the
LDOS with atomic resolution.

3.4 Local probe experiments on graphene

During the time when thesis was prepared scanning tunnelingmicroscopy char-
acterizations of graphene samples have been reported [101,102, 103, 104, 105,
106, 107, 108, 109]. Several results are in close relation tothe theoretical studies
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presented here:
These experiments have proven directly, that graphene of top of SiO2 prepared

by mechanical exfoliation as well as epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) exhibit a
high degree of crystalline order. For epitaxial single layer graphene on SiC(0001)
height modulations stemming from the a reconstruction of the SiC layer under-
neath the graphene have been found. These corrugations occur on a typical length
scale of 1.8 nm and lead to a root mean square (rms) roughness on the orderof
0.01− 0.02 nm [104, 105]. Mechanically exfoliated graphene on SiO2 exhibits
corrugations on a larger length scale and more than an order of magnitude bigger
roughness: The two experiments from Refs. [101, 102] found height fluctuations
that mainly follow the roughness of the underlying substrate with rms roughness
on the order of 0.2 nm and correlation length of approx. 30 nm. Later experiments
[108] showed that graphene on SiO2 can have partially suspended areas that do not
follow the roughness of the underlying substrate but have the same rippling char-
acteristics as found for fully suspended graphene sheets byMonte Carlo calcula-
tions [67] and microscopic electron diffraction [68]: there are corrugations on the
length scale of 15 nm with rms roughness of 0.3−0.4 nm and correspondingly typi-
cal height variations of∼ 1 nm between ”valleys” and ”hills” of the graphene sheet
[108]. The roughness of graphene strongly depends on the preparation technique.
Understanding the electronic properties of present graphene samples, therefore,
requires a theory describing how corrugations affect the electronic structure. The
question is addressed in section 4.2.

The concentration of impurities and the amount of atomic scale corrugations
can depend strongly on fine details of the sample preparation. Nevertheless, the
results by different groups on impurity concentrations in mechanically exfoliated
graphene appear consistent. In Refs. [101, 102] defect freeregions of a few nm2

are reported. A larger scale transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study [110]
found about 0.3% of the carbon atoms forming defects, which corresponds toap-
prox. one defect per 10 nm2. STM topographies in the vicinity of impurities in
epitaxial bilayer graphene revealed complex scattering patterns and largely cor-
rugated low energy scanning tunneling spectra at distancesof a few nm from the
nearest atomic defect [103]. (See Fig. 3.6.) This strong corrugation of the spectra,
in particular the pronounced dI/dV minima, in the bias range of±40 meV are un-
expected given the strong electron doping of the samples used in this experiment.

STS of graphene with in a larger range of bias voltages [104, 106] came up
with a surprise that, with hindsight of the theory given in section 4.1, is possibly
closely related to the corrugated low energy spectra reported in Ref. [103]: It is
not the Dirac point with its linearly vanishing density of density of states, which
causes the most prominent feature in the measured dI/dV spectra, but a gap of
±60 meV pinned to the Fermi level [106] (see Fig. 3.6 right).

After initial speculations on the nature of this gap like feature including sub-
strate and electric field effects [104], the most recent experiments indicate that this
gap is caused by the opening of an inelastic tunneling channel due to graphene’s
out-of-plane at K and K’ phonons [106]. This is highly unexpected in the light of
the experience with inelastic effects in scanning tunneling spectroscopy: For tun-
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Figure 3.6: Left: STM constant current mode topographic images of defects in bilayer
epitaxial graphene. Complex scattering patterns around atomic scale defects are found at
bias voltage+300 meV. The sample is heavily electron doped with the Dirac point approx
300 meV below the Fermi level. From [103]. Middle: low energydI/dV spectra taken at
in different areas of the same sample as in the left part. The spectraare averages over lines
of 2− 3 nm in length. The peaks in dI/dV marked by blue arrows correlate with maxima
of longwavelength interference patterns. From [103]. Right: dI /dV spectra taken at the
same point on the graphene surface for different gate voltages,VG, by Zhang et al.. Curves
are vertically displaced for clarity. Red arrows indicate the gate-dependent positions of
the adjacent conductance minimum,VD, outside the gap feature. From [106].

neling into normal metals [111] or Dirac materials like highTc superconductors
[112, 113] inelastic processes usually contribute on the order of a few percent or
less to the total dI/dV signal. Section 4.1 will be devoted to a theory explaining
this unexpected phenomenon.
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Chapter 4

Lattice corrugations in graphene

In this chapter we discuss how deviations of graphene from its perfect lattice influ-
ence its electronic properties. Phonons present are dynamical lattice corrugations
and turn out to be very important for understanding STM experiments. The first
section of this chapter will be devoted to giving a theory of phonon effects mani-
festing in STM on graphene and to explain recent experiments. In this section will
investigate Brillouin zone corner states inhibiting graphene’s Dirac electrons be-
ing coupled to high energy states from the Brillouin zone center. It will be shown
that tiny admixtures of zone center states to the Dirac electron states have a big
impact on tunneling, while the overall electronic structure is only weakly affected.

In section 4.2, we study the question of which corrugations can strongly in-
fluence graphene’s Dirac electrons as regards their intrinsic local electronic prop-
erties. We consider long wavelength graphene ripples and show how so called
rippling-induced pseudomagnetic fields alter graphene’s low-energy electronic
properties. To this end, first principles calculations are combined with an effec-
tive field theory. The formation of flat bands near the Fermi level correspond-
ing to “pseudo-Landau levels” is studied as a function of therippling parameters.
Quenched and relaxed ripples turn out to be fundamentally different is this respect:
It is demonstrated, both numerically and analytically, that annealing of quenched
ripples can destroy the flat bands.
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4.1 Phonon mediated tunnelling into graphene 43

4.1 Phonon mediated tunnelling into graphene

In the following sections a detailled theoretical study of the phonon mediated
tunneling scenario is given and it is explained how inelastic contributions can
dominate the dI/dU spectra from Refs. [104, 106]. Firstly, a derivation of a ba-
sic electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian is given. Then, we present a simple
model of graphene’s electrons being coupled to K/K’ phonons. Within this model
the electron self-energy, the total density of states (DOS)and the density of states
resolved in different tunneling channels are calculated. It turns out that the total
DOS and the DOS in the channel of zone center states differ strongly: At low en-
ergies, the total DOS is dominated by theV-shape from the Dirac electron’s DOS.
However, the DOS of the zone center channel recovers the gapped experimental
dI/dU spectra.

Motivated by this insight, the effect of different K/K’ phonons on the electronic
wave functions and their decay in the vacuum is investigatedby means of first
principles theory. It is shown why the electron-phonon coupling has such a large
impact on STS as seen in Refs. [104, 106] and which phonon is responsible of the
gap seen in STS. We show that the inelastic channel is strongly enhanced in the
tunneling density of states (TDOS) by a very general mechanism of band mixing.
This mechanism is not limited to dynamic processes but is also expected to occur,
e.g., near short range corrugations of the graphene lattice.

4.1.1 Electron-phonon interactions

Any electron in a solid interacts with the lattice degrees offreedom and is sensitive
to displacements of the ions from their minimum energy positions. A Hamilto-
nian describing the interaction of electrons and phonons isderived following the
textbook by Mahan [28]. We start from a Hamiltonian

H = He + Hei + Hp (4.1)

containing the quantized normal modes of lattice vibrations

Hp =
∑

k

ωka†kak, (4.2)

the kinetic and Coulomb energy of the electrons

He =
∑

i

p2
i

2m
+

e2

2

∑

i, j

1
r i j
, (4.3)

and the electron-ion interaction

Hei =
∑

iJ

Vei(r i − RJ). (4.4)

Here,k = (k, η) contains the phonon wave vectork and the branchη. The indices
i, j label the electrons, their momentapi, positionsr i and distancesr i j = |r i − r j |,
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44 4. Lattice corrugations in graphene

as well as the indexJ labels ions and their positionsRJ. The ionic positions are
decomposed,RJ = R0

J +QJ, into their equilibrium positionsR0
J and their displace-

mentQJ. ForQJ small as compared to interionic distances one can expand

Vei(r i − RJ) = Vei(r i − R0
J) − QJ∇Vei(r i − R0

J) +O(Q2). (4.5)

This yields the electron-phonon interaction potential

Vep(r) = −
∑

J

QJ∇Vei(r − R0
J). (4.6)

The displacementQk
J of the ions due to a phonon modek is given by

Qk
J = i

(

~

2MNωk

)1/2

ξkeik·R0
J(ak + a†−k). (4.7)

Here, M is the ionic mass,N the number of atoms in the crystal andξk is the
unit polarization vector of the phonon mode. We now introduce a basis of Bloch
functionsφq(r) = uq(r)eiqr for the single electron wave functions labelled byq =
(q, ν) including crystal momentumq and band indexν, whereuq(r) is required to
have the periodicity of the Bravais lattice. Inserting Eq. (4.7) into Eq. (4.6) with
QJ =

∑

k Qk
J and using the density operatorρ(r) =

∑

q,q′ φ
∗
q(r)φq′(r)c

†
qcq′ yields the

electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian

Hep =

∫

d3rρ(r)Vep(r) (4.8)

=
∑

k,q,q′

∫

d3r















∑

J

Qk
J∇Vei(r − R0

J)u
∗
q(r)uq′(r)e

i(q′−q)r















c†qcq′ (4.9)

=
∑

k,q,q′
Mk,q,q′c

†
qcq′(ak + a†−k) (4.10)

with

Mk,q,q′ = i

(

~

2MNωk

)1/2 ∫

d3rξk∇Vei(r)u
∗
q(r)uq′(r)e

i(q′−q)rδk+q′−q. (4.11)

Mk,q,q′ is called the electron-phonon interaction matrix element.

4.1.2 Perturbative treatment of electron-phonon interactions

The simplest model allowing us to understand how electron-phonon coupling due
to the K/K’ phonons in graphene affects STS deals with three electronic bands:
the two grapheneπ-bands at K/K’ and a band of states at the zone centerΓ, which
extend far into the vacuum above the sheet. The latter band isapproximated by a
flat band

Hσ = Eσ

∑

q

d†qdq (4.12)
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at energyEσ in the vicinity ofΓ. Here,dq is the annihilation operator of an electron
with crystal momentumq this flat band. The Hamiltonian of theπ-bands can be
be written as

Hπ =
∑

ν=±,q
νǫ(q)c†ν,qcν,q, (4.13)

where the indexν = +(−) denotes the conduction (valence) band andcν,q is the
annihilator of an electron in thisπ-band with momentum q. Close to the Dirac
points K and K’, i.e.q = ±K + k with |k| ≪ |K|, the dispersion is linearǫ(k) ≈
~vf |k|.

With the phonon Hamiltonian from Eq. (4.2) restricted to a close vicinity of
the K/K’ points and constant phonon energyωk = ωa in this region, scattering of
electrons between theπ-states at K/K’ and zone center states is accounted for in
the following electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian:

Hep = λ
∑

ν,q,k

(d†k+qcν,q + c†
ν,k+qdq)(ak + a†−k). (4.14)

As small spots of the Brillouin zone are involved, we assumedMk,q,q′ = λδk+q′−q

which leads directly from Eq. (4.10) to the interaction at hand, Eq. (4.14). In
this model dealing with three electronic bands, the non-interacting electron Green
function is a diagonal 3× 3 matrix and reads as

G0(q, iωn) =























1
iωn−Eσ

0 0
0 1

iωn−ǫ(q) 0
0 0 1

iωn+ǫ(q)























, (4.15)

whereiωn are fermionic Matsubara frequencies. With the non-interacting phonon
Green function1 D0(k, iΩm) = D0(iΩm) = − 2ωa

Ω2
m+ω

2
a

on bosonic Matsubara frequen-
cies,iΩm, and the electron-phonon interaction from Eq. (4.14) transformed to the
matrix form of Eq. (4.15),

Hep =
∑

ν,q,k

(d†k+q, c
†
−,k+q, c

†
+,k+q)M ν(dq, c−,q, c+,q)

T(ak + a†−k). (4.16)

with

M− =





















0 λ 0
λ 0 0
0 0 0





















and M+ =





















0 0 λ

0 0 0
λ 0 0





















, (4.17)

the lowest order contribution to the electronic self-energy is

Σ(q, iωn) = −
1
β

∑

k,Ωm,ν,ν′

D0(k, iΩm)M νG
0(q− k, iωn − iΩm)M ν′

= −1
β

∑

Ωm,ν,ν′

D0(iΩm)M νG
0(r = 0, iωn − iΩm)M ν′ , (4.18)

1See Mahan [28] for a detailled derivation.
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46 4. Lattice corrugations in graphene

whereG0(r = 0, iωn) is the non-interacting local Green function,β = 1/kBT
is the inverse temperature and the independence ofD0 and M ν on k has been
exploited. The sum over bosonic Matsubara frequencies is carried out using the
contour integration technique described in chapter 3.5 of Ref. [28]: We change
to the spectral representationG0(r = 0, iωn) =

∫

dω′ A(ω′)
iωn−ω′ and obtainΣ(q, iωn) =

Σ(iωn) with

Σ(iωn) = −
1
β

∑

Ωm,ν,ν′

∫

dω′M νD
0(iΩm)

A(ω′)
iωn − iΩm− ω′

M ν′

=
∑

ν,ν′

∫

dω′M νA(ω′)M ν′

(

nB(ωa)
iωn − ωa − ω′

− nB(−ωa)
iωn + ωa − ω′

−

D0(iωn − ω′)nB(iωn − ω′)
)

. (4.19)

Here, nB(z) = 1/(eβz − 1) is the complex Bose function andnB(iωn − ω′) =
−1/(e−βω

′
+ 1) ≡ −nF(−ω′), aseiβωn = −1. In the zero temperature limit,β → ∞,

we havenB(ωa)→ 0, nB(−ωa)→ (−1), andnF(−ω′)→ Θ(ω′). Analytical contin-
uationiωn→ ω + iδ with δ→ 0+ yields

Σ(ω + iδ) =
∑

ν,ν′

∫

dω′M νA(ω′)M ν′

(

1
ω + iδ + ωa − ω′

+

D0(ω + iδ − ω′)Θ(ω′)
)

=
∑

ν,ν′

∫

dω′M νA(ω′)M ν′

(

Θ(ω′)
ω + iδ − ωa − ω′

+

Θ(−ω′)
ω + iδ + ωa − ω′

)

. (4.20)

These equations apply to the case of zero chemical potential, µ = 0 which can be
always achieved by shifting the spectral functionsA0(ω) → A0(ω′) = A0(ω + µ).
With the spectral function

A0(ω) = diag

(

δ(ω + µ − Eσ), 2Θ(−ω − µ)
|ω + µ|

W
, 2Θ(ω + µ)

|ω + µ|
W

)

(4.21)

belonging to the local unperturbed Green functionG0(r = 0, ω) the integrals in
Eq. (4.20) can be easily evaluated. For energies,ω ≪ W, small as compared to
the Dirac electron bandwidthW ≈ 6 eV, the diagonal components read asΣ1,1(ω+
iδ) = Σ′1,1(ω + iδ) + iΣ′′1,1(ω + iδ), where

Σ′1,1(ω + iδ) =
2λ2

W2



















(ω + µ − ωa) log
∣

∣

∣

ω−ωa
W

∣

∣

∣ + (ω + µ + ωa) log
∣

∣

∣

∣

(ω+ωa+µ)2

W(ω+ωa)

∣

∣

∣

∣
if µ ≥ 0

(ω + µ − ωa) log
∣

∣

∣

∣

(ω+µ−ωa)2

W(ω−ωa)

∣

∣

∣

∣
+ (ω + µ + ωa) log

∣

∣

∣

ω+ωa
W

∣

∣

∣ if µ < 0
(4.22)

and

Σ′′1,1(ω + iδ) = −2πλ2

W2
Θ(|ω| − ωa)

∣

∣

∣ω + µ − sign (ω)ωa

∣

∣

∣ . (4.23)
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Figure 4.1: (Color online) DOS for different coupling strengthsλ = 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7
eV. Left panel: Total DOS,N(ω). Middle panel: DOS inπ-channel,Nπ(ω). Right panel:
DOS in channel of long range zone center states,NΓ(ω).

Theπ block is

Σi,i(ω + iδ) = λ2 1
ω + µ − Eσ − sign (Eσ − µ)ωa

≈ − λ
2

Eσ

, (4.24)

with i = 2, 3 and causes a rigid shift of the band energies in regime important for
STS. With the interacting Green function beingG−1(p, ω) = G(0)−1(p, ω) − Σ(ω),
momentum space integration yields the density of statesN(ω) = −1

π
ImG(r =

0, ω + iδ).
For fixed chemical potentialµ = −0.4eV andEσ = 3.3 eV, Fig. 4.1 shows

how the DOS is modified by the electron-phonon interaction asa function of the
coupling strengthλ. The total DOS,N(ω) = Tr N(ω), and the DOS of theπ-bands,
Nπ(ω) =

∑

i=1,2(N(ω))i,i, are virtually indistinguishable and exhibit the “V”-shape
characteristic for Dirac fermions. The main modification ofthe total DOS is a shift
to slightly lower energies with increasing coupling strength due to theπ-block of
Σ(ω + iδ) — a consequence of level repulsion of theπ bands and the flat band at
Eσ, well known from second order perturbation theory.

However, the spectral properties in the channel of zone center states are
strongly altered at low energies|ω| ≪ W. The density of states in this channel,
NΓ(ω) = (N(ω))1,1, reads as

NΓ(ω) = −1
π

ImG1,1(ω) = −
Σ′′1,1(ω + iδ)

π|ω − Eσ − Σ1,1(ω + iδ)|2
∼ Θ(|ω| − ωa)

∣

∣

∣ω + µ − sign (ω)ωa

∣

∣

∣ . (4.25)

Without electron-phonon interactionNΓ(ω) vanishes forω , Eσ. But, as
soon as this interaction becomes effective and the energy of the electronsω > ωa

exceeds the phonon mode energy, the zone center states startmixing with theπ
bands. This leads to a gap of±ωa around the Fermi level in the channel of zone
center states. Outside this gap,NΓ(ω) recovers the usual “V”-shape of graphene’s
DOS. (See Fig. 4.1, right panel.) Indeed, the shape ofNΓ(ω) is very similar to the
gapped spectra found in STS on graphene. [106]

Comparing the scales in the left and right part of Fig. 4.1 onesees, that the
DOS in the nearly free electron channel is for all coupling constants considered,
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Figure 4.2: (Color online) Upper panel: Band structure of graphene. Theπ-bands inhibit-
ing the Dirac electrons are marked with dark red lines. Instead of the graphite interlayer
band, in graphene a quasi-continuum of nearly free electronstates begins 3.3 eV above the
Fermi level at theΓ-point (light green lines). Lower panel: Decay of the electronic wave
functionsΨ(z) as a function of heightz above the graphene sheet. The laterally averaged
density|Ψ(z)|2 is shown for states near the Dirac point of flat graphene (solid line) and in
presence of a K6 out-of-plane frozen phonon (dashed line). The density belonging to the
lowest quasi free electron band atΓ printed as dotted line.

here, smaller than the total DOS by a factor of less than 1/20. In the next section,
it will be shown that in STS, however, this factor of 1/20 is by far overcompen-
sated by the factor on the order of 104 coming from the different tunneling matrix
elements in presence or absence of certain K/K’ phonons.

4.1.3 Frozen-phonon simulations

To address the effects of the K/K’ phonons on the electronic wave functions of
graphene and related tunneling matrix elements, we performed density functional
calculations within the framework of the local density approximation using VASP
[48] with the PAW [53, 52] basis sets as described in sections2.3.3 and 2.4.
The corresponding plane wave expansions were cut-off at 928 eV and the Bril-
louin zone integrations were carried out with the tetrahedron-method on k-meshes
denser than 20×20 when folded back to the simple graphene unit cell. The vertical
extension of this cell was chosen to be 24Å.
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4.1 Phonon mediated tunnelling into graphene 49

To understand the phonon effects on tunneling it is insightful to revisit the band
structure of flat graphene (Fig. 4.2) obtained from DFT: Theπ-bands exhibit the
well known shape intersecting the Fermi level at the K point with linear dispersion
in the vicinity. At the zone centerΓ, a quasi continuum of free electron like bands
starts 3.3 eV above the Fermi level. These bands correspond to the interlayer band
of graphite, which is important in graphite intercalation compounds [114]. In
contrast to graphite, the quasi free electron bands, here, are not limited by other
graphene layers on top and extend far into the vacuum above the sheet.

To quantify the decay of the wave functions of different bands into the vacuum,
we calculated the laterally averaged charge density|Ψ(z)|2 of these wave functions
as a function of distancez from the sheet. As shown in Fig. 4.2, lower panel,
the wave functions at the Dirac point of flat graphene have their maximum atz =
0.4 Å above the sheet. Forz& 1.5Å, their probability density starts decaying into
the vacuum dominated by an exponential,|ΨK(z)|2 ∼ e−λ

−1
K z, with decay constant

λ−1
K = 3.9Å

−1
, which has been obtained from a linear fit of log|ΨK(z)|2 in this

region. This decay constant follows from the single particle Schrödinger equation
in presence of a constant potential given by the graphene work function [115]:

λ−1 = 2
√

k2
|| + 2mfφ/~2, (4.26)

where the in-plane crystal momentum is|k||| = 1.7Å
−1

for the electrons at K/K’
and we obtainedφ = 4.5 eV for the work function from LDA.

States at theΓ point of the Brillouin zone,k|| = 0, decay much slower into the
vacuum: The lowest nearly free electron state is extremely long ranged (see Fig 1.,
lower panel) and spreads out into the vacuum with decay constantλ−1 = 1.0Å

−1
.

For states at the Fermi level withk|| = 0, Eq. (4.26) yieldsλ−1 = 2.2Å
−1

. Such
states are absent in perfect graphene but they can be generated by perturbations
mixing the Dirac-likeπ bands at K/K’ with k|| = 0 states atΓ. The nearly free
electron states as well as the bonding s- and pz states atΓ are examples of such
k|| = 0 states.

Selection rules determine which perturbations may generate k|| = 0 admix-
tures to the Dirac bands: Firstly translational symmetry must be broken, with the
perturbation having K/K’ Fourier components. Moreover, ak|| = 0 plane wave
transforms underC6v according to the identity representation. The Dirac statesat
the Brillouin zone corners belong the two-dimensionalE1 andE2 representations
of C6v. So, the perturbation must also breakC6v symmetry and must have a com-
ponent transforming according toE1,2 underC6v to achieve coupling of the Dirac
bands to long ranged zone center states.

All phonons at K and K’ break translational symmetry appropriately. Out
of the six phonon modes at K/K’ the two-fold degenerate modesK5 at 151 meV
and K6 at 67 meV transform according toE1 and E2 underC6v [116]. TheK1

andK2 modes at 160 meV and 125 meV, respectively, belong to one-dimensional
representations ofC6v and cannot couple states from graphene’s Dirac point to
long ranged zone center states.
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50 4. Lattice corrugations in graphene

Figure 4.3: Left: Phonon dispersion of graphene obtained from DFT (solid lines) and in-
plane phonon dispersion of graphite from inelastic x-ray scattering (triangles and circles).
Right: Snapshot of eigenmodes of graphene at the K-point. From [116].

The coupling efficiency by theK5 andK6 phonons has been addressed in our
first-principles calculations: In a frozen-phonon simulation, the displacement op-
eratorQk

J from Eq. (4.7) is replaced by a real number via (ake−iωk t + a†keiωk t) →√
neiφ, wheren is a positive number,φ ∈ [0; 2π) andQk

i (t)→ ReQk
i . Then, the ion

displacements read as

Qk
J = −

(

n~
2MCNωk

)1/2

Im
(

ξkei(k·R0
J+φ)

)

, (4.27)

whereMC ≈ 12 u is the atomic mass of carbon. The ratio ˜n = n/N is the number
of phonons per unit cell. In the case of graphene, the unit polarization vector of
the phonon mode is six-dimensional,ξ = (ξA, ξB), as there are two atoms per unit
cell. The two-fold degenerateK5/6 modes can be represented byξK6

A = ξ
K6
B e−ik·b0 =√

1/2~ez andξK5
A = (ξK5

B )∗ = 1
3

(

b0 + b1ei2π/3 + b2ei4π/3
)

, wherebi with i = 0, 1, 2 are
unit vectors connecting nearest neighbors.

The admixture ofk|| = 0 components to states at the Fermi level due K5 and K6

phonons manifests in changing slopes of log|Ψ(z)|2, shown in Fig. 4.4: Starting
at 3 Å above the sheet the decay constant reduces toλ−1 = 2.3Å

−1
and 2.2Å

−1

in presence of theK5 andK6 phonons, respectively. This is the decay constant
expected fork|| = 0 contributions from Eq. (4.26). Thus, both phonons fulfilling
the above selection rules turn out to couple to states from the Dirac point to long
range states at the zone center.

The coupling efficiencies can be obtained by analyzing thek|| = 0 admixture
as function of phonon concentration ˜n: According to Eq. (4.10), a displacement
field Qk

i as in Eq. (4.27) generates a perturbation acting on the electrons:

Hep =

√
ñ

2

















∑

q,q′
Mk,q,q′e

iφc†qcq′ + H.c.

















. (4.28)

To leading order, the changes in the local densityδ|Ψ(z)|2 are quadratic in that
perturbation and consequentlyδ|Ψ(z)|2 = αk(z)ñ, where the constant of propor-
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Figure 4.4: Left: Logarithm of the probability density log|Ψ(z)|2 as function of height
z above the graphene sheet for an unperturbed graphene sheet as well as in presence of
frozenK5 andK6 phonons. The amplitude of the frozen phonons is|Qk

i | ∼ 0.1Å in both
cases. Right: Density|Ψ(z)|2 as function of phonon density ˜n at differentz. The data
points for theK5 andK6 phonons are depicted in red and green, respectively. The solid
lines in the respective color show linear fits to these data points.

αK5(z) αK6(z) αK6(z)/αK5(z)
z= 3.6 Å 0.0080 0.114 14.3
z= 4.0 Å 0.0034 0.051 14.9
z= 4.4 Å 0.0015 0.023 15.5

Table 4.1: Linear fits of|Ψ(z)|2 as function of phonon density ˜n at different heightsz, as
shown in Fig. 4.4. The ratioαK6(z)/αK5(z) yields the relative intensity of the two different
inelastic phonon processes and turns out to be quasi independent ofz, as required.

tionalityαk(z) is a measure for the efficiency of the inelastic phonon channelk un-
der consideration. The relative efficiency of theK5 and theK6 phonon channels is
given by the ratioαK6(z)/αK5(z), where thez-dependence cancels out. As the wave
functions of states from the Dirac point without any phononsdecay almost twice
faster into the vacuum than in presence ofK5 or K6 phonons,δ|Ψ(z)|2 = |Ψ(z)|2 is
fulfilled to very good approximation forz> 3.5Å. (See Fig. 4.4 left.)

For both, theK5 or K6 phonons, our frozen-phonon calculations confirm
|Ψ(z)|2 ∼ ñ for the range of ˜n plotted in Fig. 4.4 right. This range corresponds
in both cases to displacements|Qk

i | < 0.2Å in each atomic coordinate. The linear
fits to these data sets yieldαk(z) and the corresponding relative efficiencies of the
two phonon channels. These are given in table 4.1 and they show that the inelastic
tunneling due to theK6 phonon at 67 meV should be more efficient by a factor of
approx. 15 than inelastic tunneling due to the 151 meVK5 phonon.

According to Tersoff-Hamann theory [115], tunneling currents are determined
by the tunneling density of states, which is the LDOS at the location of the tip
- usually on the order 5Å above the sample. Thus, for each tunneling channel,
the DOS inside the graphene sheet has to be weighted with the squared amplitude
of the corresponding wave function about 5Å above the sample- which can be
approximately written as

dI/dU ∼ |ΨΓ|2NΓ(E) + |ΨK |2NK(E). (4.29)
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Figure 4.5: DOS in channel of long range zone center states,NΓ(ω), for different chemical
potentialsµ = −0.4, −0.2, 0.0, 0.2 and 0.4 eV, phonon energyωa = 67 meV, energy
of zone center statesEσ = 3.3 eV, and the coupling strengthλ = 0.5 eV fixed to the
experimental value [106]. The curves are vertically displaced for clarity.

With the decay constants from above, the ratio of the exponential prefactors en-

tering the tunneling matrix elements is|ΨΓ/ΨK |2 ∝ e1.7Å
−1

z. At z = 5Å this ratio
is on the order of 104. Thus, the admixture of zone center states to theπ-bands
by electron-phonon coupling appears as greatly enhanced bythis factor of 104 in
STM spectra. The factor of 1/20 in the ratioNΓ(ω)/Nπ(ω) resulting from Eqs.
(4.22-4.24) and depicted in Fig. 4.1 is overcompensated by the matrix element
effect on the order of 104. The STM spectra are therefore dominated by the in-
elastic phonon mediated channel of long range states from the zone center and the
spectra are expected to exhibit the shape ofNΓ(ω).

As discussed above, the 67 meV phonon provides by a factor of 15 the most
important contribution to this inelastic tunneling. It is therefore illustrative to
considerωa = 67 meV and studyNΓ(ω) according to Eq. (4.25) as a function
of the chemical potential, as shown in Fig. 4.5. This presents a simulation of the
STM spectra.

Here, we considered the nearly free electron bands as a realization of the long
range zone center states and choseEσ = 3.3 eV, consequently. The most promi-
nent feature of the simulated STM spectra is a gap of±ωa around the Fermi level,
which is independent of doping. The minimum caused by zone center states being
coupled withπ-states at the Dirac point shifts with the chemical potential. This be-
havior is unaffected by the particular choice ofEσ as long asEσ does not fall into
the range of bias energies used in STS. So, including contributions from higher
nearly free electron statesEσ > 3.3 eV or the bondingσ-statesEσ = −20 eV will
not change these spectra qualitatively.

Experimentally, the chemical potential is shifted with thegate voltage [7, 106].
Thus, the spectra calculated, here, and the experimental STS from Ref. [106] (see
Fig. 3.6) exhibit the same characteristic behavior. The good agreement of the
simulated spectra, dI/dU ∼ NΓ(eU), and the experimental STM spectra strongly
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4.1 Phonon mediated tunnelling into graphene 53

supports the correctness of the phonon mediated tunneling mechanism proposed
in Ref. [106]. In addition, our calculations explain why the67 meV K6 phonon
but not the 151 meV K5 phonon appears as major inelastic feature in STS. Very
recently, prediction of the ratio of the K6- to the K5 inelastic phonon signal being
on the order of 10-15 has been confirmed experimentally [117].

Moreover, it becomes clear that the phenomenon of strongly enhanced tun-
neling currents may occur in various contexts in graphene. The Fermi surface of
perfect graphene is located at the corner of the Brillouin zone. Any perturbation
the mixing the Dirac electron states at the Brillouin zone corners with long range
states atΓ may cause such enhancement. Therefore, corrugations on scale of the
graphene lattice constant can be expected to affect the tunneling density of states
enormously. This is quite in contrast to most metal surfaces, where theprojected
Fermi surface usually includes not only a few points of the surface Brillouin zone
but extends over wide areas of the surface Brillouin zone. Therefore, the sur-
prisingly huge inelastic phonon effect in STM on graphene, where the phonons
circumvent the “momentum space selection rule for tunneling”, Eq. (4.26), is
intimately connected with graphene being truly two dimensional.
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54 4. Lattice corrugations in graphene

4.2 Midgap states in corrugated graphene

One of the biggest early puzzles about graphene was that two dimensional crys-
tals were expected not to exist (see chapter 3). Thermal fluctuations in two-
dimensional solids, in principle, should lead to macroscopic displacements of the
carbon atoms from their perfect lattice arrangement and destroy any long range
crystalline order. One very like solution of this problem has been given by Monte
Carlo simulations [67] and transmission electron microscopy [68] which suggest
that graphene is stabilized by intrinsic ripples. We now discuss how rippling af-
fects the low energy electronic properties of graphene. andunder which condi-
tions midgap states do occur.

4.2.1 Rippling effects in a tight-binding model

A tight-binding (TB) Hamiltonian, Eq. (3.2), and a low energy theory, Eq. (3.4),
describing electrons in graphene as two species of Dirac fermions have been in-
troduced in section 3.1. These models can serve as basis for obtaining a field
theoretical model of graphene’s electronic properties in presence of ripples. A
derivation suggested by A. Tsvelik will be sketched here:

The TB Hamiltonian from Eq. (3.2) can be rewritten in the form

H =
∑

k

(a†k, b
†
k)

(

tnnn(k) tnn(k)
t∗nn(k) tnnn(k)

) (

ak

bk

)

, (4.30)

wheretnn andtnnn denote the Fourier transformed nearest and next-to-nearest hop-
ping matrix elements, respectively. As in section 3.1,ak (bk) are the Fermi opera-
tors of electrons in sublattice A (B) with crystal momentumk.

We introduce a coordinate frame, wheree1 = (−1, 0), e2 = (1/2,
√

3/2),
e3 = (1/2,−

√
3/2) are vectors connecting atoms in sublattice A with their nearest

neighbors in sublattice B. The nearest neighbor distance isdefined as unit of length
ã0 = a0/

√
3 = 1.4 Å ≡ 1. In this coordinate system two non-equivalent corners

of the Brillouin zone are at±K = (0,∓4π/3
√

3). Close to±K, the dispersion for
the undeformed lattice vanishes linearly and a continuum theory describing low
energy electronic states can be defined: Near theK point the undeformed hopping
integral can be expanded as

tnn(k) = t0
∑

µ

eikeµ

= t0
[

e−ikx + 2 cos(
√

3ky/2)eikx/2
]

≈ 3t0ã0

2
(qy − iqx)→ 2v0∂̄, (4.31)

wherek = (kx, ky), q = k − K, ∂̄ = 1
2(∂x + i∂y), andv0 = 3t0ã0/2 is the Fermi

velocity, involving explicitly the nearest-neighbor spacing. Lattice deformations
which are smooth on the scalea0 can be described by the in-plane displacement
field ua with a ∈ {x, y} and the out-of-plane displacement fieldh. (x, y are the
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4.2 Midgap states in corrugated graphene 55

usual real space cartesian coordinates.) Then, lattice deformations give rise to the
deformation tensor field

uab =
1
2

[∂aub + ∂bua + ∂ah∂bh] (4.32)

with a, b ∈ {x, y}, which quantifies the local strain of the graphene sheet. In
particular,

∑

a,b ea
µuabeb

µ yields the local changes of bond lengths ineµ direction
(µ = 1, 2, 3).

A change in bond length causes a change in the hopping integral
∂ log t0/∂ log ã0 = β ≈ −2 (see e.g. Harrison [118]), i.e.∂t0/∂ã0 ≈ 4 eV/Å.
Therefore, local strains change the Fourier transformed hopping integrals accord-
ing to

δt(K)/[
∂t0
∂R

] =
∑

µ

eiKeµea
µ

∂ua

∂xb
eb
µ

= ea
1e

b
1uab+ e2iπ/3ea

2e
b
2uab + e−2iπ/3ea

3e
b
3uab

= uxx + e2iπ/3(
1
4

uxx +
3
4

uyy +

√
3

2
uxy) + e−2iπ/3(

1
4

uxx +
3
4

uyy −
√

3
2

uxy)

=
3
4

(uxx − uyy − 2iuxy) = 3uzz, (4.33)

wherez = x + iy. Thus, the nearest neighbor hopping matrix element near the
point K becomes

tnn(k)→ 2v0

(

∂̄ − γuzz

)

, (4.34)

whereγ = (1/t0)∂t0/∂R plays a role of the charge, anduzz can be interpreted as a
vector potential:

Ā3 = A3
z̄ ≡ A3

x − iA3
y = uzz. (4.35)

Curvature induced rehybridization ofσ- andπ bands leads to similar gauge fields
acting on the Dirac fermions [119].

As in Ref. [120], we introduce a pair of two-dimensional spinors Ψ1 =
(

aK

bK

)

, Ψ2 =

(

b−K

−a−K

)

describing electronic wave packets centered at theK

and−K point, respectively. Repeating the above derivations for gauge fields due
to smooth lattice deformation for the−K point leads to the same vector potential
but with opposite sign. As shown in Ref. [120], all these distortion effects can be
summarized in the low energy Hamiltonian

H = Ψ†
{

I ⊗ IA0 + v0σµ ⊗ [−iI ∂µ + γτ
aAa

µ]
}

Ψ, (4.36)

where the Pauli matricesσµ, µ = x, y, act on the sublattice index and the matrices
τa, a = 1, 2, 3, act on the valley index of the spinorΨ† = (Ψ†1,Ψ

†
2). Electrons

in a deformed graphene lattice are a subject of a general vector potentialAa
µ. Its

componentsA3
µ are generated by slow deformations, as described above. Theother

componentsA1,2
µ are generated by abrupt changes of the nearest neighbor hopping

integrals [120].
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56 4. Lattice corrugations in graphene

In general, the rippling induced gauge fieldsA3 are nonuniform and affect the
electrons in graphene like aneffectivemagnetic field [121]:

B = i(∂A3 − ∂̄Ā3) = ∇ × A. (4.37)

This effective magnetic field couples to the graphene 2D Dirac spinors. The spin
associated with them is the sublattice index rather than thereal electron spin.
Hence, these effective fields are formally similar but differ physically from real
magnetic fields.

TB estimations on the effective magnetic field induced to graphene by rippling
found the possibility of partially flat bands, which are the analog of Landau levels
in real magnetic fields [122]. Therefore, these flat bands arereferred to aspseudo
Landau levels. In particular, zero-energy chiral states (n = 0 LL) at the Fermi
level should occur in inhomogeneous (real and effective) magnetic fields, as was
pointed out from topological considerations [81]. Guinea et al. [122] showed
that one-dimensional ripples with height modulation on theorder of h ∼ 1 −
5 nm on a length scale ofl ∼ 50 nm gives rise to about one pseudo-magnetic
flux quantum per ripple. They confirmed within the TB approachthe occurrence
of pseudo Landau levels within this regime. Moreover, it hasbeen shown that
rippling induced gauge fields accompanied by an modulated electrostatic field
can open band gaps [122]. In graphene ripples, effective electrostatic fields are
generated due to strain- and curvature induced changes intnnn(k) [119].

The appearance of ripple-induced mid-gap states can lead toimportant con-
sequences: The increased DOS at the Fermi level will enhancethe tendency to
spatial inhomogeneities [122] as well as it leads to strong resonant electron scat-
tering [78, 123, 124]. Knowing the conditions under which midgap states occur is
therefore important for the problem of electron scatteringin graphene.2

The predictions on midgap states in Ref. [122] have been rather qualitative
involving adjustable parameters, like hopping matrix elements or their change
with strain and curvature. Moreover, they neglected rehybridization effects of the
π andσ bands [122]. It is not cleara priori how essential these effects can be.
Moreover, taking into account next-nearest-neighbor hopping leads to ascalar
electrostatic potential induced by the ripples [122] whichcan cause opening a gap
around the Fermi level [119]. To describe this electrostatic potential yet more
adjustable parameters are required which makes predictions increasingly difficult.
Here, complete first-principles calculations including all these different effects
without any adjustable parameters can be very helpful, as they allow to judge how
important corrections to the simplest nearest-neighbor TBmodel are.

In the next section, we present full potential DFT studies ofquenched and
annealed graphene ripples. We find flat bands very close to theDirac point for
quenched ripples, whereas in annealed ripples these midgapstates turn out to be
suppressed. Subsequently we will extend the low energy effective field theory
description of graphene to include this relaxation effect and justify this extension
by our DFT results.

2Impurity induced midgap states will be addressed in chapter5.
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Figure 4.6: Upper Panel: Schematic top and side view of the sinusoidal graphene ripples.
The rippling period is denoted byl and the amplitude byh. Lower panel: Perspective
view of a relaxed graphene ripple. The green arrows show the displacement of the atoms
during the relaxation. To enforce a constant rippling amplitude the vertical position of the
atoms marked as big red dots has been fixed.

4.2.2 First principles simulations of graphene ripples

To model quenched ripples in our DFT calculations we consider sinusoidal
graphene ripples with height fieldh(x, y) = h0 sin(qx) (Fig. 4.6 upper panel).
While the effective gauge fieldA is caused by strain and curvature, the strain in
the ripple can be significantly reduced by allowing all atomsand the supercell
shape to relax with the constraint of fixed rippling amplitudeh0.

This relaxation leads to our model of annealed graphene ripples, where ”an-
nealed” means that in these ripples possible external sources for energy barriers
preventing the ripples from relaxation have been removed. Such sources might be
impurities or bonding to a substrate with lattice mismatch [125, 105]. As starting
point for the relaxed cell shape, we shortened the supercellin rippling direction
such that the arc length of one sinusoidal graphene ripple period coincides with
the equilibrium length of the same supercell for flat graphene. Then, standard
relaxation of the atomic positions and the cell shape under the constraint of fixed
rippling amplitudeh0.

In all calculations within this section we employ the generalized gradient ap-
proximation (GGA) [42] to DFT for supercells containing up to 160 carbon atoms.
The resulting Kohn-Sham problems are solved within VASP [48] package by ex-
panding the electronic bands into projector augmented waves (PAW) [53, 52],
as described in sections 2.3.3 and 2.4. Plane wave cut-offs of 500 eV for band-
structure calculations and 875 eV for the relaxations and total energy calculations
were used. For the total energy calculations, the Brillouinzone integrations were
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Figure 4.7:Band structure of corrugated graphene sheets: The highest valence and lowest
conduction bands along theky direction (perpendicular to the rippling direction) are shown
for different armchair ripples. The dash dotted (blue) and solid (red) lines correspond to
unrelaxed sinusoidal ripples with fixedh0/l = 1Å/4b0 ratio for l = 16, 80b0, respectively.
Dashed lines: A ripple relaxed with the constrainth0 = 4Å and a rippling period of 16
graphene unit cells.

performed with 0.1 eV Gaussian smearing on k-meshes denser than 24×24 when
folded back to the graphene first Brillouin zone, whereas forrelaxations and input
charge densities for band structure calculations k-meshesdiluted by a factor of 2
turned out to be sufficient.

Firstly, the occurrence of then = 0 LL in quenched ripples has been studied
as function of the ripple lengthl andh0/l. Forh0/l = 1Å/4b0 with b0 =

√
3a0/2,

i.e. h0/l ≈ 0.1, prominent changes in the high valance and the low conduction
bands occur depending on the rippling periodl (Fig. 4.7).

The shorter ripple (l = 16b0) exhibits electron dispersion resembling mass-
less particles with the Dirac point shifted fromky = 2π/3a0 to ky ≈ 0.375(2π/a0),
whereky is the crystal momentum perpendicular to the rippling direction, x. How-
ever, the bands of thel = 80b0 ripple are flat near the Fermi level and exhibit all
characteristics of then = 0 LL of Dirac fermions: They are chiral, that is, fully
sublattice polarized and localized in regions of maximum effective magnetic field
B (see Fig. 4.8, left panel):

For a ripple of the formh(x) = h0 sin(qx) with q = 2π/l andl sufficiently large
we haveuzz∼ (h0qcos(qx))2 and Eq. (4.35) yields the effective gauge field

Ay ∼ (h0qcos(qx))2. (4.38)

As (Ax = Az = 0) and the pseudomagnetic field is

B = ∇ × A ∼ h2
0q

3 sin(2qx). (4.39)

Thus, for l = 80b0 the absolute value of the effective field is maximum around
x = 10, 30, 50, 70b0 which coincides with the regions of maximum probability
density for the highest valence band electrons withky = 0.385(2π/a0).
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Figure 4.8: Real space properties of the pseudo Landau level wave functions for the rip-
ple with lengthl = 80b0 andh0/l = 1Å/4b0. Left panel: The squared projection of the
highest valence band wave function onto both sublattices isshown as a function of the
cell number. Sublattice A and B are denoted on the positive and negative ordinate, respec-
tively. The different curves correspond to different crystal momentaky = 0.385 (solid),
0.4025 (dashed) and 0.4225(2π/a0) (dotted) perpendicular to the rippling direction. Right
panel: The local density of states (LDOS) inside the cells atx = 1b0 (low eff. field) and
at x = 10b0 (high field region). For the low field region, the LDOS is the same in both
sublattices (only sublattice A plotted is here, dashed line), whereas in the high field region
the LDOS in sublattice A (solid) and B (dash-dotted) differ significantly.

This peculiar real space structure manifests also in the local density of states
(LDOS) (Fig. 4.8, right panel). In the high field region, the spectrum is gapped
around the Fermi level (E = 0) in one sublattice (here B) but exhibits a mid-gap
peak in the other sublattice. Such an LDOS should lead to sublattice stripes in low
bias STM images with sublattice A bright and B dark, which is very reminiscent
of the midgap impurity states [92] to be discussed in section5.1.2. The increased
density of states at the Fermi level may cause instabilities, e.g. ferromagnetism
as proposed by Guinea et al. [122]. To investigate this possibility by means of
ab-initio theory we performed spin-polarized DFT calculations within the GGA
as described above. Independent of the starting magnetization, mixing parameters
etc., these calculations could not find any ferromagnetic state as self-consistent
solution of the corresponding Kohn-Sham problem. This is very likely because
of strong antiferromagnetic coupling between the sublattices A and B: It tends
to spin-polarize atoms from the “dark” sublattice — an energetically unfavorable
process because of the energy gap in this sublattice. Therefore, if local moments
are formed in the “bright” sublattice, they will more likelyarrange to noncollinear
structures and prevent spin-polarization of their “dark” nearest neighbors.

In the low effective field region, the LDOS recovers the pseudogap shape typ-
ical for flat graphene and the two sublattices appear fully equivalent again. This
transition from an inhomogeneous to a homogeneous local lowenergy electronic
structure can be understood in terms of the band structure: For ky away from the
k-space center,kLC ≈ 0.38(2π/a0), of the n = 0 LL “plateau”, the real space
center of the Landau level moves into regions of lower effective magnetic field
(Fig. 4.8, left panel). This is very similar to the case of nanotubes in a magnetic
field perpendicular to the tube axis [126]. Forky such that the LL wave functions
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60 4. Lattice corrugations in graphene

from regions of opposite effective magnetic field start overlapping significantly,
the corresponding band energies start to depend onk. Here, the wave function
character changes back to that of the usual steep grapheneπ bands.

The band structures of the quenched ripples shown in Fig. 4.7allow to esti-
mate the strength of the involved pseudomagnetic fields: Given the shift of the
Dirac point ofδky = 0.042(2π/a0) away from the flat graphene value, we obtain
the average gauge field|A0| = ~δky/e = 2.8 · 103 Ta0. With Eqs. (4.38-4.39)
and forq = 2π/80b0 this yields the amplitude sinusoidal pseudomagnetic field
B0 = A0q ≈ 250T. Due toB = B0 sin(2qx) a pseudo Landau level wave func-
tion should be localized on a length less thanl/4 corresponding to an area of
l2/16 = 18 nm2 for the ripple under consideration. (See also Ref. [122].) The
value of 250 T corresponds to approx. 2 (pseudo)magnetic fluxquanta per 18 nm2.

The energy required to create the quenched ripples considered, here, is 0.5
eV/atom. They have maximum local strain of 24%, which is more than the av-
erage strain of approx. 1% measured in epitaxial graphene [125] or 4% found in
other nanosized epitaxial materials [127]. Scaling down the pseudo magnetic field
of the l = 80b0 ripple with h0 = 20Å to these strain values yieldsB0 = 10 T and
40 T, respectively.

So far, we considered quenched ripples, but the pseudomagnetic field is sensi-
tive not only to flexural deformations but also to in-plane distortions. In general,
ripples will be accompanied by in-plane distortions: For the quenched ripple of
length l = 16b0 with h/l = 1Å/4b0, we relaxed the atomic positions and the su-
percell shape of the ripple with the constraint of fixed rippling height. For this
relaxed structure with atomic positions depicted in Fig. 4.6, lower panel, the
“rippling” energy is 0.03 eV/atom. The structure is still sinusoidal but with all
nearest neighbor bond lengths having relaxed back to 1.42-1.43Å — the value of
flat graphene. During this relaxation process the effective gauge field decreases
as can be seen from the band structure of the relaxed ripple inFig. 4.7. The
Dirac point for the relaxed ripple is atky ≈ 0.332(2π/a0), which is by a factor of
40 closer the flat graphene value ofky = 1/3(2π/a0) than the Dirac point of the
quenched ripples. This corresponds to a decrease of the average effective gauge
field the same factor. So, in the minimum energy structure of this still corrugated
graphene sheet the different contributions to the rippling induced gauge field sum
up to nearly zero average gauge field. This suppression of effective gauge and
pseudomagentic fields in the annealed ripple turns out to be avery general effect
and can be understood in terms of the model discussed in the next subsection.

4.2.3 Effective field theory for corrugated graphene

In section 4.2.1 we revisited the derivation of the low energy Hamiltonian of
graphene and showed that strain and curvature cause gauge fields acting on
graphene’s Dirac fermions (see Eq. 4.35). We will now give ananalytical model
worked out by A. Tsvelik [128] to understand in which cases the ripple induced
gauge fields lead to midgap states. We will restrict ourselves to the case of slow
deformations whenA1,2 = 0.
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4.2 Midgap states in corrugated graphene 61

The zero energy wave functions in presence of a deformation induced vector
potential can be found analytically forA0 = 0. With B according to Eq. (4.37)
andB > 0 the zero energy wave functions can be expressed as

aK = a−K = zn exp
[

− γ
∂∂̄
B
]

, bK = b−K = 0. (4.40)

For B < 0 one has to interchangeaK , a−K with bK, b−K andz with z̄. Inserting
these wave functions into the effective Hamiltonian (4.36) shows that these are
indeedE = 0 eigenfunctions. The condition of normalizability determines the
range of allowed powersn: In two dimensions, the Green function of the Laplace
operator is (∂∂̄)−1 ∼ log |z|. Consequently,γ

∂∂̄
B ∼ Φ log |z|, whereΦ =

∫

dzdz̄ B
is the pseudomagnetic flux. Thus, we haveAK = zn exp

[

− γ

∂∂̄
B
]

= zn|z|−αΦ, where
the prefactorα = 1/Φ0 turns out to be the inverse flux quantumΦ0. These wave
functions are normalizable forn ranging from 0 to the integer part of the pseudo-
magnetic flux. As many zero modes exist.

The expression forB and for the deformation tensor changes drastically de-
pending on whether the elastic energy is at its minimum or not. The expression for
the elastic energy density of a smooth surface compatible with theC3 symmetry
is given by [129, 66]:

E = (λ + µ)(uxx + uyy)
2 + µ

[

(uxx − uyy)
2 + 4u2

xy

]

+
K
2

(∇2h)2

= (λ + µ)

[

1
2

(∂̄u+ ∂ū) + ∂h∂̄h

]2

+µ
[

∂u+ (∂h)2
] [

∂̄ū+ (∂̄h)2
]

+
K
2

(∇2h)2

= µAĀ+ (λ + µ)

[

1

2∂∂̄
(∂̄2A+ ∂2Ā) +

1

∂∂̄
R[h]

]2

+
K
2

(∇2h)2 (4.41)

whereR = [∂2h∂̄2h − (∂∂̄h)2] is the Gaussian curvature of the surface,λ, µ are
in-plane Lamé constants andK is the bending rigidity of the surface. Integration
over the whole surface is understood. If for given fieldh the membrane is at
equilibrium, the elastic energy (4.41) is at its minimum,δE

δA =
δE
δĀ = 0, w.r.t.

changes inA andĀ:

δE

δĀ
= µA+ (λ + µ)

∂2

∂∂̄

[

1

2∂∂̄
(∂̄2A+ ∂2Ā) +

1

∂∂̄
R[h]

]

= µA+ (λ + µ)

[

1
2

A+
∂4

2(∂∂̄)2
Ā+

∂2

(∂∂̄)2
R[h]

]

(4.42)

Consequently,

0 =
λ + 3µ

2(λ + µ)
A+

∂4

2(∂∂̄)2
Ā+

∂2

(∂∂̄)2
R[h]

0 =
∂̄4

2(∂∂̄)2
A+

λ + 3µ
2(λ + µ)

Ā+
∂̄2

(∂∂̄)2
R[h],
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or in matrix form R= MA with

R = −
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, and A=

(

A
Ā

)

.

Thus the gauge field is

A =
(λ + µ)2

µ(λ + 2µ)
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2(λ+µ) − ∂4
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= − λ + µ
λ + 2µ















∂2

(∂∂̄)2

∂̄2

(∂∂̄)2















R[h]. (4.43)

R is the Jacobian of the coordinate transformationξ = ∂h, ξ̄ = ∂̄h:

∂2h∂̄2h− (∂∂̄h)2 =
∂
(

ξ, ξ̄
)

∂ (z, z̄)
.

Thus,R as well asA3, Ā3 vanish in any configuration ofh which depends on
just one Cartesian coordinate. This includes all plane waveconfigurations, in
particular those studied by DFT in the previous section. Substituting Eq. (4.43)
into (4.37) we get

B = −i
λ + µ

λ + 2µ
∂3 − ∂̄3

(∂∂̄)2
R[h], (4.44)

which isC3 symmetric, as it must be.
ThisC3 symmetry ofB for a relaxed membrane leads to important qualitative

differences with a real magnetic field. A local vortex of magneticfield with flux
N carriesN normalizable zero modes, but it is not possible to create such a flux
by deforming a membrane and allowing for in plane relaxation: An analogue of a
magnetic vortex is a point-like defect carrying local Gaussian curvature

h = h(|r − a|), R = R(|r − a|) =
∫

d2k
(2π)2

Rke
ik(r−a) (4.45)

Then the argument in wave function (4.40) is

γ

∂∂̄
B = γ sin(3φ)b(|r − a|) (4.46)

b(r) =
∫

dk
(2π)k2

J3(kr)Rk (4.47)

whereφ is the angle with respect to the crystalline axis. SinceRk is constant at
smallk, Eq. (4.47) yieldsb(r) ∼ r at distances larger than the size of the defect.
Such wave function is not normalizable. On the other hand thewave function for
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4.2 Midgap states in corrugated graphene 63

two defects with curvature of the opposite sign will be normalizable for the entire
volume (as a plane wave). Such state is non-degenerate, thatis we haven = 0 in
(4.40).

So, if we allow the graphene membrane to relax there are only nondegenerate
zero modes, which only exist for membrane configurations with nonzero Gaussian
curvature. Therefore, the effect of relaxations on the electronic properties of the
graphene ripples is qualitatively the same for 1D and 2D ripples. Thedegenerate
zero modes are suppressed in relaxed ripples and no significant midgap peak in the
total DOS of 2D ripples is expected to occur. The ab-initio calculations from the
previous section reveal a perfect particle-hole symmetry at low energies and jus-
tify this nearest neighbor hopping based field theory for describing the electronic
properties of graphene ripples.
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Chapter 5

Impurities in graphene

In this chapter, we discuss how adsorbates affect the electronic properties of
graphene and give a systematic theoretical investigation of impurity effects in
this material. To this end, we go from simple models allowingfor qualitative
insights to more realistic models including full ab-initiodescriptions of impurities
on graphene. First, the Green function formalism is introduced which allows to
address the local electronic properties of graphene in presence of impurities. A
comparison of strongly schematized graphene with a model semiconductor and a
model metal is given in this framework (section 5.1.1). We find that certain types
of impurities create resonances in the vicinity of the Diracpoint and discuss the
nature of these “midgap states” in section 5.1.2. Predictions for STM experiments
are given in this section. Within this model approach we alsodiscuss impurities
in superconducting graphene and describe how opening of a superconducting gap
affects the low energy impurity states (section 5.1.5).

Section 5.2 is devoted to realistic DFT based studies of impurity effects in
normal state graphene. We start with a detailled joint experimental and theoretical
study addressing the interaction of NO2 and N2O4 with graphene (section 5.2.1)
and afterwards address the effect on H2O on graphene in section 5.2.2. With
these examples show that there are two distinct classes of impurities, open-shell
impurities and inert impurities. The former interact directly with graphene and
become charged or strongly hybridize. The latter interact weakly with graphene
but may still lead to doping by mediating interactions between graphene and its
substrate. In section 5.2.3 we give a broad investigation ofopen-shell impurities
on graphene, discuss their electronic effects, their bonding energies and migra-
tion barriers. The latter will allow to judge which types of impurities are likely
expected to occur in graphene samples.

5.1 Models of impurities in graphene

To study impurity effects in graphene we first compare impurities in a metal
with rectangular DOS and a semiconductor with gapped DOS to the intermediate
case of a graphene-type host with “V”-shape DOS. These models can be treated
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5.1 Models of impurities in graphene 65

fully analytically and allow us to understand the similarities and differences of
graphene, normal semiconductors, and simple metals. In thenext step (section
5.1.2), we consider impurities in a tight-binding model of graphene, which allows
us to include atomistic details of the impurity; finally (section 5.1.3), we discuss
the effect of impurities bringing along additional orbitals, which hybridize with
the graphene bands.

5.1.1 Hosts with schematized electronic structure

Following [130], a simple model of a metal, a semiconductor and graphene is
obtained from an unperturbed Hamiltonian

Ĥ =
∑

k

ǫkc
†
kck, (5.1)

whereck are Fermi operators of electrons labelled by the quantum number k =
(~k, ν), which contains the crystal momentum~k and the band indexν. The spin-
index is omitted for simplicity.ǫk is the energy of the electron in the statek and
the Fermi energy is defined to beEf = 0.

A short range spherically symmetric impurity can be imagined as aδ-function
potentialV(x) = Vδ(x) and reads aŝV = V

∑

k,k′ c
†
kck′ in this model.

The associated impurity effect on the electronic properties of the system can
be obtained using Green function techniques: The unperturbed Green function is
given byĜ0(E) = (E − Ĥ + iδ)−1 and has matrix elementsG0

k,k′(E) = δk,k′
1

E−ǫk+iδ .
The full Green function

Ĝ(E) = (E − Ĥ − V̂ + iδ)−1 (5.2)

is then
Ĝ(E) = Ĝ0(E) + Ĝ0(E)T̂(E)Ĝ0(E), (5.3)

where theT-matrix is
T̂(E) =

(

1− V̂Ĝ0(E)
)−1

V̂. (5.4)

All single particle observables can be calculated from thisGreen function. Of par-
ticular interest is the LDOS,N(r,E), in the vicinity of the impurity which is, e.g.,
probed by scanning tunnelling spectroscopy. At any point~r, the LDOS is given
by N(~r ,E) = −1

π
Im G(~r ,~r,E), whereG(~r ,~r ,E) is the real space representation of

the Green function̂G(E):

G(~r ,~r,E) =
∑

k,k′

Gk,k′(E)ei(~k−~k′)·~r . (5.5)

As the unperturbed system is homogeneous and its real space Green function
is independent of~r, we can define the local unperturbed Green functiong0(E) =
G0(~r ,~r,E) =

∑

k
1

E−ǫk+iδ . Using the Cauchy principal valueP, yields

g0(E) = P
∑

k

1
E − ǫk + iδ

− iπN0(E), (5.6)
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66 5. Impurities in graphene

whereN0(E) =
∑

k δ(E − ǫk) is the unperturbed local density of states, and conse-
quently

Reg0(E) = P
∫ ∞

−∞

N0(E′)
(E − E′)

dE′. (5.7)

Specifying the unperturbed LDOS is sufficient to determine the local unperturbed
Green function. As the matrix elements of the localized perturbation〈k|V̂|k′〉 = V
considered here are independent ofk andk′, Eq. (5.4) simplifies to〈k|T̂(E)|k′〉 =
T(E) with

T(E) = (1− Vg0(E))−1 V. (5.8)

This formalism will be now used to compare impurity resonances in different
model materials:

• a metal with rectangular and symmetric DOS with respect to the Fermi level
Nm

0 (E) = 1
2D ·Θ(D− |E|) and resulting Green functiongm

0 (E) = 1
2D ln

∣

∣

∣

D+E
D−E

∣

∣

∣−
iπNm

0 (E);

• a semiconductor with gap∆ in the DOSNs
0(E) = 1

2D · (Θ(D + ∆ − |E|) −
Θ(∆ − |E|)) andgs

0(E) = 1
2D ln

∣

∣

∣

∣

(D+∆+E)(∆−E)
(D+∆−E)(∆+E)

∣

∣

∣

∣

− iπNs
0(E);

• graphene with DOSNg
0(E) = |E|

D2 · Θ(D − |E|) andgg
0(E) = E

D2 ln
∣

∣

∣

∣

E2

D2−E2

∣

∣

∣

∣

−
iπNg

0(E).

These unperturbed Green functions are depicted in Fig. 5.1.Eq. (5.3) shows that
poles of theT-matrix cause impurity resonances, which occur according to Eq.
(5.8) if

Reg0(E) = 1/V with |Im g0(E)| ≪ |Reg0(E)|. (5.9)

The solutions to these conditions can be determined graphically (cf. [93]) as has
been done in Fig. 5.1:

Weak impurities|V<| ≪ D cause resonances close to the band edges and close
to the gap edge of the model semiconductor, but no resonance in the middle of
graphene’s pseudogap is created. To obtain an impurity resonance in the vicinity
of the Fermi level of graphene, the impurity potential has toexceed a threshold
|V| & D on the order of the bandwidth. Concerning weak impurities|V<| ≪ D,
graphene behaves like the model of the metal with no resonances close to the
Fermi level and turns out to be robust against perturbationsof this kind. As regards
strong impurities|V>| ≫ D graphene exhibiting an impurity state in the center
of the (pseudo)gap is more similar to the model semiconductor than to the metal.
This overall behavior of graphene is directly related to itslocal, unperturbed Green
functiongg

0: The divergences of Regg
0(E) are the same as for metal (gm

0 (E)), but
the structure of zeros Regg

0(E) → 0 with |Im gg
0(E)| ≪ |Regg

0(E)| is the same as
for the semiconductor (gs

0(E)).
In the latter case of a strong impurity, the energyEimp of the impurity reso-

nance and its widthΓ show a universal behavior. For|V| ≫ D, Eq. (5.9) simplifies
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Figure 5.1: Unperturbed model Green functions for a metalgm
0 , a semiconductorgs

0, and
a graphenegg

0. (Here, the bandwidth parameter isD = 1 and the semiconductor’s gap is
∆ = 1

2.) The real and imaginary parts are shown by solid and dashed lines, respectively.
The real parts exhibit logarithmic divergences at band edges and have zeros in the center
of the bands as well as in the middle of the gap (semiconductor) / pseudogap (graphene).
Impurity resonances may occur at intersections of the Reg0(E) with the 1/V lines. |V>| ≫
D (|V<| ≪ D) illustrate strongly (weakly) attractive impurity potentials.

to 2Eimp ln
∣

∣

∣

∣

Eimp

D

∣

∣

∣

∣

= D2

V and consequently [93, 90, 92]

Eimp ≈
D2

2V ln
∣

∣

∣

D
2V

∣

∣

∣

. (5.10)

This resonance is well-defined if its widthΓ is small as compared to the distance
to the closest Van-Hove singularity:Γ ≪ |Eimp|. An expansion of Eq. (5.8) about
Eimp yieldsT(E) ∼ 1

(E−Eimp)+iΓ with

Γ = Im gg
0(Eimp) ·















∂Regg
0(E)

∂E

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Eimp















−1

≈ π

2
|Eimp|

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ln
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Eimp

D

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

+ 1
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

−1

. (5.11)

The criterionΓ ≪ |Eimp| is best fulfilled for|Eimp| close to the Dirac point: With
increasing potential strengthV → ∞, the impurity resonances approaches the
Dirac point|Eimp| → 0 and becomes arbitrarily sharpΓ→ 0 with Γ/|Eimp| → 0.
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68 5. Impurities in graphene

5.1.2 The nature of midgap impurity state

The requirements to the discussion of the previous section were the bare density
of states of the host material and that the matrix elements ofthe impurity potential
are the same between all eigenstates|k〉 and|k′〉 of the unperturbed system. This
leads to the possibly counterintuitively appearing conclusion that strong impuri-
ties,V →∞, cause midgap states in graphene and in semiconductors. Indeed, the
same arguments can be made for impurities in the pseudogap phase of high-Tc
superconductors [130, 93]. We now address the questions of what the nature of
these impurity states is and why they occur.

In the language of Green functions, this question has been answered al-
ready: a host with unperturbed Green functiong0(E) fulfilling Re g0(E) → 0
and|Im g0(E)| ≪ |Reg0(E)| for E→ Eimp = 0 is required.

The simplest system fulfilling this requirement is a two-level system with
HamiltonianĤ = ∆σ3, whereσi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the usual Pauli matrices and
σ0 is the corresponding identity matrix. The eigenenergies ofthis system are±∆.
In this system playing the role of the host, an “impurity potential” with the matrix
elements between all eigenstates of the unperturbed systembeing the same reads
asV̂ = V(σ0 + σ1). The perturbed system̂H + V̂ is easily diagonalized and has
eigenenergiesE1 = 0 andE2 = 2V in the limit V ≫ ∆. The state at zero energy
|−〉 = (1,−1)/

√
2 is the pendant of the midgap state in graphene and in the model

semiconductor. So, a strong impurity forces the system intoeigenstates of the
impurity potential and the midgap states are those effectively decoupled̂V|−〉 = 0
from the impurity operator.

This result and its atomistic meaning can be translated to case of graphene by
means of the tight-binding, Eqs. (3.1)-(3.2), model introduced in section 3.1. As
Hk = −σ3Hkσ3 is chiral, its spectrum is symmetric aboutE = 0 and given by
ǫ(k) = ±|ξ(k)|. We will see that the chirality of this Hamiltonian manifests itsself
in impurity induced midgap states.

Impurities acting as potential scatterers read in this model as V̂pot =
∑

i, j Ψ
†
i Vi, jΨ j, with Vi, j being complex 2×2 matrices. The eigenstates ofHk are of

the form |k±〉 ∼ (1, eiφ(k)) with φ(k) ∈ [0, 2π). Therefore, impurities as discussed
in section 5.1.1 with the matrix elements being the same between all eigenstates
of the unperturbed Hamiltonian translate into this model aspotentials localized

at the origin and acting on one sublattice only:V0,0 = Vs = U0

(

1 0
0 0

)

, for a

“single” impurity in sublattice A with potential strengthU0.
The Green function formalism introduced in section 5.1.1 can be directly ap-

plied to this tight-binding model of graphene with Eq. (5.8)involving now 2× 2
matrices in sublattice space rather than complex numbers. The local Green func-
tion appearing in this context isg0(E) =

∫

ΩB

d2k
ΩB

(E − Hk + iδ)−1.
Impurity resonances occur at Re detT(Eimp) = 0 and a comparison of resonant

energiesEimp in this tight-binding model to the purely DOS based model shows
that single localized impurities acting one sublattice behave quasi identical in both
models. (See Fig. 5.2.)Eimp approaches the Dirac point forU0 → ∞ in the same
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Figure 5.2:The energyEimp of the impurity resonance as function of the potential strength
U0 is shown for single and double impurities. For the single scattererEimp obtained from
the tight-binding model is compared to the result obtained from the DOS based model
from section 5.1.1. (Eq. (5.10) with fitted bandwidthD = 6.06 eV andV = U0.)

manner in both models.
The importance of the atomistic structure of the impurity for the creation of

this midgap state can be inferred from the resonant energiesof impurity states

due to “double impurities”V0,0 = Vd = U0

(

1 0
0 1

)

acting on both sublattices

within the unit cell at the origin. This pair of neighboring scatterers produces a
resonance at the Dirac point forU0 = 3t ≈ 8.1 eV andEimp changes sign, whenU0

passes through this value. This is in contrast to a single impurity, whereEimp→ 0
appears only in the limit of infinite potential strength and changing the sign of
Eimp requires changing the sign ofU0.

This universal behavior of the single impurity is closely related to the real
space shape of the created midgap state, i.e. the site dependence of impurity in-
duced changes in the LDOS. In the tight binding formalism from above, the LDOS
(as is the Green function) at a sitei is 2×2 matrixN(i,E) = −1

π
Im G(i, i,E) in sub-

lattice space. Its diagonal elements contain the LDOS projected on sublattice A
(B) of the unit cell located atRi. Introducing wave functionsΦi(r) for the carbon
pz orbitals, this discrete LDOS can be converted to the continuous r-dependent
LDOS N(r,E) = −1

π
Im

(

∑

i, j Φi(r)G(i, j,E)Φ†j (r)
)

.
The LDOS in the vicinity of single and double impurities withresonances at

Eimp = −0.1 eV are shown in Fig. 5.3. A strong single impurity in sublattice A
induces an impurity state mostly localized in sublattice B and vice versa. A state
localized in one sublattice can be realized only close to theDirac pointE = 0, as
chirality of the Hamiltonian requires

Eimp

(

1
0

)

= Hk

(

1
0

)

= −σ3Hkσ3

(

1
0

)

= −Eimp

(

1
0

)

. (5.12)

This result can be also viewed as manifestation of Lieb’s theorem [131] in
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0
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6

Figure 5.3: Real space properties of impurity states for different atomic structures of the
impurity: Ther-dependent LDOS atE = Eimp = −0.1 eV is shown for a single impurity
with U0 = 45 eV (left) and for a scalar double impurity withU0 = 6.9 eV (right) encoded
corresponding to the color bar. The impurity sites are marked as big red dots in the center
of the images. The impurity state due to the single impurity in one sublattice is almost
entirely localized in the other sublattice. Such a state canonly exist very close to the Dirac
point. (See Eq. (5.12).)

graphene: Having an infinitely strong potential acting at one site means decou-
pling this site from the rest of the system and thus having different numbers of
atoms in sublattices A and B:NA , NB. Lieb’s theorem states that any re-
pulsive Hubbard model on a bipartite lattice will have a ground state with spin
S = 1/2|NA − NB|. So, the impurity state withEimp → 0 is the host of this mag-
netic moment.

As discussed in section 3.4, STM allows to image impurity states with very
high spatial resolution. This high resolution is “enhanced” by the symmetry of
graphene’s electronic states at the Fermi level, which results in the impurity states
depending strongly on microscopic details of the impurity like the adsorption site:
As Fig. 5.3 shows, single and double impurities can be distinguished by the sym-
metry of the induced impurity state even if the resolution ofthe STM is not suf-
ficient to resolve the difference between single and double impurities, directly.
In section 6.5, we will find that the particular symmetries ofgraphene’s low en-
ergy electronic states will allow to distinguish between different impurity orbitals
causing a resonance.

Investigating the effect of impurities in graphene on the length scale of the
lattice constant requiresHk from Eq. (3.2) as description of the pristine system,
whereas at larger length scalesHlin from Eq. (3.4) suffices as unperturbed starting
point. Using this linearized Hamiltonian, we will show in section 5.1.5 that the
diagonal part of graphene’s unperturbed real space Green function simplifies to

g0(r, ω) = ωv2
f

∫

dp
pJ0(pr)

D2(ω2 − v2
f p2)

for large distancesr ≫ ~vf/ω from the impurity site. As a consequence, the
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changes in LDOS decay according to a power law∆N(r,Eimp) ∝ 1/r for Eimp ,

0 as found by several authors [88, 132, 92]. This is in contrast to a hard-wall
impurity, i.e. U0 → ∞ andEimp = 0, which has 1/r2 asymptotics of∆N(r,Eimp)
[133].

5.1.3 Resonant impurities

So far, we considered impurities acting as potential scatterers in graphene. Many
impurities contribute orbitals,̂Himp = ǫimpd†d, with Fermi operatord and energy
ǫimp which hybridize with the graphene bands,V̂ =

∑

i Ψ
†
i Vid+ h.c.. This problem

has been extensively discussed for normal metals and is often referred to as “non-
interacting Anderson impurity model” [27].

Changing to the momentum space representationV̂ =
∫

ΩB

d2k
ΩB
Ψ
†
kVkd + h.c.

and evaluating the appropriate matrix elements in Eq. (5.2)leads to the coupled
equations

(E − ǫk)Gk,k′(E) = δk,k′ + V∗k′Gd,k′(E) (5.13)

(E − ǫd)Gd,d(E) = 1+
∑

k

VkGk,d(E) (5.14)

(E − ǫk)Gk,d(E) = V∗kGd,d(E) (5.15)

(E − ǫd)Gd,k(E) =
∑

k′

Vk′Gk′,k(E), (5.16)

wherek = (~k,±) includes crystal momentum~k and band index±. These can be
decoupled to

(E − ǫk)Gk,k′(E) = δk,k′ +
∑

k′′

V∗k′Vk′′

E − ǫd
Gk′′,k′(E) (5.17)

and

(E − ǫd)Gd,d(E) = 1+
∑

k

|Vk|2
E − ǫk

Gd,d(E). (5.18)

Eq. (5.17) shows that a resonant impurity acts on the graphene electrons like an
energy dependent potential

Vk,k′(E) =
V∗k′Vk′

E − ǫd
. (5.19)

Hence, all results for the potential impurities can be translated to resonant
impurities. Combining Eqs. (5.10) and (5.19) yields possible resonant energies
Eimp with corresponding resonance widthΓ according to Eq. (5.11). Well defined
impurity resonances with significant spectral weight in thegraphene bands require
thatΓ ≪ |Eimp − ǫd|, i.e. that the singularity in the effective potential, Eq. (5.19),
is well separated from the resonance.

An adsorbate having an orbital close to the Dirac point (|ǫd| ≪ D), which is
strongly bond to one carbon atom in one sublattice only (Vk = V & D), fulfills this
condition and will act like a very strong static impurity potential in the vicinity
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of the Dirac point. A chiral midgap state with|Eimp| < |ǫd| is created. A weakly
hybridized impurity orbital (Vk = V → 0) will lead toEimp→ ǫd and|Eimp − ǫd| <
Γ. No strong resonance in the graphene bands will occur. However, depending on
its filling a weakly hybridized impurity orbital can act as donor or acceptor level
and create a charged impurity. We will encounter this situation in section 5.2.1.

5.1.4 Clusters and extended impurities

The impurities considered so far acted on the length scale ofthe graphene lat-
tice constant and graphene prove insensitive to single weakperturbations at this
length scale. We briefly turn now to potentials which act overbigger areas of
the graphene sheet and which are smooth on the atomic scale. Such poten-
tials are diagonal in the sublattice indices and enter the tight-binding model as
V̂pot =

∑

i ViΨ
†
iΨi, with Vi being a real number varying slowly with site indexi.

Transferring to the long wavelength Dirac formalism yieldssmooth scalar poten-
tials V(r)σ0. These potentials shift the Dirac point locally, i.e. they lead to local
doping if either the surrounding graphene sheet or the substrate can act as reser-
voir for electrons or holes. In this way, charge inhomogeneities can be created
which are referred to as “electron and hole puddles” [134] ifthe averaged chem-
ical potential is close to the Dirac point, ¯µ = 0. These puddles are considered
important for electron transport in the ¯µ = 0 regime [83]. In this sense, weak
extended potentials may strongly influence the electronic properties of a graphene
sample.

Besides local doping effects, graphene’s electronic properties turn out to be
insensitive also to these extended potentials: As these potentials are diagonal in
sublattice space, they cannot change the sublattice isospin of charge carriers upon
scattering. This leads to a strong suppression of backscattering of electrons off
potential barriers and all smooth barriers becoming fully transparent for electrons
at normal incidence [83].

5.1.5 Impurities in superconducting graphene

In the preceding sections it has been discussed that certainimpurities can sub-
stantially change clean graphene’s linearly vanishing density of states: Strong
impurities cause virtual bound states (VBS), i.e. resonances in the DOS, which
may be arbitrarily sharp in the vicinity of the Dirac point.

Recently, proximity induced superconductivity in graphene has been demon-
strated [135] and opened exciting opportunities for experiments: Superconducting
graphene is an explicit example of valleytronics [136], where opposite valleys are
nontrivially coupled. Understanding impurity effects is interesting in this context,
for two reasons: First, it shows how the special low energy electronic properties
of normal state graphene translate into other phases of thismaterial. In addition,
the possibility of intragap bound states is directly related to the stability of the
superconducting state in graphene.
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In this section, we theoretically investigate proximity induced superconduc-
tivity in graphene and study impurity effects on the LDOS. In the proximity ef-
fect, the pairing state of the Cooper pairs tunneling from the superconductor to
graphene, will be controlled by the pairing state of superconductor. As in the case
of the experiment by Heersche et. al.[135], we consider s-wave Cooper pairs in
graphene. While intrinsic superconductivity in graphene is controversial [137]
and no spectral gap in the samples has been measured to date, we note that Ti/Al
bilayer contacts placed on the graphene sheet induce a measured supercurrent
[135]. In presence of theseinjectedCooper pairs, any type of electron-electron
interactions in graphene will produce a gap in the spectrum.This gap∆ will be
proportional to the interaction strength and it remains to be seen how large it can
be in graphene. Electron spectroscopy such as STM and/or planar tunneling into
graphene in proximity to superconducting leads would be able to reveal this spec-
troscopic gap. We will treat∆ below as a phenomenological parameter that needs
to be determined separately. Furthermore, we describe graphene in this proximity
regime by Bogoliubov-de Gennes theory, since screening is rather efficient in this
material [138].

As discussed in section 3.1, low energy electronic excitations in normal states
graphene can be described by a HamiltonianHK± = vf~(k1σ1 ∓ k2σ2), whereσi,
i = 1, 2, 3, are Pauli matrices acting on the sublattice degrees of freedom,σ0 is the
identity matrix, andvf is the Fermi velocity1.

To understand impurities in superconducting graphene, we rewrite the above
Hamiltonian to the Nambu formalism including both valleys:

Ĥ = −i~vf

∫

d2xΨ̂†(x)(∂1σ1 ⊗ τ0 − ∂2σ2 ⊗ τ3) ⊗ Λ0Ψ̂(x) (5.20)

with Ψ̂(x)† = (Ψ†↓K+(x),Ψ†↓K−(x),Ψ↑K−(x),Ψ↑K+(x)) andΨ↑↓K±(x) being field oper-
ators of electrons with a spin↑↓ and belonging to a valleyK±. τi andΛi with
i = 1, 2, 3 are Pauli matrices acting on the valley and Nambu space, respectively.
τ0 andΛ0 are the corresponding identity matrices. In this formalismthe proximity
induced pairing potential enters as∆σ3⊗ τ0⊗Λ1 and results in electron dynamics
being described by the Dirac-Bogoliubov-de Gennes (DBdG) Hamiltonian [139]:

H = −i~vf (∂1σ1 ⊗ τ0 − ∂2σ2 ⊗ τ3) ⊗ Λ0 + ∆σ3 ⊗ τ0 ⊗ Λ1. (5.21)

The two valley Dirac Hamiltonian, Eq. (3.4), as well as the DBdG Hamilto-
nian, Eq. (5.21), allow for local impurities being parameterized by ten indepen-
dent parameters [140]:

V = u0(σ0 ⊗ τ0) +
3

∑

s,l=1

us,lσs⊗ τl . (5.22)

Each of the parameters is associated with a particular scattering source.u0, for
instance, corresponds to an electrostatic potential averaged over one unit cell and
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Figure 5.4:Among the various local impurities we discuss two limiting cases. The scalar
impurity (left), Vs, corresponds to a uniform potential averaged over one unit cell, whereas
the on-site impurity (right),Vo, acts on one sublattice only.

u3,3 to different on-site energies in sublattice A and B. We discuss two limiting
cases: a homogeneous potential acting within one unit cellVs (”scalar impurity“)
as well as a strongly localized impurityVo (”on-site impurity“) acting only at
sublatticeA and giving rise to intervalley scattering. (See Fig. 5.4).

Starting from impurity operators in the tight-binding formof Section 5.1.2 and
using the conventions of Eq. (5.21) we obtain the following explicit expressions
for the impurity potentials in the adopted matrix notation:

Vs = V0σ0 ⊗ τ0 ⊗ Λ3 + V1σ0 ⊗ τ0 ⊗ Λ0 (5.23)

and

Vo = V0(σ3 + σ0) ⊗ (τ0 + τ1) ⊗ Λ3 + V1(σ3 + σ0) ⊗ (τ0 + τ1) ⊗ Λ0. (5.24)

In both casesV0 andV1 describe the electrostatic and magnetic contribution to
the impurity potential, respectively. The effect of these impurities on the local
electronic properties of the superconducting graphene sheets is contained in the
LDOS, which we calculate using the T-matrix approach as introduced in Section
5.1.1 or in Ref. [93].

Dealing with local impurities, it is convenient to adopt theposition space rep-
resentation. Therefore, the freex-dependent Green’s functionG(x, ω) in polar
coordinates,x = x(r, φ), is obtained from its momentum space counterpart

G0(p, ω) = (ω − H)−1

=
(ωσ0 ⊗ τ0 + vf [p1σ1 ⊗ τ0 − p2σ2 ⊗ τ3]) ⊗ Λ0 + ∆σ3 ⊗ τ0 ⊗ Λ1

ω2 − v2
f p2 − ∆2

by Fourier transformation

Ĝ0(x, ω) =
∫

d2p
ΩB

Ĝ0(p, ω)eipx

= g0(r, ω)(ωσ0 ⊗ τ0 ⊗ Λ0 + ∆σ3 ⊗ τ0 ⊗ Λ1)

+g1(r, ω)([cosφσ1 ⊗ τ0 + sinφσ2 ⊗ τ3] ⊗ Λ0) (5.25)

1Here, we defineσi acting for both valleys,K±, on pseudospinors of the formΨK± =

(ψA
K± , ψ

B
K± ), where A and B denote the two sublattices.
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Figure 5.5: Energy of the impurity resonance for the scalar impurity as afunction of the
magnetic impurity potentialV1 for different electrostatic potentialsV0. The gap-parameter
is ∆ = W/10. The lower right inset shows the splitting of the impuritystate due to inter-
valley scattering. We model intervalley scattering asV = V1(σ0⊗τ0⊗Λ0+aσ0⊗τ1⊗Λ0)
with the strength of the intervalley scattering parameterized bya andV1 = 5W. One split
state is shifted to the gap edge, the other state remains an intragap state.

with

g0(r, ω) = v2
f

∫ pc

0
dp p

J0(pr)

W2(ω2 − ∆2 − v2
f p2)

(5.26)

and

g1(r, ω) = iv3
f

∫ pc

0
dp p2 J1(pr)

W2(ω2 − ∆2 − v2
f p2)

, (5.27)

where we expressed the Brillouin zone volumeΩB = 2πW2/v2
f in terms of the

bandwidthW.
The Green function atx = 0 determines the LDOS of the clean system:

Ĝ0(0, ω + iδ) = M(ω)(ωσ0 ⊗ τ0 ⊗ Λ0 + ∆σ3 ⊗ τ0 ⊗ Λ1). Here is M(ω) =
M′(ω) + iM ′′(ω) with

M′(ω) =
1

2W2
ln

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∆2 − ω2

W2 + ∆2 − ω2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(5.28)

and

M′′(ω) =

{

−π sgn(ω)
2W2 for ∆2 < ω2 < ∆2 +W2

0 else.
(5.29)

The corresponding LDOS vanishes within the superconducting gap (ω2 < ∆2)
and is given byN0(ω) = 4|ω|

W2 outside the gap, which is quite different from usual
BCS superconductors as there arenocoherence peaks at the gap edge.

As discussed in Section 5.1.2, impurity resonances occur when theT matrix
becomes (almost) singular, i.e. det(1− G0(0, ω)V) = 0. For the scalar impurity
this secular equation yields

1− 2M(ω)ωV1 + M2(ω)(ω2 − ∆2)(V2
1 − V2

0) = 0 (5.30)
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76 5. Impurities in graphene

with solutions that can be understood analytically in the following limiting cases:
Firstly consider a solely magnetic impurity, i.e.V0 = 0, with V1 > 0. In the Born
limit the solutionsω0 = −∆ ± δω with

δω =
W2

2∆
e−W2/(∆V1) (5.31)

give rise to intragap bound and virtual bound states in the continuum approaching
the gap edge exponentially with decreasingV1.

In the opposite limit of unitary scatteringω0 = ±∆ − δω with

δω = − 2W2

V1 ln
(

2∆
V1

) (5.32)

fulfills the secular equation, where the upper (lower) sign corresponds to an intra-
gap bound (continuum virtual bound) state.

It is insightful to compare superconducting graphene to usual s-wave super-
conductors. Analogous arguments have shown that intragap bound states occur in
these systems atω0 = ∆ − δω with

δω =
2(πV1N0/2)2

1+ (πV1N0/2)2
∆, (5.33)

whereN0 is the density of states at the Fermi level of the normal statematerial
[93]. Graphene hasN0 → 0 resulting in the functional dependence of the reso-
nance energies being different from Eq. (5.33). Superconducting graphene is not
as sensitive to magnetic impurities as usual s-wave superconductors are: In the
case of weak impurities resonant energies approach the gap edge exponentially,
Eq. (5.31), in contrast toδω ∼ V2

1 in the usual s-wave case.
Numerical solutions to energies of the intragap bound states in graphene are

shown in Fig. 5.5. They recover the limiting cases obtained analytically, Eq.
(5.31)-(5.32) and demonstrate also the effect of an electrostatic contributionV0

to the impurity potential: In the Born limit, the exponential dependence ofδω
on the magnetic potential strengthV1 is dominant and suppresses any significant
influence ofV0 on the impurity state energy. In theV1 → ∞ limit, V0 leads to a

renormalization of theeffectivemagnetic potential strengthV1 → V1(1−
V2

0

V2
1
). As

Fig. 5.5 shows, the effect of an additional electrostatic potential becomes most
pronounced in the intermediate region, where it reduces theeffective magnetic
potential strength most significantly. However, no qualitative changes regarding
the resonant energies occur.

To elucidate the effect of intervalley scattering, we compare the strongly lo-
calized on-site impurities to the scalar impurities discussed above. Due to valley
degeneracy, the scalar impurity gives rise to doubly degenerate intra gap bound
states. This degeneracy is lifted by intervalley scattering, V = V1(σ0 ⊗ τ0 ⊗ Λ0 +

aσ0 ⊗ τ1 ⊗ Λ0), asa is increased from 0 to 1. (See Fig. 5.5).
The secular equation for the on-site impurity,a = 1, reduces to that of a scalar

impurity with the replacementV0,1 → 4V0,1. Thus, apart from lifting the val-
ley degeneracy intervalley scattering results in a renormalization of the effective
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impurity strength. Note, however, that although both valleys K and K’ are nontriv-
ially coupled by the superconducting pairing and despite the pseudo spin nature
of the valley degree of freedom, only real magnetic impurities act as pair breakers
— a consequence of the Anderson theorem [141].

We will now turn to the real space properties of impurity states in su-
perconducting graphene and compare to usual s-wave-superconductors as well
as normal state graphene. With the real-space Green’s function G(x, x′, ω) =
G0(x − x′, ω) + G0(x, ω)T(ω)G0(−x′, ω) one obtains the local density of states
N(x, ω) = N0(ω) + δN(x, ω) = −1

π
ImG(x, x, ω) in presence of an impurity. As

before, this LDOS is a matrix corresponding to the matrix structure of the Green
function. Here, it accounts for the contributions from the different sublattices, val-
leys and the Nambu space. According to Eq. (5.21), the spin-up excitations are
hole excitations yielding for each spin component the LDOS

N↓↑(x, ω) = Tr
Λ0 ± Λ3

2
N(x,±ω), (5.34)

where the trace involves either the spin-down or up part of the Nambu space. In the
case of the scalar impurity, this yields the following corrections to the unperturbed
LDOS

δN↓↑(r,±ω) = −4
π

Im
a↓↑g2

0(r, ω) + b↓↑g2
1(r, ω)

1− 2M(ω)ωV1 + M2(ω)(ω2 − ∆2)(V2
1 − V2

0)
(5.35)

with a↓↑ = (ω2−∆2)[±V0+M(ω)ω(V2
0 −V2

1)]+ (ω2+∆2)V1 andb↓↑ = (±V0+V1)+
M(ω)ω(V2

0 −V2
1). By replacingM(ω)→ 4M(ω) in these formula, one obtains the

case of the strongly localized on-site impurity.
Due to Eq. (5.35), the asymptotic decay of impurity induced LDOS modula-

tions at large distances from the impurity is governed byg2
0(r, ω0) andg2

1(r, ω0).
Neglecting high-energy cut-off related oscillations at this length scale, one may
extend the momentum space integrals in Eq. (5.25) to infinity. This yields mod-

ified Bessel functions, i.e.g0(r, ω0) = − 1
W2 K(0, r

√

∆2 − ω2
0/vf ) andg1(r, ω0) =

− i
√
∆2−ω2

0

W2 K(1, r
√

∆2 − ω2
0/vf ). Therefore, the LDOS of impurity induced intra-

gap states decays as

δN↓↑(r,±ω0) ∝ r−1e−2r
√
∆2−ω2

0/vf . (5.36)

The exponential decay is the same as in usual s-wave superconductors, whereas
the 1/r prefactor is characteristic for two dimensional materials[130, 93].

As Fig. 5.6 (a) shows, impurity states in the gap can give riseto prominent
features in the LDOS, which may be measured by STM: The density of the im-
purity state at the impurity site atr = 0 as well as the maximum of the density
are strongly sensitive to the particular type of impurity. In general, impurity states
with energies in the middle of the gap (V1 = 5W in Fig. 5.6 (la)) give rise to the
sharpest maxima in ther-dependent LDOS. The ratio of the maximum density to
the density at the impurity site increases with the potential strengthV1.
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Figure 5.6: Upper panel: Left: DensityN of the intra-gap bound states as a function
of the distancer from the impurity for purely magnetic scalar impurities anddifferent
potentialsV1. The impurity strength is given in units of the bandwidthW. Right: Friedel
oscillations in the local density of states (LDOS) around a scalar impurity atr = 0 with
V0 = 0 andV1 = 3W. The different curves correspond to the energiesω = 0.8, 0.5 and
0.25W. In both panels, the gap-parameter is∆ = W/10. Lower panel: The local density
of states (LDOS, upper panel) and the local spin density of states (LSDOS, lower panel),
δN↑(r, ω) − δN↓(r, ω), at r = 0 andr = 1 is shown for scalar of impurities with different
potentials: a purely magnetic impurity withV0 = 0 andV1 = 3W (left) as well as an
impurity with V0 = 2W andV1 = 1W.

In the continuum, Eq. (5.35) encodes the real space shape of VBS around the
impurities. As Fig. 5.6 (b) shows exemplary for a scalar impurity, the wavelength
λ of these oscillations is always determined by the energyω and the gap∆: λ =
πvf /

√
ω2 − ∆2. Therefore, the asymptotic long range decay of LDOS oscillations

in the continuum is qualitatively the same for normal state and superconducting
graphene.

The most prominent differences between normal state and superconducting
graphene appear in the energy dependence of the LDOS in the vicinity of an im-
purity:

In Fig. 5.6, the LDOS near a purely magnetic scalar impurity with V0 = 0
andV1 = 3W is compared to an impurity contributing an electrostatic potential
V0 = 2W andV1 = 1W. The purely magnetic impurity, Fig. 5.6 (c), does not
break particle hole symmetry and yields therefore a fully symmetric LDOS and
a fully antisymmetric local spin density of states (LSDOS).This is in contrast to
the more general second impurity, Fig. 5.6 (d), where the LDOS and LSDOS are
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not symmetric under particle hole transformation.
Moreover, bothmagneticimpurities considered, here, lead to resonances in

the continuum close to the superconducting gap-edge. Such resonances do not
occur for normal states graphene and are very similar to the resonances occurring
close the gap edges of the model semiconductor discussed in Section 5.1.1: The
real parts of the local Green function of superconducting graphene (Eq. 5.28) and
the model semiconductor are very similar as both diverge logarithmically at the
gap edge.

5.2 Realistic impurity effects

In the previous sections we discussed different mechanisms of impurities interact-
ing with graphene in terms of (semi)analytically solvable models. We now work
out which of these models apply to which impurities present in real graphene sam-
ples and give an understanding of doping of graphene by adsorbates. To this end,
we firstly consider the NO2 system interacting with graphene and give a com-
bined experimental and theoretical study. The experimentswere carried out by K.
Novoselov et al. in A. Geim’s group at the University at Manchester. Afterwards
we proceed with discussing the importance of substrate effects in the context of
H2O adsorbates on graphene. Afterwards, the relation of bonding mechanisms,
migration barriers and the occurrence of chiral midgap states in graphene is stud-
ied.

5.2.1 The NO2 system on graphene

Theoretically, the electronic and structural properties of the graphene adsorbate
systems are addressed by means of DFT, as described in detailin my diploma
thesis [142]. In short, all calculations are carried out with the VASP [48] using the
projector augmented waves (PAW) [53, 52] basis sets (c.f. sections 2.3.3 and 2.4).
As van der Waals forces are ill represented in the local density approximation
(LDA) as well as in gradient corrected exchange correlationfunctionals (GGA)
resulting in over- and underbonding, respectively [143], we apply both functionals
to obtain upper and lower bounds for adsorption energies andrelated structural
properties. The plane wave expansions of the Kohn-Sham orbitals were cut off at
875 eV in the GGA [42] and at 957 eV in the LDA-calculations.

In this periodic scheme, single NO2 and N2O4 adsorbates are modelled in 3×3
and 4× 4 graphene supercells, respectively. The ionic configurations presented

here are fully relaxed with all forces being less than 0.02 eV Å
−1

, and the con-
vergence of subsequent total energy calculations is guaranteed by applying the
tetrahedron method with Blöchl corrections onΓ-centered k-meshes denser than
30× 30× 1, when folded back to the single graphene Brillouin zone. Asin Ref.
[144], the DOS obtained in our DFT calculations are the central quantities in the
following discussion of the adsorbate effects on the electronic properties of the
graphene sheets.
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Figure 5.7: Left: Spin-polarized DOS of the graphene supercells with adsorbed NO2, a) -
b), and DOS of graphene with N2O4, c) - e), in various adsorption geometries. The energy
of the Dirac points is defined asED = 0. In the case of NO2 the Fermi levelEf of the
supercell is below the Dirac point, directly at the energy ofthe spin down POMO, whereas
for N2O4 Ef is directly at the Dirac points. Right: Adsorption geometries obtained with
GGA. The carbon atoms are printed in blue, nitrogen green andoxygen red.

Gaseous NO2 maintains equilibrium with its dimer N2O4 giving rise to various
different adsorption mechanisms on graphene — similar to the case of graphite
[145, 146]. For both, we obtained possible adsorption geometries as depicted in
Fig. 5.7 right. The corresponding adsorption energies in GGA are 85 meV (a),
67 meV (b), 67 meV (c), 50 meV (d) and 44 meV (e) per molecule with sheet-
adsorbate distances of 3.4− 3.5Å for the monomer and 3.8− 3.9Å for the dimer.
As usual, LDA yields higher adsorption energies, approximately 169− 181 meV
for the monomer and 112− 280 meV for the dimer, and favors the adsorbates by
0.5− 1Å nearer to the sheet.

The spin-polarized DOS of the supercells containing NO2, shown in Fig. 5.7
a) and b), reveals a strong acceptor level at 0.4 eV below the Dirac point in both
adsorption geometries. The molecular orbitals of NO2 correspond to flat bands
and manifest themselves as peaks in the DOS. The energies of these peaks are
virtually independent of the adsorbate orientation. Most important for doping
effects is the partially occupied molecular orbital (POMO) of NO2, which is split
by a Hund like exchange interaction: The spin-up component of this orbital is
approximately 1.5 eV below the Dirac point and fully occupied, as it is also for
the case of free NO2 molecule. The spin down component of the NO2 POMO
is unoccupiedfor free NO2, but 0.4 eV below the Dirac point in the adsorbed
configuration2 — it gets populated by electrons from graphene.

By means of band structure calculations we investigated theband width and

2The energies of the POMO spin up and down orbitals relative tothe Dirac points predicted by
LDA are−0.5 eV and−1.4 eV, respectively, i.e. in almost quantitative agreement with the GGA
results.
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hybridization of the NO2 acceptor bands with the graphene bands. It turns out
that in a small region, less than 1% of the Brillouin zone, where the graphene
and the NO2 POMO bands come as close as 40 meV, these bands start mixing
significantly. In the entire rest of the Brillouin zone, the acceptor band is localized
almost entirely at the adsorbate. The band structure calculations yieldVk/D < 0.1
for Vk as entering Eq. (5.19). The acceptor level is weakly hybridized with the
graphene bands and localized at the NO2 adsorbate.

In contrast to the paramagnetic monomer, the dimer, N2O4, has no unpaired
electrons and is diamagnetic: on formation from two monomers the two POMOs
hybridize with the resulting bonding orbital being the highest occupied molecu-
lar orbital (HOMO). The possibility of doping effects due to adsorbed dimers has
been investigated using the DOS depicted in Fig. 5.7 c) - e). Again, the molecular
orbitals of the adsorbates are recognizable as sharp peaks in the supercell DOS.
Similar to NO2, band structure calculations reveal weak hybridization ofthe ad-
sorbate and the graphene bands. The N2O4 HOMO is in all cases more than 3 eV
below the Fermi level and therefore does not give rise to any doping. However,
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is always quite near to the Dirac
point, i.e. between 1 meV and 66 meV above it. Those initiallyempty N2O4 LU-
MOs can be populated by the graphene electrons due to thermalexcitations and
act consequently as acceptor levels.

So, density functional theory predicts the following experimentally checkable
features: First, there will be two types of dopants, when graphene is exposed to
NO2: the monomer and the dimer giving rise to acceptor levels farbelow and
rather close to the Dirac point, respectively. Furthermore, we find both acceptor
states almost entirely localized at the adsorbate molecules and similarly weakly
hybridized with the graphenepz bands. Therefore electrons in both acceptor states
should exhibit a similar electron mobility, which should bemuch less than the
mobility of the electrons in the graphene bands.

These predictions have been examined experimentally by K. Novoselov and A.
Geim at the University of Manchester by combining electric field effect and Hall
measurements at different adsorbate concentrations. The results will be presented
in the following part of this section. As described in [7, 147] Hall bar devices
with Ti/Au (5nm/40nm) contacts were prepared from monolayer graphene flakes
on heavily-doped oxidized (300nm SiO2) silicon substrates. As prepared, the sam-
ples were unintentionally p-doped. This unintentional doping has been removed
by annealing in vacuum for 2 hours at 410K [7].

Then the samples were exposed to NO2 strongly diluted in nitrogen (100 ppm
of NO2) for 60 seconds at room temperature. After the exposure the chamber
was evacuated and the samples were annealed in a number of annealing cycles
while constantly kept under vacuum. During each annealing cycle the devices
were heated up to 410K, kept at that temperature for some time, allowing for
desorption of some NO2 / N2O4 (such reducing the doping level slightly) and
then cooled down to room temperature at which longitudinalRxx and Hall Rxy

resistances were measured atB = 1 T as a function of the gate voltageVG.
This procedure allowed us to vary the level of doping gradually in the range
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Figure 5.8: The Hall resistances,Rxy, as a function of the gate voltage,VG, for a graphene
sample with different levels of NO2/N2O4 doping. The solid lines are the experimental
results and the dashed lines are the simulations. They are fitted to the experimental curves
by adjusting the dopant concentrationsc1 andc2 for each curve.Rxy vs. VG is shown for
16 different adsorbate concentrations in the left panel. The greencurves are not shown in
the right panel, the other correspond to the equally coloredcurves in the right panel. The
simulation close to the red curve corresponds to undoped graphene,c1 = c2 = 0.

from 3·1012 cm−2 down to practically pristine state with doping as low as 1011 cm−2

by controlling the time spent at 410K (varied from 2 minutes for the very first
cycle and up to 16 hours for the last cycle, when the undoped state was reached).
In total, 16 cycles and one measurement with the pristine sample have been made.
(See Fig. 5.8.)

TheseRxy vs. VG measurements exhibit two characteristic features. Firstly, the
curves move towards higher positive gate voltages with increasing NO2/N2O4 dop-
ing. Secondly, the transition region, whereRxy depends linearly on the gate volt-
age (corresponding to the presence of both types of carriers), becomes wider, and
simultaneously, the maximumRxy achieved becomes lower for a higher amount
of NO2/N2O4 on the graphene sample. This is a clear evidence of the two distinct
acceptor levels, as will be explained in the following.

Consider 1/Rxy as shown in Fig. 5.9. The deep acceptor level causes a solid
shift at all VG, while the acceptor level close to the Dirac point gives riseto an
additional shift of the electron branch (straight line at negative 1/Rxy). The curve
for doped graphene (blue curve) exhibits these two shifts with respect to the red
curve, which corresponds to undoped graphene. The NO2-acceptor level shifts the
entire doped curve to the right, whereas the additional shift of the electron branch
reflects the presence of the N2O4 impurity level near the Dirac point. The latter
additional shift in 1/Rxy displays as broadening of the transition region near the
charge neutrality point in theRxy curves, discussed above.

To make this analysis quantitative we give a simple model, which is based on
the presence of four types of carriers: electrons and holes in graphene as well as
electrons in the NO2 and N2O4 acceptor states. Electrons and holes in graphene
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Figure 5.9: 1/Rxy for pristine (red curve) and doped (blue curve) graphene samples.
Upper panel: schematic DOS of doped graphene (corresponds to the blue curve) with
grey depicting DOS for pure graphene, the magenta peak representing the DOS for NO2
and the green peak for N2O4. Shifting of the blue curve with respect to the undoped one
(red) suggests the presence of the low-laying NO2 peak, and the fact that the electron
branch for blue curve is shifted with respect to the hole branch indicates the presence of
the N2O4 peak.

have approximately the same, rather high mobility of about 5000 cm2/Vs [7]. Our
DFT calculations predict the acceptor bands to be both flat with a similar band-
width and a similar, weak hybridization with the graphene bands is found. Thus,
we expect the mobilityµ of electrons in the impurity states to be much smaller
than the mobility of the electrons in the graphene bands. Expressing the impurity
state electron mobilityµ in units of the graphene electron mobility, the Hall re-
sistance is given by [148]Rxy =

B(µ2c+n−p)
e(µc+n+p)2 , wheren (p) is the density of electrons

(holes) in graphene andc is the density of electrons in the impurity states. As the
gate voltageVG = ασ is directly related to the total charge density of the sample
σ = e(c + n − p), where the prefactorα is determined by substrate properties as
described in [7], we can simulate the Hall resistance as a function ofVG.

To this end, we adjust the global fit parameterα to the slope of the|1/Rxy|
curves. Once, the impurity state electron mobilityµ and the impurity DOSNimp

are specified,Rxy andVG are functions of the chemical potential, sincen, p andc
are determined by the graphene DOS andNimp, respectively, via the Fermi distri-
bution function. It turns out, that for reasonable agreement of all 17 experimental
curves with the simulationsµ ≈ 0.1 is required andNimp(E) has to be peaked
aroundtwo distinct energies,E1 ≤ −300 meV andE2 ≈ −40 meV. Taking in
particularNimp(E) = c1δ(E − E1) + c2δ(E − E2), we simulate theRxy vs. VG mea-
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surements with three global fit parametersα, µ andE2 and two curve specific fit
parameters,c1 andc2. E1 ≤ −300 meV corresponds to our DFT estimation of
E1 ≈ −400 meV.

The good agreement of simulations and experiment (see Fig. 5.8) confirms the
presence of two distinct impurity levels due to the NO2 and N2O4 as predicted by
DFT. The coefficientsc1 andc2 are measures of the density of electronic states due
to the NO2 and N2O4 adsorbates, respectively. From the fitting of the simulations
to the experimental curves we obtainc1 = 1.7, 1.1, 0.6 · 1012 cm−2 andc2 =

1.3, 0.9, 0.3 · 1012 cm−2 for the brown, blue and magenta curve in Fig. 5.8,
respectively, corresponding to 3000-10000 molecules on a device of 0.75µm ×
0.75µm in size.

The deep acceptor level atE1 ≤ −300 meV due to NO2 is always fully occu-
pied under our experimental conditions. In the limit of exposure to NO2 strongly
diluted in an inert gas atomsphere, the characteristic jumps in the Hall resistivity
of graphene devices detected by Schedin et al. [15] correspond to single electrons
being removed or introduced to the sample. The combined DFT and experimen-
tal results presented here suggest that these jumps correspond to the detection of
single NO2 molecules and lead to the picture that one electron is transferred from
graphene to NO2 per adsorbate molecule. NO2 molecules cause doping but do not
create any chiral midgap state in graphene. So, they are one example of the class
of charged, weakly hybridized impurities, as discussed in Section 5.1.3.

5.2.2 Inert impurities

Experiments like those by Schedin et al. [15] show that graphene is sensitive to
closed-shell molecules like H2O, NH3 and CO, as these adsorbates cause doping
of graphene. The microscopic mechanism of this doping, however, has remained
unclear and will be addressed in this section. Density functional theory calcula-
tions on single water molecule adsorbates on perfect free standing graphene [149]
were in line with previous studies on carbon nanotubes (CNT)[150] and found
H2O physisorption but no H2O induced impurity states close to the Fermi level.
Therefore, the doping effects found experimentally [7, 15] are very likely due to
more complicated mechanisms than interactions of graphenewith single water
molecules: Firstly, the experiments dealing with the effect of water on graphene
were carried out using graphene on top of SiO2 substrates. In addition, for finite
concentrations of H2O on graphene H2O clusters might form.

In this section we study the substrate and cluster formationeffects in the water-
graphene-system by means of density functional theory (DFT). We show that both,
highly oriented water clusters as well as water adsorbates in combination with a
defective SiO2 substrate can lead to doping of graphene. To this end, we consider
model systems (see Fig. 5.10) for water and ice in different concentrations of free
standing graphene as well as for water interacting with defective SiO2 substrates.
By analyzing the involved dipole moments and comparison to electrostatic force
microscopy [151], we show that the SiO2 substrate is crucial for obtaining doping
by H2O adsorbates on graphene.
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(a) (b)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(c)

Figure 5.10: Model systems for water interacting with graphene. a-c: Free standing
graphene with single water adsorbates (a), a bilayer (b) anda tetralayer (c) of ice Ih.
Carbon atoms yellow, oxygen red and hydrogen small blue balls. d-i: graphene on top of
SiO2 with every second (d-f) or eighth (g-i) surface Si atom forming a Q0

3 defect. Water
adsorbates are considered on top of graphene (e), and between graphene and the substrate
(f), (h), and (i). Fully coordinated Si atoms are depicted asbig blue balls, Si atoms at Q03
defects in green.

As in the previous DFT calculations presented in this thesis, the electronic
and structural properties of the graphene-substrate-adsorbate systems are obtained
using generalized gradient approximation (GGA)[42, 43] tothe exchange corre-
lation potential. For solving the resulting Kohn-Sham equation we used VASP
[48] with the PAW [52, 53] basis sets and 875 eV as plane wave cut-off. The
graphene-substrate-adsorbate systems are modeled using supercells containing up
to 83 substrate atoms (Si, O and H), 12 adsorbate atoms, and 32C atoms. In the
total energy calculations and during the structural relaxations the k-meshes for
sampling of the supercell Brillouin zone were chosen be as dense as a 24×24 and
12× 12 k-mesh, respectively, when folded up to the simple graphene unit cell.

First, water adsorption on free standing graphene with different water con-
centrations is considered. To model a single H2O molecule on graphene, 3× 3
graphene supercells were used. Full relaxation of H2O with oxygen or hydrogen
nearest to the graphene yielded adsorbed configurations with binding energies of
40 meV and 36 meV and molecule sheet distances of 3.50 Å and 3.25 Å, respec-
tively. These values are in the same order as those obtained by Leenaerts et. al.
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Figure 5.11: Bandstructures of supercells with fully relaxed single molecules (a), a bi-
layer (b) and a tetralayer (c) of water on graphene, corresponding to Fig. 5.10 a-c), re-
spectively, are shown. The grapheneπ bands are marked in green, the nearly free electron
bands in blue. Due to the H2O dipole moments, graphene’s nearly free electron band is
shifted with respect to itsπ bands.

[149] indicating physisorption of single water molecules on graphene. Analyz-
ing the density of states/band structures for these two adsorption geometries we
find qualitative agreement with Ref. [149]: None of these configurations exhibits
energy levels due to the adsorbate near the Dirac point, as shown in Fig. 5.11
a) for the configuration with oxygen closest to graphene. TheHOMO of H2O is
more than 2.4 eV below the Fermi energy and its LUMO more than 3 eV above it.
The absence of any additional impurity level close to the Dirac point shows that
single water molecules on perfect free standing graphene sheets do not cause any
doping.

The supercell applied here, corresponds to an adsorbate concentration of
n = 2 nm−2, which is well inside the range of concentrations (1-10 nm−2) found
experimentally in Ref. [151]. The lateral dimensiona = 4.5 Å of the hexagonal
ice Ih (0001)-surface unit cell corresponds to a concentration of 5.7 H2O nm−2 per
layer. Thus, increasing the H2O concentration significantly above then = 2 nm−2

from above leads to water clusters or ice like structures, rather than isolated
molecules.

To gain insight into doping of graphene by water clusters andice overlayers
we studied fully relaxed bi-layers and four layers of ice Ih adsorbed on graphene.
These overlayer structures have been proposed as basis of ice growth on various
hexagonal metal surfaces [152, 153] and can be modeled as (

√
3×
√

3) R30◦ over-
layer on the simple graphene unit cell. The lattice mismatchin this configuration
is 0.23 Å — on the same order as found for water overlayers on Ni(111) [152] —
and therefore a reasonable starting point for studying ice on graphene.

The supercell bandstructures (Fig. 5.11 b) and c)) show thatthe electric field
by proton-ordered ice on top of graphene changes the energy of graphene’s nearly
free electron bands. In contrast to pristine graphene, where these bands start at
3eV above the Dirac point or in the case of single H2O adsorbates on graphene
(Fig. 5.11 a)), their bottom is at 0.6eV above and 0.1eV belowthe Dirac point
for a bi- and a tetralayer of ice Ih on top of graphene. This shift is due to elec-
trostatic fields induced by the H2O dipole moments and results in hole doping for
the tetralayer of ice on graphene.

The water adlayers cause a change in contact potentialδφ, which can be esti-
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mated using the H2O dipole momentp = 6.2×10−30 Cm and the relaxed structures
to beδφ = 1.4V and 5.4V for a water bi- and tetralayer, respectively. While only
the latter structure causes doping, the corresponding change in contact potential
exceeds the experimental value,δφexp = 1.3 V, from Ref. [151] by more than a
factor of 4. However, water strongly diluted in N2 has been found to cause hole
doping in graphene on SiO2[15]. Given these two experiments, doping due to mul-
tiple fully oriented ice overlayers as in Fig. 5.11 is likelynot the most important
interaction mechanism for water and graphene.

We now turn to studying the effect of the SiO2 substrate in the water-graphene
interplay. The experiments with graphene on top of SiO2 used substrates, which
were created by plasma oxidation of Si. [15, 151] The SiO2 surface created in
this way is amorphous and its electronic, structural and chemical properties are
challenging to model from first principles. To obtain, qualitative insight to the
most important physical mechanisms it is, however, a reasonable starting point to
consider crystalline SiO2 in theβ-cristobalite form as a substrate [154].

The (111) surface of this modification can be used to create the most likely
defects on SiO2 amorphous surfaces: These are so calledQ0

3 andQ1
4 defects [155]

having one under coordinated silicon and oxygen atom, respectively. Further-
more, the unit cell of this surface is nearly commensurate with the graphene
lattice: The lattice constantaSiO2 = 7.13 Å [156] results in a surface unit cell
aSiO2/

√
2 = 5.04 Å, which is 4% larger than twice the lattice constant 2a0 =

4.93 Å of graphene. As the SiO4 tetrahedra in SiO2 are known to adjust to exter-
nal strain easily, we model graphene on SiO2 by 2×2 or 4×4 graphene supercells
with lateral dimension 2a0 or 4a0. As substrate we put 4% laterally strained and
hydrogen passivatedβ-cristobalite with 6 Si atoms per surface unit cell in vertical
direction. We then created the defects by removing H passivation atoms, added
the H2O adsorbates and relaxed until all forces were less than 0.08 eV·Å−1. In
this way, we consider passivated and defective SiO2 surfaces — the latter contain-
ing either undercoordinated silicon or oxygen atoms — as substrate for graphene.
The effect of water exposure is simulated by putting water molecules on top of
graphene as well as between graphene and the substrate.

Graphene on top of fully passivated SiO2 means two inert systems in contact
with each other. Consequently, there are no bands in addition to graphene’s Dirac
bands at the Fermi level and no doping occurs. (The band structure is not shown
here, for brevity.) This changes strongly for graphene on defective SiO2. As a
model system, we studyQ0

3 defects inβ-cristobalite (111)-surfaces. Depending
on the supercell size, 2×2 and 4×4, in these periodic structures every second and
eighth surface Si atom is under coordinated, respectively,and forms aQ0

3 defect.
(See Fig. 5.10 (d-i).)

These defects lead to additional states in the vicinity (±1eV) around the Fermi
level. (See Fig. 5.12 a) and d).) The avoided crossing in Fig.5.12 a) indicates
significant hybridization of the defect and the graphene bands and demonstrate
the impurity state’s importance for conduction electron scattering in graphene. In
the pure SiO2 graphene model systems (Fig. 5.12 a) and d)), the impurity bands
do not cross the Fermi level. This situation can be changed bywater adsorbates,
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Figure 5.12: Band structures for graphene on defective SiO2 substrates. (a-c) 2× 2 and
(d-f) 4 × 4 graphene supercells with every second, (a-c), or eighth, (d-f) surface Si atom
forming aQ0

3 defect. The corresponding geometries are shown in Fig. 5.10d-i), respec-
tively. Spin up and down bands are shown at the same time. Contributions at the defect
site are marked as green fatbands. a) and d) without water adsorbates. b) with water on
top of graphene. c), e), and f) with water between graphene and the substrate. c), f) H2O
dipole moment pointing tilted downwards. e) H2O dipole moment pointing upwards.

which may sit either in between graphene and the substrate (Fig. 5.12 c), e) and f)
or on top of graphene (Fig. 5.12 b)). In all cases, the electrostatic dipole moment
of the water adsorbates comes along with strong local electrostatic fields, which
allow to shift the impurity bands significantly with respectto the graphene bands.
As Fig. 5.12 demonstrates, this shift strongly depends on the place of adsorption
and the orientation of the water molecules leading, either to hole doping (Fig. 5.12
c) and f)) or electron doping (Fig. 5.12 e)).

Similar effects of water can be found for graphene on the (0001)-plane ofα-
quartz orβ-cristobalite with Q1

4 defects. Although the interaction mechanisms of
water, SiO2 and graphene presented here are not exhaustive, the comparison of wa-
ter adsorption on perfect free standing graphene to water adsorption on graphene
lying on a (defective) SiO2 substrate allows the following conclusions: Perfect
free standing graphene may have water adsorbates on top but its electronic trans-
port properties are insensitive against perturbations by the water adsorbates. Sin-
gle molecules will not create any impurity states close to the Dirac point. For
obtaining doping effects, one needs highly ordered H2O cluster or ice structures.

The substrate changes the situation completely. The dipolemoments of H2O
adsorbates cause local electrostatic fields that can shift the substrate’s defect states
with respect to the graphene electrons and cause doping.

This microscopic view of H2O pushing electrons to the substrate is well in line
with EFM [151]: The graphene contact potential changes by about +1 V upon
water adsorption (exposure to moist N2 with 50% relative humidity), whereas
the SiO2 substrate contact potential stays almost constant during this proce-
dure. This change in contact potential∆φ can be converted into doping of
graphene (expressed in terms of a surface charge densityσ) knowing the sepa-
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ration d of the compensation charges in the substrate from the graphene sheet:
σ = ǫ0ǫr∆φ/d ≈ 2 × 1013e·cm−2 for d = 1 nm andǫr = 3.9, which is the di-
electric constant of SiO2. Typical experimental valuesσ ∼ 1012e·cm−2 suggest
d ∼ 20 nm. Thus, the DFT simulations as well as the EFM experiments suggest
that H2O induced doping is mediated by electrostatic dipole fields and that the
separation between the compensation charges and the graphene sheet is signifi-
cantly larger than the typical 2 Å found e.g. for doping by K adatoms, which are
discussed in the following section. This difference can be expected to manifest in
electron scattering with indirect dopants leading to much weaker scattering than
direct dopants.

5.2.3 Midgap states and migration barriers

For judging which impurities might determine electron scattering in graphene and
for optimizing chemical functionalization, the mechanisms determining the impu-
rity mobility, i.e. their migration barriers and binding energies, need to be known:
Firstly, the migration barriers decide at which temperatures impurities will start
moving along the graphene sheet resulting in possible cluster formation. Indeed, it
has been shown that clusters of (charged) impurities lead toweaker electron scat-
tering than the same amount of randomly distributed impurities [157]. Moreover,
the migration barriers and adsorption energies allow to judge at which tempera-
ture impurities can be removed from the graphene sheets, e.g., by annealing. In
this section, we first consider monovalent adsorbates and show that these can be
divided into two separate groups regarding the bonding mechanism: ionically and
covalently bond impurities. To this end, we present ab-initio calculations on H, Li,
Na, K, Cs, F, Cl, Br, I, CH3, and OH adsorbates on graphene. For these systems the
electronic structure (section 5.2.3) and migration barriers (section 5.2.3) are ana-
lyzed. The covalently bond impurities cause a characteristic midgap state derived
from the graphene electrons. This state turns out to be very stable, as graphene’s
conjugatedπ bonds enhance the migration barriers of neutral covalentlybond im-
purities. In section 5.2.3, the experimentally important case of oxygen ad-atoms
is discussed.

For a first principles description of the graphene adsorbatesystems we per-
formed GGA [42, 43] calculations on 4× 4 graphene supercells containing one
impurity. As in the previous sections, VASP [48] with PAW [52, 53] basis sets has
been used. We obtained relaxed structures for the graphene adsorbate systems,
total energies, and orbitally resolved LDOS. In the total energy calculations and
during the structural relaxations the k-meshes for sampling of the supercell Bril-
louin zone were chosen be as dense as a 24×24 and 12×12 k-mesh, respectively,
when folded up to the simple graphene unit cell.

To find migration barriers for ionically bond impurities it is sufficient to per-
form structural relaxations with the impurities in three different high symmetry
adsorption sites: on top of a C-atom (t-site), in the middle of a hexagon (h-site)
and above the middle of a nearest neighbor C-C bond (b-site).The covalent im-
purities cause strong distortions of the nearby bonds and require the minimum
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energy paths to be calculated using the nudged elastic band method [158]. As
starting guess a linear interpolation between two adjacentstable configurations
with three or more intermediate points has been chosen. To check for convergence
of the migration barriers with the supercell size, we performed also calculations
with 3 × 3 as well as 5× 5 supercells for H ad-atoms and reproduced the barrier
from the 4× 4 supercell within an accuracy of 4%. Moreover, the convergence of
the local density of states close to the impurity with the supercell size has been
assured in this way.

Electronic structure of monovalent impurities on graphene

The local electronic structure of graphene in the vicinity of adsorbates (Fig. 5.13)
can be grouped into two classes. The LDOS in the vicinity of adsorbates like
Li or Cl exhibits a sharp resonance close to Fermi level whichis almost entirely
localized at the impurity. Besides this peak, the LDOS at thenearest neighbor and
at the next nearest neighbor of the impurity exhibits the pseudogap characteristic
for graphene.

This is qualitatively different for the second group of impurities (Fig. 5.13 c)
and d)). H and F adatoms cause a midgap state characteristic for Dirac fermions:
With the bonding partner of the impurity in sublattice A the impurity state is lo-
calized in sublattice B and at the impurity atom.

Every stable atomic configuration under investigation can be strictly grouped
either into the class of strongly or weakly hybridized impurities, as can be seen
from Fig. 5.13 e)-f): Ionically bond impurities give rise toa sharp acceptor
(donor) level below (above) the Dirac point atED = 0. The LDOS of covalently
bond impurities is much broader and exhibits characteristic resonances far below
the Fermi level (between−10 eV and−4 eV) as well as a midgap state at the Fermi
level.

As regards electron scattering this midgap state is mainly independent of the
particular type of covalent impurity. The supercell band structures for H, CH3,
OH, and F covalently bond to graphene are shown in Fig. 5.14. The band structure
of graphene with adsorbed H and CH3 as well as those for graphene with F and OH
adsorbates coincide close to the Fermi level despite the different internal structure
of the adsorbates. The coupling of the midgap state and the graphene bands can be
quantified in aneffectiveimpurity modelH = HD + Himp, where the unperturbed
graphene bands are described by

HD =
∑

k

ǫ(k)d†kdk (5.37)

and the perturbation by

Himp = ǫimpc
†c+ V















∑

k

c†dk + H.c.















. (5.38)

Here, the indexk = (~k, ν) denotes crystal momentum~k and band numberν = ±.
ǫ(k) is the unperturbed graphene dispersion. The effective impurity is charac-
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Figure 5.13:LDOS in different graphene adsorbate systems. (a-b) ionically bond impuri-
ties, (c-d) covalently bond impurities. a) Graphene+ Li, b) Graphene+ Cl, c) Graphene+
H d) Graphene+ F. For the impurity’s bonding partner in graphene and its nearest neigh-
bor thepz projected LDOS is shown. The valence electron LDOS at the impurity site for
ionically bond impurities is depicted in (e) and for covalently bond impurities in (f). In
(a-d) and (f) the Fermi level is atE = 0; in (e) the Dirac point is atE = 0.

terized by its energyǫimp and its hybridizationV with the graphene bands. In a
supercell calculation at the backfolded Dirac points~k = K±, this model simplifies
to

H =





















ǫimp A B
A∗ 0 0
B∗ 0 0





















, (5.39)

where the zero block stems from the graphene bands at the Dirac point andA (B)
are the components ofVk in the two different sublattices A (B). This allows to
derive the coupling strengths|V| =

√

|A|2 + |B|2 andǫimp from the DFT energies of
the three bands closest to the Fermi level in the supercell calculation: We identify
the energies of these bands at the supercell Brillouin zone K-point,E1 ≤ E2 ≤ E3,
with the eigenvalues ofH from Eq. (5.39):ǫ0 = 0, ǫ± = ǫimp/2±

√

|ǫimp/2|2 + |V|2.
By letting ǫ0 = E2 (i.e. choosing the energy offset such thatE2 = 0), ǫ− = E1

and ǫ+ = E3 and solving forǫimp and |V|2, we obtain the impurity energies and
coupling strengths as shown in table 5.1.
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Figure 5.14: Supercell band structure of (a) H and CH3 on graphene as well as (b) F and
OH bond covalently to graphene. Bands coincide close to the Fermi level (E = 0) despite
the different internal structure of the impurities.

The coupling|V| is mainly independent of the internal structure of the cova-
lently bond impurities. Hence, this midgap state appears asa universal feature of
all monovalent impurities which are strongly bond to one of graphene’s carbon
atoms.

Bonding of H-atoms to graphene and related electron scattering has been an-
alyzed in [159, 160, 161]. For the bonding partner of H, theπ bond to its nearest
carbon neighbors is broken and aσ bond with the H ad-atom is formed. The
carbon bonding partner of H atoms has been found to be decoupled from the
grapheneπ-electron system and the resulting local imbalance betweenthe num-
ber of atoms belonging to each of the two sublattices causes amidgap state. The
band structures from Fig. 5.14 and the coupling constants from Table 5.1 show
that same mechanism is effective for all monovalent covalently bond impurities
on graphene.

It might appear surprising that F forms a covalent bond with graphene, while
Cl becomes charged and bonds ionically. This is caused by theinertness of
graphene’s sp2 network, which has to be broken upon formation of a covalent
bond. For Cl having one completely filled inner electronic shell the typical cova-
lent radius is 1.02Å (see Ref. [162]), which is almost twice more than for F. Thus,
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5.2 Realistic impurity effects 93

Table 5.1: Impurity energy and hybridization for the effective impurity model of the
midgap state for different impurities. All impurities are placed on top of a C atom, which
is at the total energy minimum for the covalently bond impurities and the anions Cl/ Br
but not for the cations Li and Na.

ǫimp (eV) |V| (eV) ǫimp (eV) |V| (eV)
H -0.03 0.69 Li 1.17 0.11
CH3 -0.11 0.70 Na 0.93 0.07
OH -0.70 0.65 Cl -0.79 0.21
F -0.67 0.65 Br -0.73 0.09

Table 5.2: Minimum energy sites, bonding energiesEb, and migration barriers∆E for
ionically and covalently bond impurities.

site Eb (eV) ∆E (eV) site Eb (eV) ∆E (eV)
H t 0.80 1.01 Li h 1.08 0.31
CH3 t 0.27 0.63 Na h 0.48 0.09
OH t 0.91 0.53 K h 0.81 0.06
F t 1.99 0.29 Cs h 0.96 0.04
O b 2.43 0.74 Cl t,b 0.80 < 0.005

Br t,b 0.54 < 0.005
I t,b 0.31 < 0.005

a significantly lower covalent binding energy can be expected for Cl than for F,
which — as our calculations show — unables Cl to break graphene’s sp2 network.
For the same reason, NO2 does not bind covalently to graphene.

Migration barriers and chemical bonding

In the following we show, that the creation of the midgap state by a neutral im-
purity covalently bond to one carbon atom and high migrationbarriers are closely
related. A comparison to ionically bond impurities is given.

In agreement with [163], we find the energy minimum for the alkali cations at
the h-sites and barriers as shown in table 5.2. The barriers decrease with cation
size and are all (except for the special case of Li) below 0.1 eV.

The potential energy landscape for the cations consists of dips in the center of
the hexagons bordered by a hexagonal net of banks. Within this net spanned by
the nearest neighbor carbon bonds, the variation of potential energy is by a factor
of more than 5 smaller than between the h-site and the t/b-sites.

This landscape is reversed for the anions: Having their energy minima on the
net and maxima in the center of the hexagons, the anions can freely move on
the graphene sheets. The fact that the height of the impurityabove the sheet is
always minimized in center of the hexagon, would result in the energy minimum
being in the center of the hexagon for all ionically bond impurities if atomic scale
inhomogeneities in the screening charge of the impurities were negligible. The
anions preferring the t- and b-sites over the h-sites shows that inhomogeneities in
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94 5. Impurities in graphene

Figure 5.15: Stable and transition state geometries for H, OH, CH3 and O (from top to
bottom) on graphene. For H, OH and O, two neighboring stable adsorption geometries
are in the very right and left and the saddle point transitionstate in the middle. Transition
of CH3 from one stable adsorbed geometry to a neighboring requiresdesorption. For
CH3, desorption with the saddle point configuration being in themiddle is shown. In
the minimum energy adsorbed configuration of CH3 the H-C-H bond angles are 109.2◦,
suggesting sp3 hybridization of C in the CH3 group, whereas the desorbed CH3 is flat
corresponding to sp2 hybridization.

the screening charge corrugate the potential energy landscape of the ions on the
order of some 10 meV.

The total bonding energy,Eb (see table 5.2), is for each the cationic species
about 3 times to an order of magnitude bigger than its migration barrier,∆E.
For the anions the ratioEb/∆E ∼ 102 is even larger. While the typical ionic
bonding energies on the order of a few 100 meV to 1 eV prevent desorption a
room temperature, the migration barriers are significantlysmaller, make most ions
mobile on graphene and let cluster formation appear possible at room temperature.

This in strong contrast to covalently bond impurities: our calculations show
that the potential energy landscape for these impurities isby an order of mag-
nitude more corrugated. We find migration barriers between 0.29 eV for F and
1.01 eV for H. Notably, F has highest absolute binding energy (Eb = 1.99 eV)
of all monovalent impurities considered, here, but it has the smallest migration
barrier within the group of covalent impurities. For F and OHwe find the sad-
dle point energy of the transition path significantly below the desorption energy,
which is Eb = 0.91 eV for OH. This is in strong contrast to H and CH3: For H
the energy of the saddle point state is only 4 meV below the desorption barrier
and moving a CH3-group from one carbon atom to its nearest neighbor requires
even overcoming the desorption barrier of 0.63 eV. No saddle point configuration
with the CH3-group in the middle of two neighboring C-atoms except for the CH3
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Figure 5.16: Electronic structure in the transition state. a)pz-LDOS at a carbon atom
next to the impurity. Lower part: Band structures of graphene supercells with b) H and c)
F impurities in transition state configuration. Contributions from the impurity atoms are
marked as fatbands. In all panels, the Dirac point is defined to be atE = 0.

being fully desorbed from the graphene sheet could be found.
The transition paths between adjacent stable adsorption sites of H, OH, and

CH3 are depicted in Fig. 5.15. In agreement with previous studies [159], we find
significant out-of-plane lifting (0.4 − 0.5 Å) of the impurity’s bonding partner in
the minimum energy configurations.

H, F, and OH are above a bridge site in saddle point of the transition path.
In this configuration, the OH group is oriented perpendicular to the C-C bond
of the two neighboring carbon atoms. For F, OH, and H the nature of chemical
binding in the saddle point configuration can be understood from the supercell
electronic properties shown in Fig. 5.16. The LDOS at the carbon atoms next to
the F and OH impurities is very similar to the LDOS in the vicinity of ionically
bond impurities like Cl or Br (see Fig. 5.13b). This is in contrast to the case of
H, where in addition to a resonance at 2 eV, the LDOS at the carbon neighbor of
the impurity is broadened and exhibits a peak at−8 eV — similar to all covalently
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96 5. Impurities in graphene

bond impurities in their minimum energy configuration. The H-impurity causes a
donor level and is at the same time covalently bond, as the supercell band structure
with contributions from the H impurity marked as fat bands further illustrates.
There are contributions from the Hs-orbital over the energy range from−10 eV up
to+3 eV, indicating strong hybridization of the impurity orbital with the graphene
bands. This is very different from F in the saddle point configuration with its
valence orbitals contributing significantly within an energy interval which is an
order of magnitude smaller. In the transition state F and OH are ionically bond to
graphene.

The high barrier for H suggests that the formation of a strongcovalent bond
in the transition state is highly unfavorable. The origin ofthis effect can be under-
stood from the model Hamiltonian, Eq. (5.39): With the impurity on top of the
bridge site, sublattice symmetry is preserved:A = B in Eq. (5.39). The symmet-
ric combination of the two C-pz orbitals adjacent to the impurityφ+ = 1√

2
(0, 1, 1)

will couple to the impurityφimp = (1, 0, 0). The antisymmetric combination
φ− =

1√
2
(0, 1,−1) is decoupled and forms the analog of the midgap state occurring

for the impurity on top of a carbon atom: In the latter case, with the impurity’s
bonding partner in sublattice A, one obtainsB = 0 and finiteA in Eq. (5.39).
Thus,φ0 = (0, 0, 1) is decoupled from the impurity in the stable configuration. φ0

is non-bonding and is therefore at the energy of the Dirac point. φ− = 1√
2
(0, 1,−1),

however, is an antibonding combination of neighboring C-pz orbitals. The ab-
initio calculations show that the resonances derived from this state are more than
1 eV above the Dirac point, unoccupied and not available for screening the ad-
ditional positive charge brought by the H-impurity. Thus, the creation of a local
charge is enforced by graphene’s electronic structure for the impurity in a b-site
saddle point configuration. As a consequence, a strong tendency to ionic bonding
with graphenedecreasesmigration barriers, while migration preferably neutral
covalently bond impurities is suppressed.

Oxygen impurities on graphene

In the previous sections, we showed with the model system of monovalent impuri-
ties that covalently bond impurities exhibit higher migration barriers than ionically
bond impurities. With increasing number of chemically active orbitals, as, e.g.,
for transition metal adsorbates with partially filled 3d shells, the situation can be-
come arbitrarily complicated (see section 6.5). We now show, however, that the
experimentally and technically important case of oxygen ad-atoms is well in line
with the results on monovalent impurities.

Oxygen being divalent, adsorbs to bridge sites on graphene with migration
from one stable configuration to the next involving the path depicted in Fig. 5.16.
In the stable adsorbed configuration, it binds covalently tographene with decou-
pling its two carbon bonding partners from the grapheneπ electronic system (see
Fig. 5.17). The LDOS at these carbon atoms is strongly depleted in the vicinity of
the Fermi level and exhibits the typical shape of sp3 bonded carbon — very similar
to the situation for monovalent covalently bond impuritieson graphene discussed
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Figure 5.17: Electronic structure of graphene with adsorbed oxygen in the minimum
energy configuration (a) and in the transition state configuration (b). The pz projected
LDOS at a carbon bonding partner of oxygen, one of its nearestneighbors, and the LDOS
at the oxygen ad-atom are shown.

before.
However, no midgap state is created by oxygen ad-atoms in their minimum en-

ergy configuration as both graphene sublattices are affected equally by the oxygen
ad-atoms. There are resonances in the LDOS of nearest neighbors atE = −1.2 eV
andE = 0.9 eV, but the LDOS vanishes linearly at the Fermi levelEF = 0. This
is because O represents a ”double impurity” in terms of a tight-binding model
(see section 5.1.2) and strong double impurities do not universally create midgap
states.

For migration of oxygen from one stable configuration to a neighboring, one
of its two bonds to graphene has to be broken. In the saddle point state, oxygen
is forming a single covalent bond to one carbon atom. This results in a midgap
state of the same nature as in the case of covalently bonding monovalent impu-
rities in their stable configuration. The midgap state is slightly above the Fermi
level, as the non-bonding orbital of oxygen (sharp peak below EF = 0 in Fig.
5.17 b) is fully belowEF and accepts one electron from the midgap state. So,
O binds partially covalent and partially ionically to graphene in the saddle point
configuration.

As in the case of monovalent impurities, the requirement of breaking one co-
valent bond results in the rather high migration barrier of 0.74 eV for oxygen on
graphene, which is however smaller than the adsorption energy of 2.43 eV. In this
sense O is similar to OH or F on graphene, which are all able to form a (partially)
ionic bond in the saddle point configuration.

The investigation various examples of monovalent impurities on graphene in
this subsection allowed us to establish a relation between their type of chemical
bonding, the occurrence of chiral midgap states and their migration barriers. We
showed that migration barriers of ionically bond impurities are significantly lower
than than their binding energies,∆E ≪ Eb, which is in contrast to covalently bond
impurities having typical migration barriers on the order of some 100 meV to 1 eV
and∆E ∼ Eb.

This tendency explains experimental findings of charged impurities moving
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98 5. Impurities in graphene

almost freely on graphene [15, 164] and experiments suggesting considerable mi-
gration barriers for H adsorbates [110, 87]. The fact that clusterization of im-
purities on graphene strongly suppresses their contribution to the resistivity [157]
makes covalently bond impurities one natural candidate to the main source of scat-
tering limiting the electron mobility in graphene. It is essential that, as demon-
strated here, these impurities frequently have quasilocalpeaks nearby the neutral-
ity point — not accidentally but enforced by symmetry.
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Chapter 6

Correlated magnetic nanosystems

In the preceding chapters we studied the influence of inhomogeneities on the elec-
tronic properties on graphene. These systems appeared to bewell described within
the picture of non-interacting quasiparticles obtained from LDA/GGA. Here, we
aim at an understanding of how the atomic composition determines the electronic
and magnetic properties of nanosystems where the independent particle picture
breaks down. We focus on magnetic ad-atoms and nanostructures on metal sur-
faces as well as on graphene and perform semianalytic and LDA++ based studies.
In all examples discussed, here, Kondo physics will play an important role. The
Kondo effect will be introduced together with the Anderson impurity model in sec-
tion 6.1. Afterwards, Ce atoms on different metal hosts are investigated in a joint
theoretical and experimental study (section 6.2). An ab-initio based theory for
resonant valence photoemission spectra is given and a substrate dependent tran-
sition of the Ce f-electron character from localized to delocalized is explained.
Co ad-atoms in Cu hosts have been subject of numerous STM experiments and
present a model system for investigating the Kondo effect. In particular, the in-
fluence of local coordination on the Kondo effect has been studied experimentally
in this system, whereas a full theoretical ab-initio based understanding is still
unavailable. This motivates the first-principles studies of Co in different Cu en-
vironments (section 6.4). First, single Co atoms in bulk Cu are compared to Co
inside a Cu (111) surface and adsorbed on Cu (111). Afterwards, coordination ef-
fects in magnetic CoCun nanostructures are investigated by combining STM and
first-principles theory. The last part of this chapter (Sec.6.5) is devoted to the
study of Co ad-atoms on graphene. In graphene,all quasiparticles at the Fermi
level belong to a non-trivial representation of the crystalpoint symmetry group.
This makes graphene very different from usual metal surfaces and we will work
out the consequences for STM experiments: It will be shown that the coupling of
the impurity to graphene depends unusually strong on the symmetry of the active
impurity orbitals. This strongly affects q-factors seen in STM as well as Kondo
temperatures.
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100 6. Correlated magnetic nanosystems

6.1 The Anderson Impurity Model and the Kondo
effect

Historically, the motivation for the Anderson Impurity model (AIM) goes back to
the 1930s, when a resistance minimum has been observed in some metals like Au
[165]. This minimum was in opposition to the usually monotonically decreasing
resistance, when the temperature is lowered and its origin was totally obscure at
that time [27]. In the 1960s a correlation between the resistance minimum and
the existence of localized magnetic moments has been found [166], which finally
motivated Kondo’s study of magnetic impurities in non-magnetic metallic hosts:
Using a perturbative approach Kondo explained the minimum in the resistance
due to contributions from magnetic impurities [167].

During that time Anderson addressed the question of how localized magnetic
moments can be formed in metallic hosts [168]. The insight, that a spin-down
electron hopping onto a spin-up impurity will experience not only the exchange
repulsion but also the Hartree repulsion of the spin-up electron already residing
there, while the spin-up electron does not see this repulsion, lead to the formula-
tion of AIM Hamiltonian1:

ĤAIM =
∑

k,σ

ǫkc
†
k,σck,σ +

∑

k,m,σ

(

Vkmc†k,σdm,σ + H.c.
)

+ Ĥat (6.1)

with

Ĥat =
∑

σ

ǫd,md†m,σdm,σ +
1
2

∑

m,m,′m′′,m′′′

σ,σ′

Umm′m′′m′′′d
†
m,σd†m′,σ′dm′′,σ′dm′′′,σ. (6.2)

It describes an impurity characterized by quantum numbers,(m, σ) (orbital
and spin), with corresponding Fermi operators,dm,σ, on-site energiesǫd,m and lo-
cal Coulomb interactionUmm′m′′m′′′ . This impurity is embedded in a sea of con-
duction electrons described by Fermi operators,ck,σ, and energies,ǫk, wherek
includes crystal momentum and band index. The coupling of the impurity and the
conduction electrons is provided by the hoppingVkm.

This model explains how local moments are formed and how theyare eventu-
ally screened at low temperatures. Its physics can be approached from the non-
interacting limit,Umm′m′′m′′′ → 0, and from the atomic limit,Vkm→ 0. In section
5.1.3, the non-interacting limit has been studied with the main result being the
occurrence of virtual bound states: Defining the hybridization function (cf. Eq.
(5.18)),

∆mm′(ω) =
∑

k

V∗kmVkm′

ω + iδ − ǫk
, (6.3)

it can be shown that the LDOS at the impurity site consists of aresonance at
ǫimp = ǫm + Re∆mm(ǫimp) of width2 Γ = −Im∆mm(ω). The impurity does not have

1Here, the mulitorbital AIM is given. The original AlM included one impurity orbital.
2This statement holds if∆mm′ is diagonal and ifΓ is small as compared to the distance ofǫimp

to the closest Van Hove singularity in the bare conduction electron DOS.
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6.1 The Anderson Impurity Model and the Kondo effect 101

a magnetic moment in this case, i.e. it does not contribute a Curie-Weiss term to
the magnetic susceptibility.

We now turn to the atomic limit, consider an impurity with oneorbital and skip
orbital quantum numbers in the following. The impurity Hamiltonian simplifies
to Ĥat =

∑

σ ǫdnd,σ + Und,↑nd,↓, which has four eigenstates|0〉, | ↑〉 = d†↑ |0〉, | ↓
〉 = d†↓ |0〉, and| ↑↓〉 = d†↑d

†
↓ |0〉. The empty impurity,|0〉, and the double occupied

impurity are non-magnetic with energiesE0 = 0 andE2 = 2ǫd + U, respectively.
In the case of single occupation,| ↑〉 or | ↓〉, the energy isE1 = ǫd and the impurity
possesses a magnetic moment corresponding to a spin1

2. For given chemical
potential,µ, the impurity is hence magnetic ifE1 − E0 < µ andE2 − E1 > µ, i.e.

ǫd < µ < ǫd + U. (6.4)

The spectral function,N(ω), of such a magnetic impurity consists twoδ-peaks at
ǫd andǫd + U,

N(ω) =
1
2
δ(ǫd − ω) +

1
2
δ(ǫd + U − ω), (6.5)

corresponding to the removal and the addition of an electron, respectively.
The behavior of the impurity in between these two limiting cases can be

grouped in different parameter regimes: The first qualitative insight fromAnder-
son’s original work [168] using a static mean field theory is that a finite magnetic
moment at the impurity site forms if−π Im∆(µ) < U and Eq. (6.4) are fulfilled.
If, in particular,ǫd+U−µ ≫ |Im∆(µ)| andµ−ǫd ≫ |Im∆(µ)|, the Anderson model
can be mapped to the s-d model [27],Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥsd with H0 =

∑

k,σ ǫkc
†
k,σck,σ and

Ĥsd =
∑

k,k′

Jk,k′
(

S+c†k,↓ck′,↑ + S−c†k,↑ck′ ,↓ + Sz(c
†
k,↑ck′,↑ − c†k,↓ck′ ,↓)

)

, (6.6)

whereSz andS± = Sx± iSy are spin operators of a spinS localized at the impurity
site. For a single orbital impurity, the exchange coupling is given by

Jk,k′ = V∗kVk′

(

1
U + ǫd − ǫ′k

+
1

ǫk − ǫd

)

. (6.7)

For electrons at the Fermi level, this coupling is antiferromagnetic due to Eq.
(6.4). Upon reducing the AIM to the s-d model an additional potential scat-
tering term,V̂pot occurs. This term can be accounted for by including it into
Ĥ0 → Ĥ0 + V̂pot and consideringck,σ as Fermi operators of the exact eigenstates
of Ĥ0 + V̂pot. This entire transformation from the AIM to the s-d model is called
Schrieffer-Wolff transformation. The so-called local moment regime is defined
as the regime in which a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation is possible and the s-d
model is adequate to describe the low energy physics of the system.

Starting from the local moment regime and increasing either∆ or lettingǫd or
ǫd + U approach the Fermi level, such thatµ − ǫd ∼ |Im∆| or ǫd + U − µ ∼ |Im∆|
valance fluctuations can no longer be considered as virtual processes and elimi-
nated by the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation. This regime is called intermediate
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a) b)

Figure 6.1: (a) Schematic illustration of the evolution of the impurityspectral function
ρd(ω) ≡ N(ω) as interaction strength U is turned on continuously, maintaining a constant
impurity occupancy. The noninteracting resonance atU = 0 splits into an upper and lower
atomic peak atǫd + U andǫd, respectively. From [27]. (b) Illustration of the one orbital
AIM. The magnetic impurity is assumed to have one electron level with energyǫ0 = ǫd
below the Fermi energyµ = 0 of the metal (red). This level is assumed to be occupied
by one spin-up electron (blue). Adding another electron is requires bring up the Coulomb
energy,U, while it would cost at least|ǫ0| to remove the electron. However, the system
can tunnel between this and theenergetically degenerateconfiguration with flipped spin:
The spin-up electron can hop off the impurity site to briefly occupy a classically forbidden
virtual state outside the impurity, and then be replaced by aspin-down electron from the
metal. From [169]

valence or mixed valence regime. Finally, there are two non-magnetic regimes, the
empty orbital- and the double occupancy regime, in the casesof ǫd − µ ≫ |Im∆|
andµ− ǫd −U ≫ |Im∆|, respectively. In the following sections we will study sys-
tems covering the local moment and the intermediate valenceregimes and address
their spectral properties.

A mean-field treatment does not resolve the question of how the spectral and
thermodynamic properties translate from the atomic to the strongly hybridized
limit and how the atomic “ionisation” peaks in the spectrum —called Hubbard
bands — evolve into a single resonance: upon turning on the hybridization of
the impurity to the conduction electrons a many-body resonance, the so-called
Abrikosov-Suhl-Kondo resonance, develops at the Fermi level. Conversely, upon
turning on the interaction the two Hubbard bands are split off the virtual bound
state peak, which narrows and evolves into the Abrikosov-Suhl-Kondo resonance
if the local moment regime is entered. (See Fig. 6.1 (a).) This resonance orig-
inates from the impurity spin being screened by conduction electron spins and
the corresponding coherent tunneling of the impurity spin between spin-up and
spin-down configurations as illustrated in Fig. 6.1 (b).

The width of the resonance is defined as Kondo temperaturekBTK. Calculating
TK for arealisticsystem is a formidable problem and will be faced in the following
sections. It is worth noting that even the question of which type of Kondo model
is appropriate to describe a given realistic impurity can beextremely difficult, in
general. For the classical example of Fe impurities in bulk Au, this question has
only been answered very recently [170]. There are, however,well-defined model
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6.1 The Anderson Impurity Model and the Kondo effect 103

systems, where the dependence ofTK on the model parameters is known. For an
s-d model with constant bare DOS of the host,ρ0, conduction electron bandwidth
D andk-independent exchange couplingJ = Jk,k′ one obtains [27]

kBTK ∼ D|2Jρ0|1/2e−1/2Jρ0. (6.8)

The single orbital Anderson model in the local moment regimewith constant hy-
bridization∆, chemical potentialµ = 0 and bandwidthD such that|ǫd|, |ǫd +U | ≫
D, can be reduced to above the s-d model. Applying the Schrieffer-Wolff trans-
formation, Eq. (6.7), and substituting into Eq. (6.8) yields

kBTK ∼ D

(

∆U
|ǫd||ǫd + U |

)1/2

e−π|ǫd||ǫd+U |/2∆U . (6.9)

The screening of the impurity spin by the conduction electron spins leading
to the formation of the Abrikosov-Suhl-Kondo resonance is called Kondo effect.
The energy gain upon screening and formation of the resulting many body ground
state is on the order ofTK . Hence, the Kondo effect disappears at high temper-
aturesT ≫ TK , where the impurity spin and the conduction electrons lose their
correlations.

In the AIM only the impurity site is subject to a quartic interaction term,
whereas the bath of conduction electrons assumed to be non-interacting. Using
the action formalism introducted in section 2.5 (see [55] or[171] for a detailled
derivation), the non-interacting (Gaussian) bath degreesof freedom can be inte-
grated out and local electronic properties of the impurity can be described by the
effective action

Seff = −
∑

α,β

∫ β

0
dτ

∫ β

0
dτ′d∗α(τ)G−1

0,αβ(τ, τ
′)d∗β(τ

′) +
∫ β

0
Hat(d

∗
α(τ), dβ(τ)) (6.10)

with
G−1

0,αβ(iωn) = (iω + µ) − ∆αβ(iωn). (6.11)

The hybridization function, defined in Eq. (6.3), mimics theeffect of the con-
duction electron bath on impurity degrees of freedom as a frequency dependent
complex valued potential. It will be therefore a central quantity in the discussion
of realistic impurity effects in the following sections.
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a)
b)

Figure 6.2: (a) The phase diagram of bulk cerium. From [173, 31]. (b)spd f-density of
states ofα andγ as obtained from experiments (circles) and LDA+DMFT (solid lines).
Upon volume collapse, spectral weight is transferred to theAbrikosov-Suhl resonance at
the Fermi level. From [175].

6.2 Ce ad-atoms on metal surfaces

Isolated Ce atoms coupled to a metallic host are an emblematic case for the
physics quantum impurity problems introduced in the last section. The valence
electrons of rare earth elements exhibit a very distinct character: the 4f -derived
states are localized, experience strong electron-electron interaction and usually
possess a magnetic moment, while 5d6s-states are extended and participate in
the chemical bonding. Ce is a particular interesting case, since its 4f shell is at
the borderline between localization and itinerancy: bulk Ce undergoes a pressure
induced isostructural first-order volume collapse transition, the Ceα → γ transi-
tion, with the change in volume being on the order of 15%. (SeeFig. 6.2, Refs.
[172, 173, 174, 175], and references therein.) In the large volumeγ-phase, the 4f
spectrum is split into Hubbard bands and a local 4f magnetic moment is present.
When reducing the volume on entering theα-phase, an Abrikosov-Suhl resonance
develops at the Fermi level and the local moment disappears [31]. The Ceα → γ

transition is, therefore, intimately connected with transition of the 4f electrons
from delocalized to localized.

Similarly, isolated Ce atoms coupled to metallic hosts display very different
behavior depending on their atomic environments: Ce atoms diluted in bulk met-
als have been found to cover the hole range, from magnetic Ce with atomic-like
electronic Ce3+ configuration in hosts like Ag to non-magnetic in, e.g. Rh or W,
as well as intermediate cases in between [176]. The mechanisms behind this be-
havior have been revealed by extensive photoemission studies of Ce impurities
in bulk metals as well as Ce intermetallic compounds and a theory developed by
Gunnarsson and Schönhammer [64]. Depending on the hybridization of the Ce
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6.2 Ce ad-atoms on metal surfaces 105

Figure 6.3: Valence photoelectron energy distribution curves for the clean Ag(111),
W(110), and Rh(111) surfaces ((a)) and in presence the of Ce ad-atoms ( 0.001 ML cov-
erage) ((b)). The curves labelled by (c) are the differences between the corresponding
spectra (b) and (a).

atoms with their environment and the bare Ce 4f energy w.r.t.the Fermi level
of the host, Ce appears to be either in the local moment or in the mixed valence
regime.

It is now investigated how the effect of reduced coordination affects the spec-
tral properties of isolated Ce atoms on metal surfaces. Firstly, photoemission ex-
periments on Ce ad-atoms on Ag(111), W(110), and Rh(111) surfaces performed
by Gardonio and Carbone (ELETTRA, Trieste) are described. In bulk, these ma-
terials are known to span all the range from weak hybridization (Ag), with via
the intermediate case (W), to strong hybridization (Rh). Afterwards, a theoretical
investigation of Ce on these surfaces is given.

6.2.1 Photoemission spectroscopy of Ce

The photoemission experiments were performed at SuperESCAbeamline at the
ELETTRA Synchrotron Radiation facility in Trieste. Ag(111), W(110) and
Rh(111) substrates were prepared by a standard procedure and monitored by
LEED. Isolated Ce ad-atoms were obtained by depositing Ce ata substrate tem-
perature of 20K in a coverage regime ranging from one thousandth to few tenth of
a monolayer (statistical growth regime). The major difficulty of photoemission ex-
periments on such systems is that spectroscopic signature of magnetic impurities
in the 0.01-0.001 ML coverage range can be obtained only for those combination
of impurity/substrates for which the signal of the impurity is comparable to the
host. I.e. there needs to be a photon energy such that the correlated impurity or-
bital cross section is much larger than the cross sections for the other channels.
Resonant photoemission across the 4d → 4 f threshold of Ce is one of the few
cases where this requirement is fulfilled.

Fig. 6.3 shows the resonant photoelectron spectra measuredat the Ce 4d →
4 f absorption threshold for Ce isolated atoms on Ag(111), W(110) and Rh(111)
surfaces. In order to better distinguish between the photoemission signal derived
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from the Ce ad-atoms and the substrate contribution, the photoemission spectra
before (curves (a)) and after (curves (b)) deposition of theCe atoms are compared
and the difference spectra (curves (c)) are taken for each host. The spectra of
isolated Ce atoms are found to be clearly different on the three substrates and a
clear trend when going from Ag to Rh is visible: On Ag(111) only a peak around
2.9 eV is present, while on W(110) peaks at binding energies of 1.5 and 2.3 eV as
well as two smaller peaks close to the Fermi level, at 0.0 and 0.25 eV, contribute
spectral weight. On Rh(111) the major contribution is derived from structures
close to the Fermi level, the peaks labelled 1 and 2, a small and broad peak around
2.3 eV is still present. I.e. the 4f electrons of Ce seem to undergo a transition
from localized to delocalized when going from Ce on Ag (111) to Ce on Rh (111)
via the intermediate case of Ce on W (110). In the intermediate case, the deep
ionization peak appears to be split up into two peaks.

To understand the origin of these entirely different distributions of Ce 4f spec-
tral weight and to explain why the ionization peak is split upon W (110), we
present first-principles calculations in the following subsection.

6.2.2 Simulation of Ce ad-atom photoemission spectra

To investigate the electronic properties of Ce on the three substrates theoretically
with the detailled atomistic environment of Ce being taken into account, we pro-
ceed in two steps: First, DFT calculations are carried out toobtain relaxed geome-
tries and the hybridization functions for single Ce-atoms on Ag(111), W(110), and
Rh(111). These hybridization functions are afterwards used to calculate the va-
lence electron photoemission spectra following Gunnarsson and Schönhammer,
Ref. [64].

The DFT calculations have been carried out using VASP and PAWimple-
mented in there. (See sections 2.3.3 and 2.4.) In these calculations, single Ce
atoms on Ag(111), W(110) and Rh(111) have been modeled using2 × 2 surface
supercells with slab thicknesses of 7 layers and all crystalstructures have been
relaxed until the forces acting on each atom were less than 0.02eV/Å. The relaxed
structures are depicted in Fig 6.4. In all cases Ce adsorbs tohigh symmetry posi-
tions, which are close to the continued bulk lattice on Ag(111) and W(110). On
the Rh (111) surface, Ce adsorption to an hcp site is by∼ 250 meV more favorable
than the fcc site.

The corresponding LDOS (see 6.4), projected on the Ces-, p-, andd-orbitals,
shows that thes- andp-states of Ce appear to be similarly broad and delocalized
on all substrates and their LDOS extends over& 10 eV in energy. This indicates
strong metallic bonding Ce to the substrate. The Ce 5d states slightly broaden
when going from Ce on Ag (111) to Ce on Rh (111) but the characteristic width
of the LDOS in the 5d states is in all cases on the order of some eV. Hence, the
picture of Ce having delocalized outer s-, p-, and d-electrons developed for Ce in
bulk metals can be well transferred to isolated Ce atoms on Ag(111), W(110) and
Rh (111).

The Ce 4f electrons can be expected to be subject of strong correlations which
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Figure 6.4: Upper panel: Fully relaxed adsorption geometries of (a) Ce on Ag (111),
(b) W(110) and (c) Rh (111). On Ag(111) and W(110), Ce occupies positions close to
the continued bulk lattice. On the (111) surface of fcc Rh, Cestacks close to an hcp site.
Lower panel: LDOS of the Ces-, p-, andd-orbitals on Ag (111), W(110) and Rh (111).
The Ce 6s-, 6p-, and 5d-electrons are strongly hybridized with the substrate conduction
bands and contribute to the LDOS over an energy range on the order of some eV.
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Figure 6.5: Calculated Ce 4 f-electron hybridization functions for isolated adatoms on
Ag(111), W(110), and Rh(111). The real parts are shown in in the left and the imaginary
parts in the right panel.

require a description in terms of an LDA++ based approach (see section 2.5.3).
For the description of the isolated Ce ad-atoms we choose “first-principles Ander-
son models” with the hybridization functions,∆mm′(ω), Eq. (6.3), being obtained
from DFT. The PAW basis sets provide intrinsically projections onto localized
atomic orbitals, which we use to extract the hybridization functions. The proce-
dure to obtain hybridization functions or Green functions from projector quantities
calculated in VASP has been implemented during this thesis and is explained in
appendix A.

Following Gunnarsson and Schönhammer, [64], we assume∆mm′(ω) =
∆(ω)δmm′ , i.e. diagonal and orbitally independent hybridization, which we ob-
tain from the full LDA hybridization,∆LDA

mm′ (ω) by averaging over all Ce f-orbitals,
∆(ω) = 1

7

∑

m∆
LDA
mm (ω). The resulting∆(ω) for Ce on the three different substrates

are shown in Fig. 6.5.
The imaginary part of the Ce 4f-hybridization, Im∆(ω), on the Ag (111) is at

all energies below the Fermi level more than an order of magnitude smaller than
the corresponding 4f-hybridizations of Ce on W(110) or Rh (111). Obviously, Ce
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on Rh (111) exhibits by far the strongest hybridization, which gives the first hint,
why the ionization peak of Ce on Rh (111) is most strongly smeared out and why
the quasi-particle peak at the Fermi level might be strongest for Ce on Rh (111).
In the intermediate case of Ce on W(110), there is a peak in Im∆(ω) extending
from ω = −1 eV to−2 eV. This resonance is caused by bonding tot2g d-orbitals
of neighboring W-atoms.

The real parts of the Ce 4f -hybridization functions are shown in Fig. 6.5.
They are related to Im∆(ω) by the Hilbert transform

Re∆(ω) = −1
π
P

∫

dω′
Im∆(ω′)
ω − ω′ .

Hence, peaks in the imaginary part cause steps in the real part. The step in Re∆(ω)
in the energy range of -2.1 until -1.3 eV for Ce on W(110), willbe proven respon-
sible for the peak splitting observed in photoemission (seeFig. 6.3).

In the sudden approximation, the photoemission intensity,ρ(ǫ) we aim to cal-
culate is given by expectation values of the resolvent operator of the many body
Hamiltonian:

ρ(ǫ) ∼ 1
π

∑

ν

Im〈φ0|ψ†ν
1

ǫ − i0+ − E0 + Ĥ
ψν|φ0〉. (6.12)

Here,|φ0〉 is the many body ground state ofĤ andE0 the corresponding ground
state energy.ψν is defined to be the Fermi operator removing one electron from
a Ce 4f state labelled by the quantum numberν, i.e. ψν = dm,σ with ν = (m, σ)
in terms of Eq. (6.1). The idea of the approach from Ref. [64] is to calculate
the ground variationally and introduce a many body basis set{|i〉}, which is ap-
proximately complete in the subspace describing the photoemission experiment,
1 ≈ ∑ |i〉〈i|, so that it can be used to evaluate the resolvent operator from Eq.
(6.12):

ρ(ǫ) ∼ 1
π

∑

ν,i, j

Im〈φ0|ψ†ν |i〉〈i|
1

ǫ − i0+ − E0 + Ĥ
| j〉〈 j|ψν|φ0〉. (6.13)

To proceed, we note that in valence electron photoemission of Ce mainly pro-
cesses involvingf 1 → f 0 or f 1 → f 1 transitions can be expected to contribute
[64]. Therefore, we consider the limitU →∞ and restrict the Ce 4f occupancy to
0 and 1. To construct|φ0〉 and the basis set{|i〉}, we rewrite the AIM in the form

H =
Nf
∑

ν=1

ǫ f nν +
∫

ǫψ†ǫνψǫνdǫ +
∫

[V(ǫ)ψ†νψǫν + H.c.]dǫ + U
∑

ν<µ

nνnµ, (6.14)

whereU →∞ is implied,nν = ψ
†
νψν, ǫ f is the bare on-site Ce 4f energy3, and the

conduction electron states with corresponding Fermi operatorsψǫν are relabelled
according to their bare energyǫ and the f-orbitalν they couple to. The conduction
electrons not coupling to the Ce 4f orbitals can be omitted.

3In our LDA++ approach,ǫ f is used to absorb the double counting terms and left as fitting
parameter.
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We introduce a “Fermi-vacuum” state

|0〉 =
















∏

ν,ǫ<ǫF

ψ†ǫν

















|vacuum〉, (6.15)

with all conduction electron state below the Fermi level filled and all Ce 4f states
empty. In lowest order,̂H couples this state to states of the form

|ǫ〉 = 1
√

Nf

∑

ν

ψ†νψǫν|0〉. (6.16)

ForU → ∞ and
Nf →∞ with Nf V(ǫ) = const. (6.17)

it can be shown that theexactmany body ground state takes the form

|φ0〉 = A

[

|0〉 +
∫ 0

−∞
a(ǫ)|ǫ〉dǫ

]

, (6.18)

where the Fermi level isǫF = 0 and the constantA =
(

1+
∫ 0

−∞ |a(ǫ)|2dǫ
)−1/2

en-

sures normalization. Defining

∆E = 〈φ0|H|φ0〉 − 〈0|H|0〉, (6.19)

the coefficientsa(ǫ) are obtained from minimization of∆E, which implies the
secular equations

∆E =
√

Nf

∫

V∗(ǫ)a(ǫ)dǫ (6.20)

(∆E − ǫ f + ǫ)a(ǫ) =
√

Nf V(ǫ). (6.21)

The solution to these equations yields

∆E = Nf

∫ 0

−∞

|V(ǫ)|2
∆E − ǫ f + ǫ

dǫ (6.22)

and the occupancy of the Ce f-shell,

nf = A2

∫ 0

−∞
|a(ǫ)|2dǫ = C

C + 1
, (6.23)

with

C = Nf

∫ 0

−∞

|V(ǫ)|2
(∆E − ǫ f + ǫ)2

dǫ. (6.24)

This specifies all ground state properties up to correction on the order of 1/Nf .
We now construct the basis{|i〉} for the photoexcited state. Ce 4f photoemission
creates states of the formψν|φ0〉 (c.f. Eq. (6.13)), which can be represented as

ψν|φ0〉 =
A

√

Nf

∫ 0

−∞
dǫa(ǫ)|ǫ, ν〉, (6.25)
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where the states,|ǫ, ν〉 = ψǫ,ν|0〉, contain one hole in the conduction band. These
states couple to states of the form

|ǫ, ǫ′, ν; 1〉 = 1
√

Nf − 1

∑

ν,ν′

ψ†ν′ψǫ′,ν′ψǫ,ν|0〉 (6.26)

with matrix elements〈ǫ, ǫ′, ν; 1|H|ǫ′′, ν〉 =
√

Nf − 1V(ǫ′)δ(ǫ − ǫ′′), which remain
finite in the limit of Eq. (6.17). The states|ǫ, ǫ′, ν; 1〉 have the Ce 4f shell singly
occupied and two holes in the conduction band. All other states, including, e.g.,
those with a particle-hole pair in the conduction band,ψ†E,ν′ψǫ′,ν′ψǫ,ν|0〉, can be
shown to couple to states of type|ǫ, ν〉 or |ǫ, ǫ′, ν; 1〉 with a strengthV(ǫ′′), which
goes to zero in the limit of Eq. (6.17). Therefore,{|ǫ, ν〉, |ǫ, ǫ′, ν; 1〉} = {|i〉} yields
the desired basis for describing the photoemission experiment up to order 1/Nf .

Evaluating Eq. (6.13) in this subspace and accounting for the spin-orbit split-
ting∆ǫ f = 0.25 eV of the Ce 4f orbitals4 yields

ρ(ǫ) ∼ A2

∫ 0

−∞
dǫ′|V(ǫ′)|2

(

Nf 1

(ǫ′ − δ)2
+

Nf 2

(ǫ′ − δ − ∆ǫ f )2

)

Im g̃(z+ δ − ǫ′), (6.27)

wherez = ǫ − i0+ andδ = ǫ f − ∆E. Nf 1 = 6 andNf 2 = 8 are the degeneracies of
the Ce 4f spin-orbit multiplets withj = 5/2 and j = 7/2, respectively, and

g̃(z) =
1

z− ǫ f − Nf 1Γ̃(z) − Nf 2Γ̃(z+ ∆ǫ f )
. (6.28)

The functionΓ̃(z) plays the role hybridization function in the truncated Hilbert
space

Γ̃(z) =
∫ 0

−∞
dǫ
|V(E)|2
z− ǫ . (6.29)

By construction, we have|V(ǫ)|2 = −1
π

Im∆(ǫ), which forms the interface of
the first-principles hybridization functions∆(ǫ) and the Gunnarsson-Schöhammer
treatment of the AIM presented above. With the on-sitef -energy being the only
fitting parameter and using the established value of 250meV for the spin-orbit
splitting between thef5/2 and f7/2 states, the groundstate and the spectral proper-
ties of the Ce adatoms are obtained by firstly solving the generalized form4 of Eq.
(6.22) numerically and then evaluating the integrals in Eqs. (6.27) and (6.29) nu-
merically. This has been implemented in a FORTRAN-program,which carefully
treats the nearly singular integrands.

Fig. 6.6 shows the calculated Ce 4f spectra for all substrates and different
on-site energiesǫ f . The spectra of Ce on Ag(111) exhibit one sharp peak close to
the baref -electron energy, which corresponds to the ionization processf 1→ f 0.
Independent ofǫ f the spectral weight of this main peak dominates the spectrum
and is by orders of magnitude larger than the weight of a possible Kondo peak:

4See Ref. [64] for details.∆E is affected by including spin-orbit coupling. Therefore, we use
the generalization of Eq. (6.22) to include spin-orbit coupling, as given explicitly in Eq. (A1) of
Ref. [64].
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Figure 6.6: Calculated 4f -spectra for single Ce atoms on Ag(111), W(110) and Rh(111)
surfaces. The dependence of the spectra on the on-site energiesǫ f is illustrated by showing
spectra obtained with differentǫ f . All cureves are labelled by the correspondingǫ f .

Figure 6.7: Comparison of experimental photoemission spectra (a) in the valence band
of Ce ad-atoms on Ag(111), W(110) and Rh(111) surfaces to thetheoretical Ce 4f-spectra
(b). The theoretical spectra have been obtained withǫ f = 3.0 eV, 1.7 eV, and 3.7 eV for
Ce on Ag(111), W(110) and Rh(111), respectively.

within the entire range ofǫ f considered in Fig. 6.6 we find 1− nf < 10−4. This
presents a measure for the weightZ of the Kondo peak, asZ = 1−nf for vanishing
spin-orbit splitting∆ǫ f = 0 [64, 27].

For the case of Ce on Rh(111), the Kondo or the spin-orbit peak( f5/2 → f7/2
around the energy−∆ǫ f ) dominate the spectrum for allǫ f shown in Fig. 6.6 and
the ionization peak is always broadened to a wide continuum.Here, the main
effect of changingǫ f is changing the relative weight of the spin-orbit peak as
compared to the Kondo peak.

The spectra of Ce on W(110) lie in between these two extreme cases with the
ionization peak being remarkably split-up into two separate peaks atE > −1.5 eV
and E < −2.3 eV in all cases. In this intermediate regime, the on-site-energy
strongly affects the ratio of spectral weight in the ionization peak to the amount of
weight in the the Kondo and the spin-orbit peak.

The comparison of theoretical and experimental spectra given in Fig. 6.7
shows that theory and experiment are in very good agreement with each other.
This suggests that the physical processes determining the photoemission spectra
of isolated Ce ad-atoms on the different surfaces are well described within our
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112 6. Correlated magnetic nanosystems

model. All trends including the peak splitting in the case ofCe on W(110) are un-
derstandable from the structure of the hybridization functions shown in Fig. 6.5.
On the ionization peak, the hybridization acts like a self-energy term on a resonant
level (c.f. Eq. (6.28)) with the real part shifting the leveland the imaginary part
broadening it. The Ag(111) and Rh(111) surfaces are formingthe two extreme
cases of weak and strong hybridization, respectively, and lead to correspondingly
sharp/ broadened ionization peaks. The resonance nearω = −1.6 eV in the hy-
bridization of Ce on W(110) splits the ionization peak: the step in the real part
causes spectral weight being shifted to lower energies below the resonance and to
higher energies above it.

For Ce on Rh (111), there is an even larger step in Re∆(ω) extending from
ω = −3 eV to −2 eV. This large step results in a significant amount of weight
being being pushed to that high energies, that it contributes to the peaks close to
the Fermi level but does not form a second separate ionization peak as in the case
of Ce on W(110). This effect occurring in the case of strong hybridization, has
been similarly observed in the bulk compound CeNi2 [177, 27].

As in the case of bulk alloys [177], the hybridization of the Ce 4f states with
the conduction electron states can induce strong structures in the Ce 4f spectral
function for isolated atoms on surfaces. The results from above demonstrates
that the LDA++ approach followed, here, is ideally suited to either predict these
structures or to reveal the hybridization mechanisms responsible for structures in
experimentally measured spectra. For the case of Ce on Ag (111), photoemis-
sion and theory found concordantly no significant Kondo likecontribution to the
spectra. This is in contrast to the Kondo effect of Ce on Ag (111) reported in
early STM experiments [178]. The Kondo temperatureTK = 5 K= 0.4 meV/kB

reported there is far off the valueTK ∼ δ ≪ 10−2meV for all ǫ f < 1 eV found here
by combining photoemission and first-principles calculations. Hence, our results
support the conjecture (c.f. Ref [179]) that the STM experiments from Ref. [178]
were measuring rather Ce clusters than isolated atoms on Ag (111). This demon-
strates that the combination of photoemission spectroscopy and first-principles
theory can provide an important complementary view on the physics of magnetic
nanostructures.
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Figure 6.8: Schematic illustration of an STM experiment on a nanostructure adsorbed on
a surface. The tunneling current is caused by hopping from the tip to the surface and to
the adsorbate. From [180].

6.3 Scanning tunneling spectroscopy of adsorbate
resonances

We now turn to an investigation of local electronic properties of magnetic nanos-
tructures and their manifestation in scanning tunneling spectroscopy experiments.
We are particularly interested in setups as depicted in Fig.6.8, where a tunneling
current I is measured as function of bias voltageV. To calculateI = I (V) and
the differential tunneling conductance dI/dV, we follow the standard tunneling
Hamiltonian approaches from Refs. [115, 180, 181]: the system without the STM
tip is described by the Anderson impurity model in the form ofEq. (6.1) and the
isolated tip is modelled in terms of non-interacting electrons with the Hamiltonian

Ĥt =
∑

p,σ

ǫpt
†
p,σtp,σ, (6.30)

wheretp,σ denotes the Fermi operators for electrons with spinσ in a statesp in
the tip. The energy of electrons in the tip isǫp andp is a general quantum number.

When the tip is brought close to the surface, a tunneling current can flow and
the interaction of tip and sample expressed by the tunnelingHamiltonian,

M̂ =
∑

(Mmpd
†
m,σtp,σ + H.c.) +

∑

(Mkpc
†
kσtp,σ + H.c.). (6.31)

Here,Mmp andMkp are the tunneling matrix elements describing hopping of elec-
trons from a tip statep into an adsorbate orbitalm and an conduction electron
statek, respectively.

Using the continuity equation, the current from the tip to the sample can be
expressed as

I = −e〈ṅt〉, (6.32)

wherent =
∑

p,σ t†p,σtp,σ is the number operator for electrons in the tip. The time
derivative is given by the Heisenberg equation fornt w.r.t. the full Hamiltonian
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Ĥ = ĤAIM + Ĥt + M̂:

I = −e
〈 i
~

[

Ĥ, nt

]

〉

= −e
〈 i
~

[

M̂, nt

]

〉

=
2e
~

Im
{
∑

Mmp〈d†m,σtp,σ〉 +
∑

Mkp〈c†kσtp,σ〉
}

. (6.33)

In general, the expectation values in Eqs. (6.32) and (6.33)are with respect to a
time-dependent non-equilibrium state of the tip-sample system and the current has
to be calculated by means of non-equilibrium Green functions as outlined in Ref.
[180]. Standard scanning tunneling spectroscopy experiments work at tip-sample
separations on the order of 5− 10 Å and moderate bias voltages. 1 eV, where
the tunneling matrix elements define the smallest energy scale of the Hamiltonian
and tunneling currents are so small that the tip and the sample are each inlocal
equilibrium. In this situation the manifestation of non-equilibrium driving the
current between tip and sample is that the chemical potential of tip, µt, and sample,
µs, differ by the bias voltageeV = µt − µs. I.e. the bias is accounted for by the
state of the system when evaluating the average in Eq. (6.33).

Following Ref. [28] we adopt the interaction representation with K̂′ =
ĤAIM + Ĥt − µtnt − µsns governing the time dependence of all operators and
ns =

∑

k,σ c†kσckσ. Expanding to lowest order in the tunneling Hamiltonian, Eq.
(6.31), yields the tunneling current

I =
ie
~

[Uret(eV) − Uadv(eV)], (6.34)

whereUret (Uadv) is a retarded (advanced) correlation function related viaanalytic
continuation,iωn→ ω ± i0+, to the Matsubara correlation function

U(iωn) = −
∫ β

0
dτeiωnτ

{

MkpM∗k′p′〈Tτc
†
kσ(τ)tp,σ(τ)t†p′,σ′ck′σ′〉

+ MmpM
∗
m′p′〈Tτd

†
m,σ(τ)tp,σ(τ)t†p′,σ′dm′,σ′〉

+ MkpM∗m′p′〈Tτc
†
kσ(τ)tp,σ(τ)t†p′,σ′dm′,σ′〉

+ MmpM
∗
k′p′〈Tτd

†
m,σ(τ)tp,σ(τ)t†p′,σ′ck′σ′〉

}

. (6.35)

Summation over all quantum numbers is understood, here. Thefirst two terms of
this expression correspond to direct tip-conduction electron state and tip-adsorbate
state tunneling, the latter two are quantum interference terms. For the setup under
investigation, i.e. an STM tip several Å away from the surface it is reasonable to
assume no interaction between the tip- and the sample-electrons5. Hence, the state
of the tip-sample system can be decomposed into a single product state and the
correlation function factors into a product of Green functions for tip and sample.

5This assumption is already contained in the particular formof K̂′.
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For the first term in Eq. (6.35) this yields

X(iωn) = −
∫ β

0
dτeiωnτ〈Tτc

†
kσ(τ)tp,σ(τ)t†p′,σ′ck′σ′〉

=

∫ β

0
dτeiωnτ〈Tτck′σ′c

†
kσ(τ)〉〈Tτtp,σ(τ)t†p′,σ′〉

=
1
β

∑

iω′n

Gσ′σ
k′k (iω′n − iωn)G

σσ′

pp′ (iω
′
n)

=

∫

dǫs

2π
Aσ′σ

k′k (ǫs)
∫

dǫt

2π
Aσσ′

pp′ (ǫt)
nF(ǫt) − nF(ǫs)
iωn + ǫt − ǫs

, (6.36)

where a Lehmann representation of the Matsubara Green functions has been used:
G(iωn) =

∫

dǫ
2π

A(ǫ)
iωn−ǫ . Comparison with Eq. (6.34) shows that terms of the type

X(eV+ i0+) − X(eV− i0+)

= −2πi
∫

dǫs

2π
Aσ′σ

k′k (ǫs)
∫

dǫt

2π
Aσσ′

pp′ (ǫt)(nF(ǫt) − nF(ǫs))δ(eV+ ǫt − ǫs)

= −2i
∫

dǫs

2π
Aσ′σ

k′k (ǫs)A
σσ′

pp′ (ǫs− eV)(nF(ǫs− eV) − nF(ǫs)) (6.37)

enter the expression for the current. Inserting these into Eq. (6.34) yields

I =
2e
~

∫

dǫs

2π

{

MkpM∗k′p′A
σ′σ
k′k (ǫs)A

σσ′

pp′ (ǫs − eV)

+ MmpM
∗
m′p′A

σ′σ
m′m(ǫs)A

σσ′

pp′ (ǫs − eV)

+ MmpM
∗
k′p′A

σ′σ
k′m(ǫs)A

σσ′

pp′ (ǫs − eV)

+MkpM∗m′p′A
σ′σ
m′k (ǫs)A

σσ′

pp′ (ǫs− eV)
}

(nF(ǫs− eV) − nF(ǫs)). (6.38)

For approximately constant tip density of states within therange of applied bias
voltages and neglecting higher order contributions of the tip-sample coupling, the
differential tunneling conductance is consequently given by

dI
dV
∼ Aσσ′

pp (ǫF)
{

MkpM∗k′pAσ′σ
k′k (eV) + MmpM

∗
m′pA

σ′σ
m′m(eV)

+MmpM
∗
k′pA

σ′σ
k′m(eV) + MkpM∗m′pAσ′σ

m′k (eV)
}

. (6.39)

In absence of external magnetic fields, the Hamiltonian is time reversal symmetric
and all matrix elements can be defined in terms of real numbers. Omitting the tip
density of states, yields the compact expression for the differential conductance

dI
dV
∼ − Im

{

M †GR(eV)M
}

, (6.40)

GR(eV) =

(

GR
k′k(eV) GR

k′m(eV)
GR

m′k(eV) GR
m′m(eV)

)

, (6.41)

M =
(

Mkp

Mmp

)

, (6.42)
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whereGR is the retarded Green function of the sample in matrix form. Using a
standard equation of motion technique [180], this Green function matrix can be
expressed entirely in terms of the unperturbed conduction electron Green function
GR0

k′k(ω) = δk,k′GR0
k (ω), the full interacting impurity Green functionGR

m′m(eV) and
the hybridization matrix elementsVkm from Eq. (6.1):

GR
k′k(ω) = δk,k′G

R0
k (ω) +GR0

k′ (ω)
∑

mm′

[

Vk′m′G
R
m′m(ω)Vmk

]

GR0
k (ω) (6.43)

GR
m′k(ω) =

∑

m

GR
m′m(ω)VmkG

R0
k (ω) (6.44)

GR
k′m(ω) = GR0

k′ (ω)
∑

m′
Vk′m′G

R
m′m(ω). (6.45)

This can be used together with Eq. (6.40) to show that the differential conductance
is

dI
dV
∼ −Im TR(eV), (6.46)

TR =
∑

k,p

|Mkp|2GR0
k +

∑

m,m′,p

M̃pmGR
m′mM̃m′p, (6.47)

M̃pm = Mpm+
∑

k

MpkG
R0
k Vkm. (6.48)

We now turn to the situation of a resonance in one of the impurity orbitals,m0, at
energyǫr of width Γ with spectral weightZ: GR

m0m0
(ω) = Z

ω−ǫr+iΓ . Moreover, we
assume smooth density of states in all other channels andM̃pm0 = M̃m0 being equal
for all tip states in the energy range of interest. Then, up toa constant background
the conductance close toeV= ǫr takes the form

dI
dV
∼ − Im

{

M̃m0G
R
m0m0

(eV)M̃m0

}

(6.49)

= −
{

(Re2[M̃m0] − Im2[M̃m0])Im[GR
m0m0

(eV)] + 2Re[M̃m0]Im[ M̃m0]Re[GR
m0m0

(eV)]
}

∼ −
{

(q2 − 1)Im[GR
m0m0

(eV)] − 2qRe[GR
m0m0

(eV)]
}

∼ − 1
ω̃2 + 1

{

−(q2 − 1)− 2qω̃
}

=
(ω̃ + q)2

ω̃2 + 1
− 1, (6.50)

where we defined ˜ω = (ω − ǫr)/Γ and

q = −ReM̃m0

Im M̃m0

. (6.51)

As Eq. (6.50) shows, the impurity resonance manifests in STSlike a Fano reso-
nance with the asymmetry factor,q, given by Eq. (6.51).

To calculate the q-factor for a particular realistic situation the structure the
STM tip has to be known and conduction electron states,ψk(r) and (magnetic)
impurity statesψm(r) have to be disentangled. This poses two problems: First
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the exact shape of the tip and its apex orbitals is usually unknown. Second, the
distinction between impurity and conduction electron states is not fully natural:
The impurity and the conduction electron states hybridize,leading to the Kohn-
Sham eigenstates of the adsorbate impurity-system being mixtures of both. The
definition of the impurity orbitals is therefore not unique.

One way to deal with these problems is joining first-principles theory with
model calculations and making assumption on the unknown parameters like tip
wave functions based on physical intuition. In this way, Fano factors for Co
on Cu(111) and Cu(100) have been addressed in Ref. [182]. In this work, the
impurity and conduction electron states have been separated by first obtaining
the Kohn-Sham eigenstates of the clean surfaces and then evaluating the Kohn-
Sham Hamiltonian of the surface with impurity in the basis given by low energy
(|ǫ − ǫF| . 1 eV) clean surface eigenstates. Assuming an s-wave tip and choosing
one atomic like Co 3d-orbital for being active in the Kondo effect, the depen-
dence of the Fano q-factor on parallel tip surface distance,R|| has been calculated.
At R|| < 6 Å the authors find qualitative agreement for their q-factors with ex-
perimental data from Ref. [183]. In this approach, the disentangling of the corre-
lated impurity and the conduction electron states by takinga small energy window
eigenstates from the clean surface might seem a drastic approximation, since the
s- andp-states of Co the impurity are strongly hybridizing with theCu atoms in
the vicinity. The Cos- and p-orbitals are consequently part of “the” conduction
electrons in the vicinity of the impurity but not included inthe conduction electron
basis set from Ref. [182]. Similarly, the potential scattering between the conduc-
tion electron states off the impurity potential is not necessarily small as compared
to the scale given by the energy window of±1 eV.

Working with basis sets truncated in the way of Ref. [182] to describe the con-
duction electron states may appear unsatisfactory, as these states are usually well
described in DFT with full potential basis sets like FLAPW orPAW. In LDA++
approaches as discussed in section 2.5.3 or 6.2 a correlatedsubspace is selected.
Within this LDA++ philosophy, projecting the correlated subspace out of the
Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian is the most natural way of obtaining “the” conduction
electron wave functions and energies. Indeed, this projecting out of correlated
states can be viewed as the direct complement of projecting correlations in, as
done in basis independent formulations of LDA+DMFT [184].

This projecting out strategy can be followed on different levels of approxima-
tion. First, all matrix elementsVkm as well as the bare conduction electron Green
functionG0

k could be obtained in this way and interfaced e.g. with a QMC solution
of the resulting AIM. While this might be conceptionally themost consequent way
of calculating the q-factor and probably a way to make predictions in the future, it
might be not the most transparent way to shed light on experimental observations
and to explain trends observed in experiments: (Vkm) is usually a high dimensional
matrix with the conduction electron quantum numberk including a few hundred
different bands in typical supercell calculations.

It is therefore useful to make additional assumptions on theparticular form
of the matrix elements in Eq. (6.1) and (6.31). We follow two complementary
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118 6. Correlated magnetic nanosystems

series of approximations based on different physical assumptions. In all cases, we
consider the tip directly above the magnetic ad-atom or nanostructure and assume
that the magnetic moment is localized in atomic 3d orbitals of the impurity6.

To obtain our first approach to the q-factor, we note that theatomicimpurity s-
andp-orbitals mainly contribute to the conduction electron states at the impurity
site and it is therefore reasonable to construct a basis of conduction electron states
in the vicinity of the impurity from theses- andp-orbitals. Then, for thed-type
magnetic orbitals strongly localized at the impurity site,the hybridization matrix
elements are given by

Vkm =

∫

d3rψk(r)V(r)ψm(r) ≈ 〈ψk|PspV|ψm〉, (6.52)

whereV is the full Kohn-Sham potential andPsp is a projector on thes- and p-
orbitals of the impurity. For the tip directly above the ad-atom the tunneling am-
plitude of conduction electron states to the tip is likely dominated by the amplitude
of the conduction electron wave functions at the impurity site, which is topmost
point of the sample7. The conduction electron tunnelling matrix elements fulfill
therefore

Mkp ≈ 〈ψk|PspHT |ψp〉, (6.53)

whereHT is the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian of the tip-sample system without hy-
bridizationVkm.

The full Kohn-Sham GreenfunctionGKS is related to the unhybridized Kohn-
Sham Green functionG0

KS ≡ GR0 occurring in Eq. (6.48) by the Dyson equation
GKS = G0

KS + G0
KSVG0

KS + G0
KSVG0

KSVG0
KS + · · · . As G0

KS is by definition block
diagonal in the conduction and impurity states, we have〈i|GKS| j〉 = 〈i|G0

KS| j〉 +
O(V2) for s- andp-atomic states,|i〉 and| j〉, at the impurity site.

Inserting this to Eq. (6.48) yields

M̃pm ≈ Mpm+ 〈ψp|HTPspGKSPspV|ψm〉. (6.54)

Obviously,PspGKSPsp is the local Kohn-Sham Green function of the s- and p-
impurity orbitals. In the simplest approximation, all dependencies on impurity
orbitalss, px, py, pz are neglected and the local Green function is replaced by an
average,ḠKS =

1
4 TrPspGKSPsp, over all impuritys- andp-orbitals. This yields

M̃pm ≈ Mpm+ M0V0ḠKS, (6.55)

and

q = −
Mpm+ M0V0ReḠKS

M0V0ImḠKS
, (6.56)

6In this work, Co on Cu(111) as well as Co on graphene is considered. We therefore restrict
the discussion to 3d states carrying the magnetic moment, since the generalization to f-states is
straight forward.

7This process should not be confused with “tunneling throughimpurity orbitals”. The impurity
s- andp-orbitals, are part of the conduction electrons.
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whereM0 andV0 are constants. Note, that this approximation to the q-factor can
also be derived along the lines of Ref. [180] by assuming a particular form of the
conduction electron wave functions. In this sense, Eq. (6.56) is equivalent to Eq.
(3.21) from Ref. [180].

The other “projecting out” approach to the q-factor aims at the case, where
the resonance is formed by a set of impurity orbitals with well defined symmetry,
S, which is also a symmetry of the clean surface as well as of thesurface with
an impurity on top. In this case, the conduction electron states can be labelled
in terms of irreducible representationsm of the symmetryS and the conduction
electron quantum numbers can chosen to containm, k = (m, k̃), with G0R

kk′ ∼ δkk′

being still diagonal. With the notion that the impurity is again the topmost point
of the sample, the tunneling amplitude of conduction electron states to the tip is
again dominated by the impurity site it is reasonable to assume Mkp =

M0
V0

Vkm for
tip orbitals,p, transforming underS also according tom. With the definition of
the hybridization function, Eq. (6.3), this leads to

q = −
Mpm+ (M0/V0)Re∆

(M0/V0)Im∆
. (6.57)

We will encounter this high symmetry situation for Co on graphene and use Eq.
(6.57) in section 6.5.
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Figure 6.9: Left: Kondo temperatures for Co in different Cu environments with Co
coordination numbern = 3, 4, 9 and 12 for Co on the Cu (111) and Cu (100) surfaces, in
the Cu (111) surface and in bulk Cu, respectively. The dashedline is a fit ofTK according
to Eq. (6.58) andJρ(ǫF , r) ∼ n to the experimental Kondo temperature data. The simple
scaling of appears to be well followed by the experimental data points. From Ref. [185].
Right: Orbitally averaged hybridization functions for Co in bulk Cu, in the first layer of
the Cu (111) and as ad-atom on Cu (111). The imaginary part, Im∆, is shown.

6.4 Co atoms in Cu environments

Co atoms coupled to metallic Cu hosts may be regarded as the “drosophila fly”
for experiments of how localized electrons interact with delocalized electrons.
In different Cu environments, Co is known act as Kondo impurity and Kondo
temperatures have been measured for Co in bulk, for Co on the Cu (111) and
Cu (100) surfaces as well as for Co in the Cu (111) surface [183, 185]. These
experiments showed that within these four configurations the Kondo temperatures
appear to scale with the coordination numbern of Co according to

TK = T0 exp(−1/Jρ(ǫF, r)), (6.58)

where the product of the effective exchange interactionJ and the local density of
states at the impurity siteρ(ǫ, r) fulfills Jρ(ǫF, r) ∼ n. This simple relation appears
to hold despite all multiorbital effects and the intricate local electronic structure
for Co in different Cu environments (see Fig. 6.9).

This is indeed surprising, as detailled descriptions of these experiments ap-
peared complicated and quite contradictory: Early interpretations of Co on Cu
(111) Kondo effect were based on the assumption that only surface states of
Cu (111) are involved in the scattering of electron waves by the Co adatoms
[186, 187, 188]. These interpretations were particularly,successful in explain-
ing the observations of “quantum mirages” [189] in corral structures on the Cu
(111) surface. However, later experiments with Co atoms on the Cu (100) surface
(that does not have any surface state) [183], or on Ag (111) but close to atomic
surface steps (that affect the surface states) [190] have indicated that bulk rather
than surface states are responsible for the Kondo effect in these situations.

We turn now to an investigation to which extent the realisticatomic geome-
try of Kondo systems plays a crucial role in determining the complex electronic
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properties and to which extent details of the intraatomic Coulomb interaction are
important in these systems.

6.4.1 QMC study of Co coupled to Cu hosts

We first present an LDA++ type investigation of the spectra on Co in bulk Cu,
in the Cu (111) surface and on the Cu (111) surface, which has been done in
collaboration with E. Gorelov.8 These Co-Cu systems are treated as five-orbital
Anderson impurity models representing 3d electronic shell of the cobalt atom
hybridized with a bath of a conduction Cu electrons. These AIMs are solved
using the recently developed Continuous Time Quantum MonteCarlo (CT-QMC)
method in the weak coupling formulation [191].

The details of the CT-QMC method are described elsewhere [191, 192, 193].
We apply it here, since it is capable of dealing with an arbitrary local Coulomb
interaction matrix, which allows us to compare results witha full rotationally
invariant Coulomb interaction matrix to on-site Coulomb interaction containing
only density-density type terms. The input of the CT-QMC calculations are bath
Green functions as defined in Eq. (6.11), which are related tothe hybridization
functions as explained in section 6.1. The latter are used for a qualitative discus-
sion.

For all Co-Cu systems studied here, the bath Green functionsand the hy-
bridization functions were obtained using the DFT within the supercell approach
using the VASP package (see section 2.4) with the projector augmented wave
(PAW) basis sets (c.f. Ref. [52] and section 2.3.3). For the simulation of a cobalt
impurity in the bulk we employed a CoCu63 supercell structure with the lattice
constant corresponding to pure copper. The surfaces were modeled by supercells
of Cu (111) slabs containing 5 Cu layers with 2× 2 and 3× 4 lateral extension for
Co in and on the surface, respectively.

We obtained the Co 3d bath Green function matrix,

G0,i j (iωn) =
∑

nk

〈di |ψnk〉
〈

ψnk |d j

〉

iωn + µ − εnk
, (6.59)

and the related hybridization function using the projectors〈di |ψnk〉 provided by the
PAW basis sets (see appendix A). In this way, we avoid a truncation of the Kohn-
Sham Hilbert space like in Ref. [182], where Co on Cu (111) hasbeen discussed.
Moreover, we treat all Co 3d orbitals on the same footing and do not restrict our
considerations to thed3z2−r2 orbital as in Ref. [182].

The orbitally averaged Co 3d-hybridization functions for the three different
Co-Cu systems are shown in Fig. 6.9. The experimental trend of increasing
Kondo temperatures with increasing coordination is in agreement with increas-
ing hybridization strength when going from Co ad-atoms, to Co inside the surface

8The CT-QMC results presented here have been obtained by E. Gorelov, who wrote the CT-
QMC code and performed the CT-QMC calculations. The author of this thesis performed the DFT
calculations, which yielded the bath Green functions used as input for the CT-QMC calculations
and the hybridization functions discussed in this section.
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Figure 6.10: Total DOS of the Co 3d orbitals. Left: For Co embedded in bulk Cu the
DOS as obtained from CT-QMC calculations with full and diagonal Coulomb vertex and
U = 4 eV, J = 0.7 eV, β = 10 eV−1 in close to Cod7 configuration is compared to the
LDA Co DOS. Right: Comparison of of a Co atom embedded in the bulk of Cu to Co in
the 1-st layer and a Co-adatom on the Cu(111) surface. The curves show CT-QMC results
for U = 4 eV, J = 0.7 eV,β = 10 eV−1 with the impurity ind7 configuration.

layer of Cu (111) to Co in bulk Co. When comparing Eq. (6.8) to Eq. (6.9), on
sees that the Schrieffer Wolf transformation leads toJρ ∼ ∆. Our calculations
yield Im∆ad−atom(ǫ f ) : Im∆first−layer(ǫ f ) : Im∆bulk(ǫ f ) = 1 : 2.8 : 3.1, which is
roughly in line with the experimental data suggesting the corresponding rations of
the hybridization strengths on the order of 1 : 3 : 4.

For the many-body calculations of the Co impurity in the Cu matrix we need
to find the effectived-orbital chemical potential which defines the number,nd,
of 3d-electrons of cobalt. The particular electronic configuration of a Co atom
in a copper matrix is unknown, and obtaining it in a systematic first-principles
way is equivalent to solving the double counting problem discussed in section
2.5.3. Here, DFT yieldsnd = 7.3 − 7.4, which suggests that the realistic Co 3d
occupation is likely close to thed7 configuration. Therefore we performed all
impurity calculations for Co ind7 configuration. The DOS being discussed in
the following have been obtained from the QMC Matsubara Green functions by
analytical continuation using the maximum entropy method [194].

The results of the CT-QMC calculations with full and density-density type
Coulomb vertex for a cobalt impurity in the bulk withU = 4 eV andJ = 0.7 eV
are presented in Fig. 6.10 and compared to the bare impurity density of states.
There is a pronounced difference between the Kondo-like resonances near the
Fermi level. In the case of the fullU-vertex it becomes more narrow and located
much closer to the Fermi level. The sign problem for a Co impurity in the bulk is
not large and the average sign is between 0.90 and 0.97 depending on the simula-
tion temperature.

We also performed CT-QMC calculations of a cobalt impurity on the surface
of Cu(111) and embedded into the first copper layer. In contrast to the bulk sys-
tem, in or on the surface one has a large sign problem, relatedwith the relatively
large non-diagonal elements of the bath Green functions. Although changing of
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the sign is a very rare event (less than 0.03% of the accepted steps), we had to
do constrained sign calculations [192, 193]. The sign problem prevents us from
calculating at sufficiently low temperatures, which would be required for reliably
obtaining a quantitative value of the width of the Kondo resonance. However, a
qualitative study of how the local coordination affects the spectral properties of
the impurity is possible atβ = 10 eV−1: A comparison of the different spectral
functions for the bulk, surface and first-layer cobalt impurity is presented in Fig.
6.10. One can see clearly the change of the Kondo resonance width as a function
of reduced dimensionality, i.e. when going from the bulk into or on the surface.
At our simulation temperature, the width of the Kondo resonance of Co in and on
the surface appears to be similar. However, the high energy features of the spectra
differ markedly between Co on and in the surface. The upper Hubbard peak is
shifted to higher energies upon reducing the coordination.

This study leads to the conclusions, that non-density-density terms in the
Coulomb vertex are required to obtain quantitative predictions of spectral func-
tions and related properties, as can been seen from the position of the Hubbard
peaks and the quasiparticle peak in Fig. 6.10 left. However,hybridization effects
like bringing the Co impurity from bulk to the surface can be quite drastic: As a
comparison of the two panels in Fig. 6.10 shows, the sharpening of the Kondo
resonance and the shifting of the Hubbard bands is much stronger when going
from bulk to the surface than on switching on the non-diagonal part of Coulomb
matrix. So, the qualitative overall shape of the DOS and its response to strong
hybridization changes appear to be well described by density-density type terms
of the Coulomb vertex.

6.4.2 The Kondo effect in CoCun clusters

In the last section we found that experiment and theory appear to agree on the trend
that increasing coordination leads to higher Kondo temperatures. We now report
on a joint experimental9 and theoretical study of CoCun clusters on the Cu (111)
surface: The clusters containing a single magnetic impurity were investigated by
scanning tunneling microscopy, spectroscopy, andab initio electronic structure
calculations. Surprisingly, the Kondo temperatures of theCo atom embedded in
the Cu clusters on Cu(111) exhibit a non-monotonic variation with the cluster size.
This is at variance with previously discussed models which are typically invoked
to interpret the Kondo effect of a single adsorbed atom (adatom). We perform
DFT calculations to model the experimental observations and demonstrate the
importance of the local inhomogeneous electronic structure for correlation effects
in small clusters.

The details of the experimental procedure are given in Ref. [195]. For here,
it is important to note that the scanning tunneling microscope was operated at
7 K and in ultra-high vacuum with a base pressure of 10−9 Pa. The CoCun nanos-
tructures were created by first evaporating individual Co atoms on the Cu (111)

9The experiments presented in this section were done by N. Néel, J. Kröger and R. Berndt at
the Institut für Experimentelle und Angewandte Physik, Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel.
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124 6. Correlated magnetic nanosystems

Figure 6.11: (a) STM image of Co and Cu atoms on Cu(111) prior to fabricating CoCun
clusters. (b) - (e) Sequence of STM images showing CoCun clusters. The same lateral and
height scale was used for all images. Images were acquired ata sample voltage of 100 mV
and a tunneling current of 0.1 nA. (f) Ball-and-stick models of fully relaxed adsorption
structures of CoCun on Cu(111). Only the uppermost substrate layer is shown for clarity.
(g) Experimental energy of unoccupied cluster state versuscluster size. The size of the
symbols (squares) corresponds to the uncertainty of the energies. Calculated energies are
depicted as dots.

surface and then placing Cu atoms around Co by atomic manipulation with the
STM tip. Spectroscopy of the differential conductance (dI/dV) was performed by
a lock-in technique.

Figures 6.11(a)-(e) show a series of constant-current STM images, which illus-
trates fabrication of a CoCu cluster (Figs. 6.11(a), (b)) and dimensions of CoCun
(n = 1, . . . , 4) clusters (Figs. 6.11(b)-(e)). In STM images acquired at asample
voltage of 100 mV Co atoms appear higher than Cu atoms (Fig. 6.11(a)). The
stick-and-ball models of the clusters used for the calculations are presented in
Fig. 6.11(f).

Spectroscopy of dI/dV performed with the tip positioned above the cluster
center reveals an unoccupied state whose energy decreases with increasing num-
ber of Cu atoms (squares in Fig. 6.11(g)). Our calculations (see below) show
that this resonance is ofpz character and are in agreement with experimental data
(circles in Fig. 6.11(g)). This resonance serves to confirm the calculated relaxed
structures.

Figure 6.12 shows a sequence of dI/dV spectra acquired on a single Co atom
(lower curve,n = 0) and above the center of CoCun clusters withn ranging be-
tween 1 and 4. Starting from a sharp indentation of the differential conductance
close to the Fermi level (0 mV) which is the spectroscopic signature of the single-
Co Kondo effect on Cu(111), the dI/dV curve broadens appreciably upon adding
two Cu atoms to the Co atom. Surprisingly, upon increasing the number of Cu
atoms to three and four, the resonance sharpens again, in contrast to the mono-
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Figure 6.13: (Color online) Kondo temperatures (a) and asymmetry parameters (b) as a
function of cluster size from experiments (squares) and calculations (dots).

tonic behavior of the unoccupiedpz-like state with the number of copper atoms
(Fig. 6.11(g)).

To quantify the broadening of the resonances at the Fermi level we described
experimental data by a Fano line shape as in Eq. (6.50) withq the asymmetry
parameter of the Fano theory and widthΓ = kBTK . The profiles of Fano line
shapes according to Eq. (6.50) and fitted to dI/dV data are presented as lines in
Fig. 6.12. The striking change of the width of the Abrikosov-Suhl resonance is
reflected by the Kondo temperatureTK plotted in Fig. 6.13 (a). While the single
Co adatom exhibitsTK = (61± 4) K, in agreement with Ref. [183], for CoCu2

we find (326± 30) K which then decreases again to (43± 6) K for CoCu4. Figure
6.13(b) shows the evolution of the asymmetry parameter withthe cluster size. For
n = 0, 1, 2 the asymmetry parameter varies weakly around 0.1. It increases steeply
by ≈ 100 % upon adding a third Cu atom. Kondo temperatures and asymmetry
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126 6. Correlated magnetic nanosystems

Table 6.1:Experimental and calculated Kondo temperatures (TK) and asymmetry param-
eters (q) of CoCun extracted from fits of the Fano lines, Eq. (6.13), to measuredKondo
resonances shown in Fig. 6.12. Experimental uncertainty margins correspond to standard
deviations obtained by a statistical analysis of a variety of fits. CalculatedTK andq are
the arithmetic mean of values obtained by a Gaussian broadening of thesp local density
of states by 100 meV and 50 meV. The uncertainty margins reflect the deviations of the
arithmetic mean from data obtained by 100 meV and 50 meV broadening.

Experiment Calculation
n TK (K) q TK (K) q
0 61± 4 0.09± 0.03 52± 4 0.12± 0.01
1 142± 10 0.12± 0.03 204± 12 0.03± 0.01
2 326± 30 0.07± 0.03 288± 3 0.01± 0.01
3 200± 15 0.22± 0.04 221± 18 0.13± 0.01
4 43± 6 0.22± 0.04 79± 3 0.33± 0.01

parameters for the various clusters are summarized in Table6.1.
The peculiar behavior of the Kondo resonance with cluster size is at variance

with the monotonic dependence ofTK on the coordination from the surface Kondo
models discussed in Refs. [183, 185] and in the preceding section. Given the
complications and controversy in gaining theoretical understanding of the Kondo
effect of single Co atoms on the Cu (111) surface (c.f. section 6.4 and Refs.
[186, 187, 188, 183, 190]),ab initio electronic structure calculations which are
not restricted by specific model assumptions can be very useful. Here, we perform
accurate calculations of the local electronic structure ofclusters on the copper
surface.

We use these calculations together with Eq. (6.8) to obtain atheoretical esti-
mate of how the Kondo temperature should vary with cluster size. Since thesp-d
exchange interaction is local,ρ0 in Eq. (6.8) is the LDOS of conduction electrons
at the magnetic atom at the Fermi level. Within the approximations discussed in
section 6.3, the asymmetry parameter,q, is also determined by the local electronic
structure:q can be expressed according to Eq. (6.56) and rewritten as

q = −[Im ḠKS(ǫF)]−1[γ + ReḠKS(ǫF)], (6.60)

whereḠKS is the local Green’s function of the conduction electrons atthe impurity
site andγ = Mpm/M0V0 is a measure for the ratio of the coupling of the STM tip
to conduction electron states and to the strongly localizedCo d states.

To realistically describe the CoCun clusters on Cu(111) we calculated their
electronic and structural properties by means of DFT using the generalized gradi-
ent approximation to the exchange correlation potential [42] with PAW basis sets
(350 eV plane wave cut-off) [52] as implemented in VASP [53]. (See sections 2.2,
2.3.3, and 2.4 for details.) We modeled the CoCun structures using 4×3 supercells
of Cu(111) slabs containing up to 7 Cu layers. Guided by the apparent heights and
symmetries from the STM images, we chose flat CoCun clusters with the Co atom
at high symmetry positions in the center of the cluster as a starting point. These
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Figure 6.14: Calculated local density of states (LDOS) at the Co site for CoCun assem-
blies. (a)spLDOS,N(E), plotted for energies between−1.9 eV and 1.9 eV with respect
to the Fermi energy. (b) Close-up view of (a) showing the energy range of the Kondo res-
onance. (c)pz LDOS, Npz(E), with indicated energies of unoccupied cluster resonances
shown in Fig. 6.11(g).

structures haven been fully relaxed with the requirement that all forces are less
than 0.02 eV Å

−1
and were then used to calculate the LDOS. The supercell Bril-

louin zone integrations for obtaining the LDOS have been performed using the
tetrahedron-method on 6× 6 k meshes with subsequent 50 - 100 meV Gaussian
broadening. Below, we use both, 50 and 100 meV smearing, to provide an uncer-
tainty margin for the derived Kondo temperatures and asymmetry parameters10.

The relaxed structures, Fig. 6.11(f), show that the distance of the Co atom to
the Cu surface increases monotonically upon adding Cu atomsto the cluster. How-
ever, the local electronic structure at the Fermi level and at the Co site varies in a

10These uncertainty margins naturally do not contain uncertainties, which are due to the models,
Eqs. (6.8) and (6.60), used to obtain Kondo temperatures andFano factor from the first-principles
calculations. These margins give only an estimate of intrinsic DFT errors due to e.g. the finite
k-mesh used in the Brillouin zone integration.
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128 6. Correlated magnetic nanosystems

non-monotonic way with increasing number of Cu atoms. The substrate conduc-
tion band states extend to the Co adatom site where they interact with localized
Co 3d electrons. In the simple model of Eq. (6.8), this interaction is quanti-
fied by the Cosp-projected LDOS,N(E) = Ns(E) + Np(E), which is shown in
Figs. 6.14(a) and 6.14(b). The dependence ofN(EF) on the number of Cu atoms
is non-monotonic11, Fig. 6.14 (b), and leads, according to Eq. (6.8), to the experi-
mentally observed non-monotonic behavior of the Kondo temperature (Fig. 6.13):
we usedW = 20 eV andJ = 1.3 eV as fitting parameters to obtain the theoretical
estimates for the Kondo temperatures shown in Table 6.1 and Fig. 6.13. Moreover,
with γ = 0.22 eV−1 in Eq. (6.60) the variation of̄GKS(EF) =

∫

dǫ′ N(ǫ′)
EF−ǫ′+iδ with the

number Cu atoms also reproduces the non-monotonic trend ofq observed in the
experiments., Fig. 6.13 (b). Figure 6.14 (c) shows that thepz-projected LDOS at
the Co site,Npz, exhibits an unoccupied state resonance and its evolution with the
number of Cu atoms. The resonances appear as peaks in the calculatedNpz whose
energies show the same monotonic behavior as in the experiment, Fig. 6.11 (g).

This trend inNpz is representative for all contributions toN(E). Upon adding
more Cu atoms to the cluster spectral weight and resonance energies are shifted to
lower energies. LikeNpz the other Cop orbitals have their main spectral weight
aboveEF, whereasNs has its main peaks belowEF, which is characteristic for
transition metals. Consequently, there is an decrease (increase) ofNs (Np) at EF

with increasing cluster size. When these contributions toN(EF) are almost bal-
anced but non-uniform, a non-monotonic dependence ofN(EF) on the cluster size
occurs, as is the case here. The details of the non-monotonicbehavior are related
to the specific nature of cluster resonances and chemical bonds in the system.
The Fermi level of Cu lies in the region of non-bondingsp states. This region
is characterized by numerous cluster resonances lying close in energy and being
therefore very sensitive to changes of the environment. While non-monotonic
variation ofN(EF) with cluster size is likely to occur, predicting its detailed be-
havior requires accounting for the full geometry of the clusters.

In summary, we have shown in this section that the Kondo effect in clusters
depends crucially on their detailed geometric structure. Atom by atom manipu-
lation changes the local density of conduction electron states at the magnetic site
and thus varies the Kondo temperature in rather broad limits.

11The same non-monotonic variation ofN(EF) is obtained in LDA and in spin-polarized GGA
calculations witha posteriorispin averaging.
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6.5 Co on graphene

Graphene differs from usual metals or semiconductors in three important aspects:
It is a truly two-dimensional material [7] with the charge carriers resembling mass-
less Dirac fermions [81, 82, 11] and the chemical potential being tunable by gate
voltages [7].

Recently, scanning tunneling spectroscopy experiments ofgraphene opened
the exciting possibility to address its electronic properties locally and to study the
interaction of graphene with magnetic ad-atoms. For singleCo atoms adsorbed on
heavily doped graphene, the observation of Kondo resonances with Kondo tem-
peratures of the order ofTK = 15K has been reported [196]. Theoretically, Kondo
physics in “Dirac materials” defined as class of materials with low energy Dirac
type excitations has been first addressed in the context of high Tc superconductors
[197, 198, 199, 200, 93]. It has been demonstrated that even in the undoped case a
Kondo effect can exist above a certain critical coupling between the impurity spin
and the Dirac electrons [197, 198].

The dependence of the critical coupling, Kondo temperatures and impurity
spectral functions on doping and localized impurity stateshas been studied in
terms of theoretical model systems like single orbital Anderson models or SU(2)
Kondo models [201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206]. All these studies ignored, however,
the importance of orbital physics for the Kondo effect of magnetic ad-atoms on
graphene. It arises because localized spins in magnetic ions occur almost exclu-
sively in partially filledd or f shells. For graphene the same two-dimensional
representations of the hexagonalC6v symmetry group, that determines the orbital
degeneracies of ad-atoms in high-symmetry locations, is also responsible for the
band degeneracies in graphene at the two Dirac points. Accordingly, the spin of an
ad-atom in the center of a carbon hexagon can only couple efficiently by superex-
change to graphene bands close to the Dirac point, if it is localized in orbitally
degenerate levels. Therefore, the orbital degree of freedom and also spin-orbit
coupling can be naturally expected to govern the Kondo physics in graphene. In
general one can expect that correlation effects will entangle fluctuating orbital [18]
and spin degrees of freedoms. This can lead to an SU(4) Kondo effect [207, 208].

In the next subsections, we show that symmetry and orbital selection rules
govern not only the coupling to the graphene bands close to the Dirac points but
also to high-energy van-Hove singularities. We find that virtual high-energy fluc-
tuations control the size of the Kondo temperature, and, in turn, can lead to a
strongly asymmetric gate-voltage dependence ofTK, that would be characteristic
for a specific set of orbitals. First, we investigate the adsorption of Co ad-atoms
on graphene by means of DFT (section 6.5.1). In section 6.5.2, we develop afirst-
principlesbased model describing the Kondo physics of Co on graphene. Finally,
we predict desinct signatures of the Kondo resonances due toCo on graphene in
scanning tunneling experiments.
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Figure 6.15: Left: Schematic illustration high symmetry adsorption sites for Co ad-atoms
on graphene (red) and paths connecting these sites (green).Middle: Total energy,E, of
graphene with a Co ad-atom as function of the Co position along the path depicted in the
left panel. Energies obtained with GGA and LDA are shown. Theenergy for Co at an
h-site is defined asE = 0. Right: Total magnetic moment of the graphene supercell with
adsorbed Co as function of the Co position.

6.5.1 Adsorption geometries and magnetic states

For an ab-initio description of Co on graphene we performed DFT calculations on
3×3, 4×4, 5×5 and 6×6 graphene supercells containing one Co ad-atom using the
Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) [48] with the projector augmented
wave (PAW) [52, 53] basis sets. To judge the role of on-site Coulomb interactions,
we employed a generalized gradient approximation functional (GGA) [42] as well
as GGA+U with U = 2 eV, J = 0.9 eV andU = 4 eV, J = 0.9 eV. In addition,
LDA calculations were performed. The calculations were done with plane wave
cut-offs 800 eV and 928 eV for the GGA and LDA functionals, respectively. We
obtained fully relaxed structures for all of these functionals with the forces acting
on each atom less than 0.02 eVÅ

−1
.

To judge which adsorption geometries are possible, we firstly relaxed Co ad-
atoms adsorbed to high-symmetry sites the graphene lattice: Co above the center
of a hexagon (h-site), Co on top of a C-atom (t-site) and abovea bridge site (b-
site). Using a 4× 4 graphene supercell, 100 meV first order Methfessel-Paxton
smearing and a 3× 3 k-mesh for sampling the supercell Brillouin zone, we cal-
culated to total-energy and the total magnetic moment of thesupercell for the Co
atom being moved along the path connecting the relaxed adsorption geometries12.

As can be seen from Fig. 6.15, LDA as well as GGA predict Co adsorbing
to a h-site with t-site or b-site adsorption being& 0.5 eV higher in energy. In all
cases, the electronic configuration of Co close to spinS = 1/2. These results are
in agreement with prior studies published in Ref. [209]. Moreover, our results
suggest that neither t-site nor b-site adsorption gives rise to metastable structures
that are separated from the h-site total energy minimum by a significant energy
barrier.

The h-site adsorption geometry isC6v symmetric, which leads to degener-

12The paths were obtained by linearly interpolating between the relaxed adsorption geometries
and using 5 images in between each of the relaxed geometries.
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6.5 Co on graphene 131

Energy (eV)
U (eV) h-site t-site b-site
0.0 0.00 0.60 0.47
2.0 0.00 0.04 0.23
4.0 0.00 -0.22 -0.08

magnetic moment (µB)
U (eV) h-site t-site b-site
0.0 1.11 1.25 1.23
2.0 1.18 1.94 1.55
4.0 1.93 1.95 1.97

Table 6.2: Left: Total energy in eV of relaxed structures with Co at different adsorption
sites as function of on-site Coulomb repulsionU. For each value ofU, the energy for Co
at an h-site is defined asE = 0. Right: Magnetic moment inµB of Co 3d electrons as
function ofU and adsorption site.

ate states in the vicinity of the Fermi level (see below). This naturally rises the
question of the stability against Jahn-Teller distortions. Such distortions are sup-
pressed: Small displacements of the Co ad-atom from its symmetric adsorption
site do not change the crystal field the Co orbitals at the Fermi level and their
hybridization for with the low energy graphene bands to linear order. Also assym-
metric out-of plane motions of the adjacent C-atoms liftingtheC6v symmetry did
not yield any energy gain in our GGA calculations.

In GGA+U, the potential energy landscape for Co appears much more com-
plicated. The GGA+U functional has various almost isoenergetic self-consistent
solutions at the same adsorption site which makes optaininga transition path as for
the GGA calculations highly error-prone and computationally inefficient. There-
fore, we obtained fully relaxed geometries for Co at h-, t- and b-sites and anal-
ysed the forces for small displacements from the relaxed positions: ForU = 2 eV,
J = 0.9 eV h-site adsorption is still the global total energy minimum with the Co
3d electrons giving rise either to spinSd = 1/2 or spinSd = 1. At this value ofU,
there exists also a metastable configuration for Co at a t-site with 3d electron spin
Sd = 1, which is 0.04 eV higher in energy than theSd = 1/2 h-site configuration.
In the Sd = 1 t-site configuration, an additional unpaired electron mainly local-
ized in the Co 4s-orbital an contributing another spin 1/2 occurs, such that the
total Co spin isS = 3/2. ForU = 4 eV, J = 0.9 eV the global minimum energy
is found for Co withS = 3/2 on a t-site, which is 0.2 eV and 0.08 eV lower in
energy than the h- and b-sites, respectively. These resultsare summarized in table
6.2. While pure GGA or LDA strongly suggests Co adsorbing to h-sites in a spin
1/2 state, from GGA+U both h-site as well as a t-site adsorption in low or high
spin-configurations appear possible. In the following we discuss the electronic
structure and discuss the possibility of a Kondo effect for all relevant cases: first
S = 3/2 on the t-site, thenSd = 1 on the h-site and, finally,Sd = 1/2 on the h-site
as the most interesting case.

6.5.2 Kondo models from first-principles

To understand the electronic structure of Co adsorbed to h- and t-sites on
graphene, we consider the LDOS obtained from GGA+U with U = 2 eV, J =
0.9 eV in these adsorption geometries and discuss the effect of spin-orbit coupling
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Figure 6.16: Upper panel: Orbitally resolved spin-polarized local density of states
(LDOS) for a Co ad-atom at an h-site (left) and a t-site (right) for U = 2 eV andJ = 0.9 eV.
At the h-site, Co has spin 1/2 due to one hole in the 3d-orbitals with E1 symmetry (dxz,
dyz). For Co on a t-site we find spin 3/2 due to two holes in the Co 3d-orbitals and one
electron in the Co 4s-orbital. Lower panel: Energy level diagrams of Co at a graphene
h-site (left) and a t-site (right).

(SOC).
For Co adsorbed on a t-site the crystal fields haveC3v symmetry: the 5 Co

d-orbitals split into two orbital doublets corresponding tothe two-dimensional
representation (E) ofC3v and a singlet of the one-dimensional representation (A1).
As can be seen from the LDOS (Fig. 6.16), the spin 3/2 of the Co atom is made up
by a spin 1 residing in the Co 3d-orbitals of E symmetry ferromagnetically cou-
pled to a spin 1/2 mainly from the Co 4s-orbital. The four low-energy graphene
bands close to the Dirac points can also be decomposed into one two-dimensional
and two one-dimensional representations which hybridize efficiently with the E
and A1 orbitals, respectively. In the absence of spin-orbitcoupling (SOC) one
can, therefore, expect a two-stage Kondo effect: first, the direct coupling of the
s-orbital to the C atom beneath quenches 1/2 of S = 3/2 resulting in a spin 1 cou-
pling to the two bands ofE symmetry via the next-nearest C atoms which screen
the remaining spin in a second stage.

To estimate the strength of SOC in this configuration, we calculate the mag-
netic anisotropy,EMAE = E|| − E⊥ ≈ 1.0 meV, as the energy difference be-
tween magnetization parallel and perpendicular to the graphene plane in GGA+U
with U = 4.0 eV and J = 0.9 eV.13 This translates into different energies,
E|Sz|=1/2 − E|Sz|=3/2 ≈ 1.3 meV, depending on thez-component,Sz, of the Co spin
S = 3/2 in this configuration. Ignoring Kondo physics, the ground state has
|Sz| = 3/2 and exhibits Kramers degeneracy but spin flipsSz = 3/2→ Sz = −3/2
induced by conduction electron scattering are only possible in higher order pro-
cesses. Hence, the Kondo effect is efficiently suppressed for Co in this configu-

13These calculations were done with a 3× 3 graphene supercell, which has been fully relaxed
for Co at a t-site in a spin-collinear GGA+U calculation withU = 4.0 eV andJ = 0.9 eV. The
magnetic anisotropy has been calculated by constraining the direction of magnetization at the Co
site but allowing for all other electronic degrees of freedom to relax to a self-consistent solution.
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6.5 Co on graphene 133

ration, as soon asTK ≪ 1.3 meV≈ 15 K. For a (first stage) Kondo temperature
of the order of 15 K or above a definite determination of the relevant low-energy
model is very difficult, but a possible scenario is that first the Kondo effect par-
tially screens 1/2 out of S = 3/2, then spin-orbit coupling stabilizes a low en-
ergy doublet (Sz = ±1), which is finally screened at very low temperatures by an
anisotropic Kondo effect.

For Co at an h-site, the situation is more interesting and a quantitative analysis
easier: here, the crystal fields haveC6v symmetry and decompose the d-orbitals
into two non-equivalent two-dimensional irreducible representations E1 (dxz, dyz)
and E2 (dx2−y2, dxy) plus one one-dimensional representation A1 (d3z2−r2). For
both theSd = 1/2 and theSd = 1 configuration, the spin degree mainly resides
in the E1 orbitals, as shown forSd = 1/2 in Fig. 6.16. The Co 4s-orbital is
unoccupied in this configuration. To estimate the strength of the SOC for the Co
3d electrons in this configuration, we extract the coupling constantλ occuring
in the single particle SOC operatorHSOC ≈ λl · s, with l ands being the orbital
and spin angular momentum operators, respectively, from VASP. With the self-
consistent GGA charge density we obtainλ = 60 meV.

Moreover, in the GGA calculations we obtained the crystal field splitting from
the d-level energies asǫE2−ǫE1 = −0.8 eV andǫA1−ǫE1 = −0.56 eV for Co at the h-
site. Diagonalizing the 3d subspace of the Co atom withSd = 1 ind8 configuration
in this crystal field yields a singlet as the ground state, which is separated by about
0.008 eV≈ 90 K from a doublet of first excited states. Hence, for a high-spin Co
at an h-position anSd = 1 Kondo effect is quenched ifTK . 90 K and a much
lowerTK [196] is only consistent with the low-spin configuration.

For Co at an h-site withS = 1/2 in d9 configuration (see Fig. 6.16) one
obtains a four-fold degenerate state. SOC lifts this degeneracy, resulting in a twice
degenerate atomic ground state, which is separated from a doublet of excited states
by an energy of the order ofλ. In this more than half-filled regime, the spin- and
orbital moment are aligned in parallel (c.f. Hund’s 3rd rule). The d-hole resides
in the highest crystal field orbitals,E1, which have|lz| = 1. Hence, the Zeeman
splitting for out-of-plane magnetic fields,Bz, is∆E = µBBz(gl sz+gl lz)/~ = ±µB2Bz

resulting in the effective g-factor ofg|sz|/~ = 2. We will see that the SOC induced
lifting from four fold to two fold degeneracy will lead to SU(4) Kondo physics
above the scale ofλ and SU(2) Kondo physics at lower energies.

To predict the behavior of the Kondo temperatures with the gate voltage in this
configuration, we describe the Co at an h-site in terms of an Anderson impurity
model: The conduction electrons residing in graphene’sπ-bands are modeled by
a tight-binding Hamiltonian of the form14

Ĥ0 = t
∑

<i,j>

c†i cj + t′
∑

≪i,j≫
c†i cj + t′′

∑

≪i,j≫

c†i cj (6.61)

14To obtain the correct energies of bothπ-band van-Hove singularities and the correct slope
of theπ-bands close to the Dirac points we go beyond the nearest neighbor tight-binding model
introduced in section 3.1, Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), and consider up to third nearest neighbor hopping
as suggested in Ref. [73].
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with t = −2.97 eV, t′ = −0.073 eV, andt′′ = −0.33 eV quantifying the nearest,
next-nearest and next-to-next nearest neighbor hopping, respectively [73]. Here,
ci denotes the Fermi operator for an electron in the carbonpz orbital at sitei, where
the indexi = (i,A/B) labels the sublattice (A,B) and the unit cell,i, centered at
Ri. In analogy to Eq. (3.2), Fourier transformation,ci =

∑

i e
ikRi (ck,A, ck,B)T ≡

∑

i eikRi ck leads toĤ0 =
∫

dk c†kHkck with

Hk =

(

η(k) ξ(k)
ξ∗(k) η(k)

)

, (6.62)

whereξ(k) = t
∑3

j=1 eik(bj−b1) + t′′
∑3

j=1 eik(b′′j −b1) andη(k) = t
∑6

j=1 eikb′j with b j, b′j
andb′′j denoting vectors, which connect nearest, next-to-nearestand third nearest
neighbors in the graphene lattice, respectively.

For the Co atom, we consider its 3d-orbitals, Ĥat =
∑

m,σ ǫ|m|nm,σ +
U
2

∑

(m,σ),(m′,σ′) nm,σnm′,σ′ with nm,σ = d†m,σdm,σ, wherem is the quantum number
of the z-component of the orbital momentum,dm,σ are Fermi operators,U is the
local Coulomb repulsion andǫ|m| are the bare on-site energies. Here, we include
hopping from the localized d-orbital to the nearest-neighbor C-atoms and use the
C6v symmetry to write the coupling of Co to graphene in the form

V̂ =
∑

m,σ

V|m|c
†
m,σdm,σ + H.c., (6.63)

wherecm,σ =
∑

<j> eimφj cj ,σ/
√

6, cj ,σ is the Fermi operator of electrons at carbon
atom at sitej andφj is the angle between a fixed crystalline axis and the bond from
site j to the Co impurity.

As explained in section 6.1, all local physics is contained in the local Hamil-
tonian,Ĥat, and the hybridization function∆mm′(ω) defined in Eq. (6.3). Here, we
have∆mm′(iω) = V|m|G0

mm′(iω)V|m′|, where

G0
mm′(iω) =

∫

dk〈m|k〉(iω − Hk)
−1〈k|m′〉 (6.64)

is the bare graphene electron Green function of the statescm. ∆mm′(iω) =
∆m(iω)δmm′ is diagonal and∆m(iω) = ∆−m(iω) by symmetry.

The hybridization functions for different values of|m| = 0, 1, 2 are subject to
selection rules imposed by the matrix elements〈m|k〉: The eigenstates of̂H0 close
to the Dirac points,K andK′ = −K, transform according to E1 and E2 underC6v

with the E1 and E2 being degenerate at the Dirac point. Hence,hybridization with
m= 0 states is cubically suppressed, Im∆m=0(ω) ∼ |ω|3 and

Im∆|m|=1(ω)/V2
1 = Im∆|m|=2(ω)/V2

2 ≈ −π
√

3|ω|
2π(t − 2t′′)2

(6.65)

to leading order inω.
In contrast to the particle hole symmetry forω → 0, the hybridization func-

tions are largely asymmetric at higher energies. This is caused by the E1 and the
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Figure 6.17:Imaginary part, Im∆|m|(E), of the hybridization functions of the E1 (|m| = 1)
and E2 orbitals (|m| = 2) of a Co ad-atom adsorbed to a graphene h-site. Hybridization
functions obtained from DFT and tight-binding (TB) models of one Co on an infinite
graphene sheet (TB-inf) as well as the same supercell (TB-cell) as used in DFT with
V1 = 1.4 eV andV2 = 1.5 eV are shown.

E2 impurity orbitals coupling each to only one of the van-Hove singularities re-
sulting from the graphene bands at the Brillouin zone M point: The E1 impurity
orbitals as well as the graphene valence electron wave functions at the M point are
odd under 180◦ rotation about the h-site, whereas the E2 orbitals and conduction
electron wave functions at the M point are even under this transformation. Hence,
the E1 hybridization exhibits a logarithmic singularity,

∆1(ω) ∼ ln |ω − EM−|, (6.66)

at EM− = t + t′ − 3t′′ ≈ −2.1 eV. However, there is no singularity in the E1
hybridization at the energy of the conduction band van-Hovesingularity,EM+ =

−t + t′ + 3t′′ ≈ 1.9 eV. For the E2 orbitals, the situation is reversed:

∆2(ω) ∼ ln |ω − EM+| (6.67)

for ω→ EM+.
To obtain realistic hybridization strengths,V1 and V2, we calculate∆m by

means of DFT as described in appendix A and fit the tight-binding hybridiza-
tions viaV1 andV2 (see Fig. 6.17). The tight-binding (TB) hybridizations were
obtained in two ways: (1) by directly evaluating Eq. (6.64),which models one
Co ad-atom on an infinite graphene sheet, and (2) by employingthe same 6× 6
supercell as in the DFT calculations and performing the samesupercell Brillouin
zone integration.

The high energy particle-hole/ E1-E2 asymmetry is striking the DFT as well
as in both TB hybridization functions. The DFT hybridization functions display
small wiggles and the van-Hove singularities appear to be smeared out. Compar-
ison of the DFT hybridization to the TB supercell hybridization shows that these
two effects are supercell artifacts. The tight-binding curves canbe well fitted to
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Figure 6.18: Left: Renormalized effective coupling strength,J(D)ρ(µ−D)+ρ(µ+D)
2 ≡

J(D)ρ0, as function of the high energy cut-off D for the chemical potentialµ = 0.20 eV
and three different bare couplingsJ0 = 1.05, 1.00, and 0.95 eV. Right: Kondo tempera-
turesTK as function ofµ for J0 = 1.02, 1.00, and 0.98 eV. The Kondo temperatures are
remarkably asymmetric for electron and hole doped graphene.

DFT15 with V1 = 1.4 eV andV2 = 1.5 eV. For energies above 3.4 eV and below
−3.1 eV also further bands contribute to∆m(ω). They contribute to screening and
lead to a (finite) renormalization of the exchange coupling which we absorb in a
redefinition of the bare exchange couplingJ0 used below.

To estimate Kondo temperatures and their gate voltage dependence, we solve
the scaling equation16 [27, 210]

dJ(D)
dD

= −N(D)J2(D)
ρ(µ − D) + ρ(µ + D)

2D
, (6.68)

where J(D) is the renormalized exchange coupling,D is the high energy cut-
off, µ is the chemical potential in graphene andρ(ω) = −Im∆1(ω)/(πV2

1). The
degeneracy factor,N(D) = 4 for D > λ andN(D) = 2 else [210], accounts for
locking the orbital- to the spin-degree of freedom below theenergy scale of the
spin-orbit coupling.

Varying J0 for µ = 0.2 eV (as in the experiment reported in Ref.[196]), we find
the Kondo temperature17 changing by an order of magnitude for varyingJ0 within
a few percent. (See Fig. 6.18 left.) While this hinders predictions of the absolute
value of the Kondo temperature, the trend of how the Kondo temperature depends
on the chemical potential in graphene is robust w.r.t. changes inJ0: LeavingJ0 as
fitting parameter, we predict the gate voltage-dependence of TK as shown in Fig.
6.18 right.

Note that the used values forJ0 ≈ 1eV are of orderV2
1/U for realistic values

of V1 andU. The remarkable asymmetry of the hybridization function leads to a

15Note that onlyonefitting parameter is employed per curve. Including an on-site potential at
the adjacent C-atoms allows to bring even the energy positions of the wiggles in the TB supercell
and the DFT hybridization functions into agreement. Here, we focus on qualitative consequences
of the particle hole asymmetry in the hybridization function and do not include a second fitting
parameter.

16This scaling analysis has been contributed by A. Rosch (University of Cologne).
17We extract the Kondo temperatures,TK , from the scaling analysis, as value of the high energy

cut-off D = kBTK , whereJ(D) diverges.
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6.5 Co on graphene 137

highly asymmetric dependence of the Kondo temperatures on the gate voltages. If
the E2 orbitals were carrying the magnetic moment instead ofE1 this asymmetry
would be reversed.

Interestingly, forJ > Jc ≈ 1.1 eV we find that the Kondo effect persists even
for vanishing doping. This implies that by relative small changes (e.g. using
different substrates) it may be possible to realize the quantum critical point of the
pseudogap Kondo problem [197, 198, 93, 199, 200].

6.5.3 Fourier transformed STM and Fano lineshapes

We will now discuss how the symmetry of Co orbital carrying the magnetic mo-
ment can be probed by FT-STS. Afterwards, we explain how the Fano asymmetry
factor arising in STS of Kondo resonances is affacted by the special electronic
structure and the particular symmetries of Co at an h-site ongraphene.

In the simplest model (see e.g. [88]), FT-STS measures the Fourier transform
of the local density of states,|ρk(E)|, in the vicinity of an impurity with the con-
stant background of a clean sample being substracted:

ρk(E) = −1
π

∫

d2reikr Im (G(r, r,E) −G0(r, r,E)). (6.69)

Using the T-matrix formalism as in section 5.1.1 in the discrete position space rep-
resentation of section 5.1.2 and representing the carbonpz orbitals byδ-functions
in real space, Eq. (6.69) simplifies to

ρk(E) = −1
π

∑

j

∫

d2k′eikr j
1
i

[

δGk′,k′+k(E) − δG∗k′+k,k′(E)
]

j j
, (6.70)

where the indexj labels the two atoms per graphene unit cell,r j their position
w.r.t. the unit cell origin and thek′ integral extends over the first Brillouin zone.
The Green functions occuring in Eq. (6.70) are 2× 2 matrices in sublattice space
and obtained from the unperturbed graphene Green functionsG0

k(E) with theT-
matrix: δGk′,k′+k(E) = G0

k′(E)Tk′ ,k′+k(E)G0
k′+k(E).

In a resonant level model for the Kondo peak, we consider orbitals of E1 and
E2 symmetry to derive the FT-STS patterns from Eq. (6.70) using a corresponding
T-matrix with phaseπ/2. To this end, we implement Eq. (6.70) in Mathematica
and use a

√
3 ×
√

3 R30◦ graphene supercell which allows us to obtaink andk′

independentT matrices for h-site impurity resonances.
This leads to the Fourier transformed LDOS as depicted in Fig. 6.19. As

the Kondo impurity on the h-site couples equally strong to both K and K’ points,
the inter-valley scattering is very strong. Due to the two sublattices, it depends
however strongly on the energyE and the phase shiftδ to which extent this K-K’
scattering leads to FT-STS intensity at the K and K’ points. As Fig. 6.19 shows,
there is a double arc structure of intensity around K/ K’ for E = 0.4 eV with the
radius given by twice the Fermi wave vector. These structures disappear forE→
0. The orbital symmetries manifest in distinct FT-STS maps with characteristic
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138 6. Correlated magnetic nanosystems

Figure 6.19:Fourier transformed LDOS for resonances of E1 (upper panel)and E2 sym-
metry (lower panel) at energiesE = −0.4, 0.0, and 0.4 eV for a phaseπ/2 of the T-matrix
at these energies. The reciprocal lattice vectors are (2/

√
3, 0) and (1/

√
3, 1) in units of

2π/a, wherea = 2.465Å is the lattice constant. The bright spots close to the panel bound-
aries are centers of higher Brillouin zones. The insets showclose-up views of the K/K’
points which are at symmetry equivalent positions of (0, 2/3).

gate voltage and tunneling bias dependence: Upon energy,E → −E (and phase
shift reversal,π/2+ η→ π/2− η) the FT-STS patterns of resonances with E2 and
E1 symmetry interchange.

We now turn to the Fano q-factors arising in STS. To this end itis instructive,
to compare Fano factors arising at impurity resonances in graphene to the case
of normal metal hosts. The magnetic orbitals of the ad-atom are usually strongly
localized resulting in the direct tunneling of electrons from the impurity orbtials to
the tip being much weaker than tunneling via the substrate:|Mpm| ≪ |Mpk| in Eq.
(6.48) and|Mpm| ≪ |M0V0ḠKS| in Eq. (6.56). Negelcting, thus, direct tunneling
from the impurity to the tip, Eq. (6.56) simplifies to

q ≈ −ReG(EF)/Im G(EF). (6.71)

In a metal with bandwidthD and constant DOS in the vicinity of the impurity18,

Im G(ǫ) = −π/2D if −D < ǫ < D , we obtainq ≈ 1
π

ln
∣

∣

∣

∣

D+EF
D−EF

∣

∣

∣

∣

≈ 2EF
πD . Hence,|q| < 1

and the Kondo effect manifests in STM on normal metals as anti-resonance close
to EF as long as|Mdt| ≪ |Mkt|.

This is very different for graphene: The graphene DOS is linear and in the
simplest model given byNg

0(E) = |E|D2 ·Θ(D − |E|) resultingG(E) = E
D2 ln

∣

∣

∣

∣

E2

D2−E2

∣

∣

∣

∣

−

18See also section 5.1.1 and Fig. 5.1 for the model Green functions of simple metals and
graphene discussed, here.
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Figure 6.20: Hybridization functions,∆, (left) and Fano asymmetry factors,q, (right)
for Co on graphene as obtained from our first principles calculations. Theq-factors have
been calculated from the hybridization functions using Eq.(6.57). For the hybridization
functions Re∆ is plotted as solid line, Im∆ dashed. The energyE = 0 corresponds to the
Fermi level of the charge neutral supercell.

iπNg
0(E) and

q ≈ 2 sign (EF)
π

ln
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

EF

D

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (6.72)

This result follows directly from linearity ofNg
0(E) and the Kramers-Kronig re-

lations. AsD ≈ 6 eV19 and usuallyEF . 0.5 eV, the q-factor can beq ≫ 1 and
the Kondo effect may manifest in STM asresonanceinstead of an anti-resonance,
even for|Mdt| ≪ |Mkt|. This is in contrast to a normal metal, where predominant
tunneling into the conduction electron states results in a Kondo-antiresonance in
STM.

As the real part of the Green function enters Eq. (6.71), the q-factor carries
information about high energy features of the local electronic structure which is
in general beyond effective low energy theories. To understand the role of such
contributions to the q-factor, we illustrate the situationfor the experimentally im-
portant case of Co on graphene. We assume Co adsorption to an h-site. Using
the hybridization functions obtained from DFT and Eq. (6.57), we simulate the
q-factor for E1 and E2 type resoances.

As Fig. 6.20 shows, we have|Im∆(ǫ)| ≪ |Re∆(ǫ)| in the vicinity of the Fermi
level of the charge neutral supercell,E = 0. As a consequence, one obtainsq > 1
in a wide energy rage andq is strongly energy dependent. So,q is expected to be
strongly sensitive to local changes in the chemical potential of graphene, which
can be caused by gate voltages, chemical doping or substrateeffects. Apart from
|q| ≫ 1 for E→ 0, we find the q-factor for resonances with E1 and E2 symmetry
displaying markedly different and asymmetric energy dependences. The orgin of
these asymmetric q-factors is the same as for the asymmetricKondo temperatures:
States of E1 symmetry couple to the valence band van-Hove singularity but not to
the conduction band van-Hove singularity, whereas for the E2 type impurity states
the situation is reversed. All these effects are well beyond a Dirac type linearized

19Assuming linear dispersion in the entire Brillouin zone andapproximating the Brillouin zone
by circles around the two nonequivalent Dirac points results in D ≈ 6 eV [92].
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140 6. Correlated magnetic nanosystems

dispersion analysis.
In summary, we showed in the last three subsections that the Kondo effect of

Co ad-atoms on graphene is controlled by the particular symmetries of the Co 3d-
orbitals originating from graphene crystal field splitting. Based on first-principles
calculations we found different possible scenarios witht− or h-site adsorption of
Co and consequences for the Kondo physics. For Co at anh-site we found a sur-
prising asymmetry of Kondo temperatures and Fano q-factorsw.r.t. the chemical
potential and predicted characteristic FT-STS patterns. All these effects can be
probed by STM.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Outlook

In this thesis we investigated the electronic properties ofdifferent nano scale solid
state systems, in particular graphene and magnetic nanostructures on surfaces.
Graphene differs from usual metal or semiconductor surfaces in that its low en-
ergy electronic quasiparticles are entirely located in theBrillouin zone corners
with band degeneracies being enforced by the high symmetries of the honeycomb
lattice. We found that this specialty, presents a common background for huge in-
elastic contributions to STS of clean graphene and an orbitally controlled Kondo
effect of Co ad-atoms on graphene.

Zone corner phonons can couple the low energy electronic states states from
K/K’ to high energy states from the Brillouin zone center and circumvent the so-
called momentum space selection rule for tunnelling into graphene. There are two
different phonons with energy~ω = 67 meV and 151 meV which may by symme-
try assist electron tunneling into graphene. Our density functional calculations
showed that the inelastic tunneling channel due to the 67 meVphonon is by a fac-
tor of ∼ 15 more efficient than the 151 meV channel. This is in good accordance
with recent experiments [117] and allowed to disentangle different many body
contributions to graphene’s electronic structure by meansof STS.

For Co ad-atoms adsorbed to the center of a graphene hexagon,the same two-
dimensional representations of the hexagonal symmetry group, that are responsi-
ble for the band degeneracies in graphene, also determine the orbital degeneracies
of the ad-atoms. Hence, efficient superexchange coupling of the ad-atom spin to
the graphene bands, requires it to reside in degenerate orbitals. This notion leads
to the general prediction that orbital fluctuations and alsospin-orbit coupling nat-
urally control the Kondo physics of any magnetic ad-atom adsorbing to a high
symmetry position on graphene. For case of Co on graphene, wefind that the in-
terplay of the orbital Co physics and the peculiar band-structure of graphene leads
to a gate-voltage dependence of the Kondo temperature, of the Fanoq-factor and
of the FT-STS patterns displaying a very strong, characteristic particle-hole asym-
metry. This will allow to probe experimentally, which orbitals are involved in the
Kondo effect of the magnetic impurity.

The study of general inhomogeneity and impurity effects in graphene pre-
sented here revealed how graphene interacts with its environment and how midgap
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142 7. Summary and Outlook

states that likely present important sources of electron scattering can be cre-
ated. Investigating the electronic properties of corrugated graphene, we showed
by means of first-principles calculations how rippling-induced pseudo-magnetic
fields alter graphenes low-energy electronic properties and justified an extended
low energy effective field theory. The formation of flat bands near the Fermilevel
corresponding to pseudo-Landau levels has been confirmed for quenched ripples
but relaxation of in-plane strains turned out to destroy these states. This may
be an important statement in light of the hypothesis [123] that quenched ripples
are a major source of scattering in graphene and the observation that annealing
of a freely hanged graphene membrane can increase drastically its mobility [12].
However, this issue is still speculative and there is yet no real theory that ex-
plains why ripple structures should become quenched. Further investigations are
needed on this question. An alternative source of midgap states can be resonant
impurities. Our studies of monovalent impurities showed, that these impurities
frequently cause quasilocal states nearby the Dirac point —not accidentally but
enforced by symmetry. These chiral midgap states are often accompanied by high
migration barriers of the impurities, which makes these impurities very stable and
lets them appear as a very natural source of electron scattering in graphene. When
studying doping mechanisms for gas molecule adsorbates on graphene, inert and
open shell adsorbates turned out to be fundamentally different: While open-shell
species like NO2 appear to accept electrons directly from graphene, doping effects
due to inert molecules like H2O require additional reservoirs for electrons or holes
like the substrate, for example.

The magnetic nanostructures investigated in the last part of this thesis demon-
strated how sensitive magnetic atoms are to their particular environment. For
isolated Ce atoms on different surfaces, we found the 4f electrons showing all
the range from localized to delocalized behavior and pronounced changes in the
spectral function with the substrate. A similarly high degree of tunability has
been found for the CoCun clusters on Cu (111) surfaces, where atom-by-atom ma-
nipulation was proven to cause non-monotonic variations inthe local electronic
structure and varied the Kondo temperature in rather broad limits.

Great progress in the understanding of the electronic structure of nano scale
electronic systems has been achieved during the last years but widespread ap-
plications of these systems require a theory capable of “predictive nanostructure
design”. Reduced symmetries at surfaces often hinder reliable predictions, in par-
ticular if many-body phenomena at low temperatures play a decisive role. The
example of Co on graphene shows that incorporating this material into the field of
correlated magnetic nanosystems may change this situationdue to its the well de-
fined and highly symmetric low energy excitations. First studies exploring these
possibilities are on the way.
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Appendix A

LDA++ calculations using VASP

The ab-initio treatment of correlated systems (see sections 2.5.2, 2.5.3, and 6.1)
requires the calculation of Green functions or hybridization functions in terms
of local orbitals. Following Ref. [184], the desired quantity is a projection
PC = ∑

L |L〉〈L| of the full Kohn-Sham Green function̂GKS(E) on a set of lo-
calized orbitals{|L〉}:

ĜCKS(E) = PCĜKS(E)PC. (A.1)

The subspaceC = span({|L〉}) is usually termed correlated subspace. In plane
wave based calculations,ĜKS(E) is available in terms of a (truncated) set of Bloch
states|K〉 that are eigenstatesHKS|K〉 = ǫK |K〉:

ĜKS(E) =
∑

K

|K〉〈K|
E + i0+ − ǫK

. (A.2)

Inserting Eq. (A.2) into Eq. (A.1) shows that one needs to evaluate projectors
of the type〈L|K〉 in order to access the matrix elements (ĜCKS(E))LL ′ of the local
Green function.

In most cases the correlated orbitals are d- or f-orbitals, which are to a good
approximation localized inside the PAW augmentation spheres. Using the PAW
decomposition, Eqs. (2.52) and (2.56), of the Bloch state|K〉 = T |K̃〉 = |K̃〉 +
∑

i(|φi〉 − |φ̃i〉)〈p̃i |K̃〉 one obtains for a converged partial wave expansion〈L|K〉 =
∑

i〈L|φi〉〈p̃i |K̃〉. The indexi of the augmentation functions|φi〉 includes siteµ,
angular momentuml andm as well as an indexν labelling the radial function:
i = (µ, l,m, ν). In practice, the localized orbitals can be also chosen to be angular
momentum eigenstates at a given siteµ, which leads to

〈L|K〉 =
∑

ν

〈L|φν〉〈p̃ν|K̃〉 (A.3)

with ν abbreviatingi = (µ, l,m, ν) whereµ, l, and m are fixed. In the PAW
approach, the first augmentation function,ν = 0, for each channel is usually
taken to be in atomic eigenfunction (c.f. section 2.3.3 and Ref. [52]). Defin-
ing the correlated subspace in terms of atomic eigenfunctions leads consequently
to |L〉 = |φν=0〉. As higher augmentation functions,ν > 0, are in general not
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144 A. LDA++ calculations using VASP

orthogonal to the|φν=0〉 states, evaluation of Eq. (A.3), requires accounting for
the overlaps of the form〈φν=0|φν′〉. This approach has been implemented to the
AB-INIT code by Amadon [211].

We implemented an LDA+U inspired approximation to extract local Green
functions from VASP. As in the LDA+U scheme implemented in VASP [212], we
choose

|〈L|K〉|2 =
∑

ν,ν′

〈K̃|p̃ν〉〈φν|φν′〉〈p̃ν′ |K̃〉. (A.4)

Hence, the absolute value of the projectors is in this schemegiven by the pro-
jection onto a subspace of augmentation channels with givenangular momentum,
(l,m). The phase is determined by

arg(〈L|K〉) = arg















∑

ν

〈p̃ν|K̃〉














. (A.5)

If higher augmentation channels are negligible,|〈p̃ν=0|K̃〉| ≫ |〈p̃ν>0|K̃〉|, Eq. (A.3)
and Eqs. (A.4)-(A.5) become equivalent and both approachesyield the same
Green functions. This is usually the case for states close tothe Fermi level, where
the projection〈p̃ν=0|K̃〉 presents normally the major contribution to the PAW par-
tial wave expansion. The LDA+DMFT implementation based on the projectors
from Eqs. (A.4)-(A.5) has been compared to NMTO [213, 214] and other plane
wave Wannier function based LDA+DMFT implementations [215] for the test
cases of YTiO3 and NiO, where the results turned out to be in good accordance
[216].

As constructed, the projectors in Eq. (A.3) as well as in Eqs.(A.4) and (A.5)
are not properly normalized to two reasons: (1) the Bloch basis is incomplete and
(2) the PAW augmentation functions are not orthonormal. In our implementation
we orthonormalize the projectors by the following Wannier type construction: By
definition, the localized states|L〉 are labelled by site and angular momentum
indices: L = (µ, l,m). We split the site indexµ = R + T such thatR labels
the position within the unit cell andT is the Bravais lattice vector of the unit
cell in whichµ is located. This allows us to construct the Bloch transform of the
localized states,

|Lk〉 =
∑

T

eikT |LT〉, (A.6)

wherek is from the first Brillouin zone and|LT〉 ≡ |L〉 = |µ, l,m〉 with µ = R+ T.
The sum in Eq. (A.6) runs over the Bravais lattice. Labellingthe Bloch states
|K〉 = |k, n〉 by their crystal momentum,k, and band index,n, we normalize the
our projectorsPCLn(k) = 〈Lk|k, n〉 using the overlap operator

OLL′(k) =
∑

n

PCLn(k)
(

PCL′n(k)
)∗

(A.7)

in
P̄CLn(k) =

∑

L′

[O(k)]−1/2
LL′ PCL′n(k). (A.8)
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In many parts of this work, we use hybridization functions instead of local
Green functions. These functions are related to each other by

G−1(ǫ) = ǫ + iδ − ǫd − ∆(ǫ), (A.9)

whereǫd is the static crystal field. Eq. (A.9) is a matrix equation with G, ∆, and
ǫd being (dimC) × (dim C) matrices, in general. To separate the hybridization
from the static LDA crystal field, we numerically evaluate the limit ǫ →∞, where
ǫ −G−1(ǫ)→ ǫd.
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Appendix B

Second quantized interacting
electron Hamiltonians

We consider an interacting electron Hamiltonian in the formof Eqs. (2.1)-(2.4) in
Born-Oppenheimer approximation

Ĥ =
∑

i

p̂2
i

2me
+

∑

i

V(r̂ i) +
∑

j>i

e2

|r̂ i − r̂ j |
(B.1)

and aim to rewrite it in the form of Eq. (2.5). Here,V(r̂ i) is a one-electron potential
as following from Eq. (2.4) for frozen nuclei. Following Ref. [217] we employ the
field operators,Ψσ(r), for electrons with spinσ to write the one electron operators
in second quantized form

Ĥ1 =
∑

σ

∫

d3r Ψ†σ(r)

(

− ~
2

2me
∇2 + V(r)

)

Ψσ(r). (B.2)

This operator is spin-independent and diagonal in spin indices. Spin-orbit cou-
pling or magnetic fields transverse to the spin quantizationaxis can lead to terms
which are off-diagonal in the spin indices. The Coulomb interaction is spin-
independent and reads in terms of the field operators as

Ĥ2 =
1
2

∑

σ,σ′

∫

d3r d3r ′Ψ†σ(r)Ψ†σ′(r
′)

e2

|r − r ′|Ψσ
′(r ′)Ψσ(r). (B.3)

The field operators,Ψ†σ(r), create electrons in position eigenstates|r〉 ⊗ |σ〉 with
spinσ. Changing from position space eigenstates to a different one electron basis
{|α〉 ⊗ |σ〉} is achieved by reexpressing the field operators:

Ψσ(r) =
∑

λ

〈r |α〉cα,σ, (B.4)

wherecα,σ is the annihilation operator of an electron in a state described by the
wave functionφα(r) = 〈r |α〉 with spinσ. This yields

Ĥ1 =
∑

σ,α,β

c†β,σtβ,αcα,σ with tβ,α =
∫

d3r φ∗β(r)

(

− ~
2

2me
∇2 + V(r)

)

φα(r), (B.5)
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and

Ĥ2 =
1
2

∑

σ,σ′

α,α′,β,β′

Uα,β,β′,α′c
†
α,σc†β,σ′cβ′,σ′cα′,σ (B.6)

with

Uα,β,β′,α′ =

∫

d3r d3r ′φ∗α(r)φ
∗
β(r
′)

e2

|r − r ′|φβ
′(r ′)φα′(r). (B.7)

Introducing superindicesi = (αi , σi) combining orbital and spin degrees of free-
dom, Eqs. (B.5)-(B.7), take the form of Eq. (2.5) with

ti j = tαi ,α jδσi ,σ j (B.8)

and
Ui jkl = Uαi ,α j ,αk,αlδσi ,σlδσ j ,σk. (B.9)

Due to the spin-independence of the Coulomb interaction thematrix elementsUi jkl

factorize into an orbital dependent part,Uαi ,α j ,αk,αl , and the Kronecker symbols in
spin-space,δσi ,σlδσ j ,σk.

In Eqs. (B.3) and (B.7) we considered the bare two-body Coulomb interac-
tion V(r, r ′) = e2

|r−r ′| . It should be noted that the discussion presented here, is not
restricted to any particular type of interaction. The only formal property we ex-
ploited in Eq. (B.7) is the spin-independence. Hence, the above discussion holds
also for any other spin-independent two body interaction like a screened Coulomb
interaction.
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Appendix C

The Nambu formalism for
superconducting graphene

We derive a Hamiltonian of graphene in proximity of a superconducting material
and the Nambu formalism as used in section 5.1.5, Eqs. (5.20)-(5.21), is intro-
duced. The discussion of superconductivity is following Refs. [218] and [93]. In
a basic model, normal state graphene can be described by the tight-binding Hamil-
tonian defined in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). We use the same conventions as in section
3.1 to label operators, sublattices etc. but now the electron spin degree of freedom
is written, explicitly:ai,ς andbi,ς denote the Fermi operators of electrons localized
at sublattice atoms A and B in the cell atRi with spinς ∈ {↑, ↓}, respectively.

We consider a local electron-electron interaction in graphene1 of the form

Ĥint = −
1
2

V
∑

ς,ς′

∫

d3r Ψ†ς(r)Ψ
†
ς′(r)Ψσ′(r)Ψς(r), (C.1)

with the field operators,Ψς(r), as defined in appendix B. Following the standard
BCS mean field treatment, this interaction is decoupled to a sum of quadratic
terms (c.f. Eqs. (2.2)-(2.4) of Ref. [93])

ĤBCS =
1
2

∑

ς,ς′

∫

d3r Ψ†ς′(r)V̄ς,ς′(r)Ψς(r) + ∆(r)Ψ†↑(r)Ψ
†
↓(r) + ∆

∗(r)Ψ↓(r)Ψ↑(r),

(C.2)
whereV̄σ,σ′ contains the usual Hartree-Fock terms and

∆(r) = −V
〈

Ψ↓(r)Ψ↑(r)
〉

(C.3)

is the pair potential. In normal state graphene the superconducting order parame-
ter vanishes,

〈

Ψ↓(r)Ψ↑(r)
〉

= 0, but in contact with a superconductor a supercon-
ducting correlations and a pairing potential are introduced by the proximity effect.
In the tight-binding basis of graphene, the proximity induced superconducting

1In the case of proximity induced superconductivity the electron-electron interaction can have
arbitrary sign. Here, s-wave pairing as in the experiment byHeersche et al., Ref. [135], is dis-
cussed.
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conducting correlations lead to finite order parameters of the form 〈ai,↓ai,↑〉 and
〈bi,↑bi,↓〉. Assuming the resulting pairing potential to be real and skipping the
Hartree-Fock contributions of the local electron-electron interaction, we arrive at

ĤSC =
∑

i

∆ (ai,↑ai,↓ + bi,↑bi,↓) + H.c. (C.4)

for describing s-wave superconducting pairing in graphene.

We now translate this pairing to the low energy Dirac description of elec-
trons in graphene. Setting the graphene lattice constant asunit of length,
a0 = 2.46Å ≡ 1, and introducing a coordinate frame such that the vectors
connecting nearest neighbor atoms areb1 = (−1/

√
3, 0), b2 = (1/2

√
3, 1/2),

and b3 = (1/2
√

3,−1/2), a Taylor expansion of the tight-binding Hamilto-
nian, Eq. (3.2) around the two non-equivalent nodal points,K± = ±q1 =

±(4π/
√

3)
{

1/2, 1/2
√

3
}

, yields

Ĥ0 =
∑

ς∈{↑,↓}

∫

d2kΨ†K+,ς(k)HK+ΨK+,ς(k) + Ψ†K−,ς(k)HK−ΨK−,ς(k) (C.5)

with HK±(k) = ~vf (k1σ1 ∓ k2σ2), ~vf =
√

3t/2, andΨK±,ς(k) =

(

ak±q1,ς

ibk±q1,ς

)

, where

σi are Pauli matrices acting on the sublattice degrees of freedom.

Following Nambu, we introduce a spinor Ψ̂†(k) =

(Ψ†K+,↓(k),Ψ†K−,↓(k),ΨK−,↑(−k),ΨK+,↑(−k)) creating particle and the time re-
versed hole excitations. The particle-hole space is calledNambu space, and we
defineΛi with i = 1, 2, 3 as Pauli matrices acting within this space. Moreover,
we introduce Pauli matricesτi acting within the valleyK±-space. τ0 andΛ0

are the corresponding identity matrices. This allows us to rewrite the graphene
Hamiltonian in Nambu space: The pairing reads as

ĤSC =

∫

d2k (ak+q1,↑, bk+q1,↑, ak−q1,↑, bk−q1,↑)































∆ 0 0 0
0 ∆ 0 0
0 0 ∆ 0
0 0 0 ∆





























































a−k−q1,↓
b−k−q1,↓
a−k+q1,↓
b−k+q1,↓































+ H.c.

=∆

∫

d2k Ψ̂†(k)































0 0 σ3 0
0 0 0 σ3

σ3 0 0 0
0 σ3 0 0































Ψ̂(k) (C.6)

=∆

∫

d2kΨ̂†(k)σ3 ⊗ τ0 ⊗ Λ1Ψ̂
†(k). (C.7)
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150 C. The Nambu formalism for superconducting graphene

Rewriting Eq. (C.5) in Nambu space yields

Ĥ0 =

∫

d2k Ψ̂†(k)































HK+(k) 0 0 0
0 HK−(k) 0 0
0 0 −HK+(−k) 0
0 0 0 −HK−(−k)































Ψ̂(k)

=

∫

d2k Ψ̂†(k)































HK+(k) 0 0 0
0 HK−(k) 0 0
0 0 HK+(k) 0
0 0 0 HK−(k)































Ψ̂(k). (C.8)

In the continuum Dirac theory of graphene, the site indexi is replaced by a contin-
uous position space coordinatex. Changing to position space representation and
combining Eqs. (C.7) and (C.8) leads to

Heff =

∫

d2x Ψ̂†(x)































HK+(x) 0 ∆σ3 0
0 HK−(x) 0 ∆σ3

∆σ3 0 HK+(x) 0
0 ∆σ3 0 HK−(x)































Ψ̂(x)

=

∫

d2x Ψ̂†(x)(−i~vf (∂1σ1 ⊗ τ0 − ∂2σ2 ⊗ τ3) ⊗ Λ0 + ∆σ3 ⊗ τ0 ⊗ Λ1)Ψ̂(x).

(C.9)

This is exactly the Dirac-Bogoliubov-de-Gennes Hamiltonian, Eq. (5.21), used in
section 5.1.5.
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